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FOREWORD

Contract NIH 70-4149 (P1! 108-69-47) was awarded to

Postgraduate Medical Institute * on February 3, 1969.

Objectives of the contract included:

A. Select three hospitals located in depressed areas

B. Implement a relevant medical education consultation
service

C. Institute programs of continuing medical education

D. "-valuate the effectiveness of the consultation
ervice

E. Collect observations and data describing some of
the factors which are important in ei:her aiding
or inhibiting the development of programs of
continuing medical education

F. Explore methods for evaluating the effect of both
program content and technique of presentation on
medical practice

G. Analyze, tabulate and interpret the data

H. Identify distinguishing characteristics of hospitals
in depressed areas

Enumerate distinguishing continuing education habits
of physicians practicing in depressed areas

What follows is a final report, in summary form and full text,
of activities conducted under the contract.

* Postgraduate Medical Institute (PMI) is a non-profit, educational
corporation sponsored by the Massachusetts Medical Society.
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* Presented as a paper by Norman S. Stearns, M.D., and Robert
A. Gold, Ed.M., entitled "Educational Consultation: A Team
Approach to Stimulating Hospital Medical Staff Involvement
in Health Care Problems of the Poor" at the 1970 Medical
Services Conference, sponsored by the Council on Medical
Service, American Medical Association, November 28, 1970,
Boston. This paper, highlighting activities and outcomes
of the contract, is offered here as a preface to the full
text of the final report. An expanded version of this
summary paper will be published in Medical Care, Volume 10,

No. 1, Jan. - Feb., 1972.



Educational Consultation: A Team Approach To
Stimulating Hospital Medical Staff Involvement
in Health Care Problems of the Poor.

Norman S. Stearns, M.D. *

and

Robert A. Gold, Ed.M. **

Postgraduate Medical Institute believes it possible to use
an interdisciplinary team of consultants to sensitize hospital
medical staffs to the unique health care problems of the poor.

In recent years there have been exciting developments
in the delivery of health care. The literature is rife with
reports of experiences and new ideas regarding health care
delivery. These proposals, encompassing neighborhood health
centers, group practices, pre-paid comprehensive health care
systems, etc., have a common, distinguishing characteristic --
CHANGE. They all imply major changes in the conduct of the
practice and "business" of medicine. The prospect of change
is often threatening. We fear that the agents of change,
the activists developing new systems, may fail to divert
energies needed to help the medical establishment accept
the changes. For most, re-education will be needed, and for
many the experience will be painful. Change can be brought
about by legislation and rationalization or.by education
and insight. Postgraduate Medical Institute prefers the carrot
of insight to the stick of law. We believe that education is
the most desirable technique to close some of the gaps between
physicians developing new health care systems and those resisting
them.

* Dr. Stearns is Executive Director of Postgraduate Medical
Institute.

** Mr. Gold is Director of Research of Postgraduate Medical
Institute.



The Postgraduate Medical Institute (PMI) is the education
arm of the Massachusetts Medical Society. Since its inception
eighteen years ago, the Institute has been dedicated to
fostering continuing education of physicians. Its operations
are predicated on the premise that education can ultimately
effect improved health care.

For many years we have been using consultation as a stimulus
to education program development at community hospitals. In a
recent three year study*of the consultation process, we tried
to help forty hospitals assess their needs and develop relevant
programs. Results of the study demonstrated that intervention
by physicians trained as educational consultats significantly
affected implementation of elements of continuing education
programs for physicians. However, most education activities
stimulates: were of the classic variety and dealt with familiar
areas of medical practice, e.g., grand rounds on "Hypertension",
or lecture on "Leukemia".

While this study was in progress, health care consumers in
depressed areas were increasingly challenging the medical
profession's expertise, responsive and right to define proper
health care. Consequently, the Division of Physician Manpower,
Bureau of Health Professions Education and Manpower Training,
NIH funded PMI to modify and study its consultation techniques
when used to stimulate medical staffs of three hospitals to:
1) recognise the special health needs of the poor in their
communites, and 2) develop responsive physicians education and
service programs.

We will describe the consultation model that was developed
and discuss highlights of what we learned while trying to apply
the procedure. We t, ght it important to emphasize the inter-
locking nature of medi,:al, socio-economic, psychological and
cultural aspects of health care problems of depressed area
residents and their hospitals. Therefore, the logical direction
was to abandon our exclusively physician-oriented consultative
focus. In its stead we substituted an interdisciplinary team
of consultants. The team consisted of two physicians, a cultural
anthropologist, a psychologist, a public health educator and
supporting evaluation personnel, used in varying combinations.
The team collectively possessed expertise in medical education,
community medicine, health care delivery systems, as well as
educational and evaluation methodology.

Extending the team concept, we envisioned working with

*NIH 70-4150 (P11-108-67-170)
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a "corresponding" interdisciplinary team of hospital personnel
led by members of the medical staff, and including represent-
atives of nursing, allied health and administrative staffs, as
well as trustees.

Our intent was to have the two teams examine the de-
pressed area community and the hospital's relationship to it
as a "patient", with the health care problems of such a "patient"
the subject of discussion. Thus, in addition to its function
as an educational catalyst, the consultation procedure itself
was to serve as an educational activity.

We selected three dissimilar target hospitals: 1) a
large, urban institution in the midst of a black ghetto: 2) a
smaller institution in a predominantly low income, white commu-
nity of high population density; and 3) an institution on the
fringe of an economically declining, medium-sized former "mill
town" possessing a significant Spanish speaking population.

The consultation process can be illustrated by a descript-
ion of its evolution at one of the hospitals. The hospital in
question is a mcdern 600+ bed institution located in the
midst of an urban ghetto. The hospital was about to begin
construction of a multi- million dollar, centralized and
specialty-orientated ambulatory care facility. The "neighborhood"
adjacent to the hospital contains approximately 20,000 residents,
half of whom are Black. There are only three privately practic-
ing physicians in the area, and they do not have admitting
privileges at any hospital. The city's poverty program has
designated the neighborhood as its top priority target area.

The consultation process at this hospital consisted of four
distinct phases: 1) entry; 2) hospital team formation; 3) informa-
tion gathering; and 4) program planning. Initial entry evolved
through informal discussions with members of the administration.
At the outset, PMI requested involvement of key medical staff
leaders and leaders of other departments of the hospital. We
presented our goals, objectives, and the format of the project
at a meeting chaired by the president of the hospital medical
staff. Hospital representatives included service chiefs, the
director of medical education, the director of the outpatient
department, the director of nursing service, the head of the
hospital personnel department, a member of the social service
department and several members of the administrative staff.

The consultation team presented itself as both a direct



stimulant, dnd as an avenue to resources which the hospital
could use to evaluate problems and needs of the surrounding
community and to consider appropriate responses. Open dis-
cussion indicated that the hospital was not totally unres-
ponsive to needs of the community, but rather.that its actions
occurred in uncoordinated and isolated instances. Definition,
interpretation, and even awareness of the existence of some
problems varied from person to person. Many hospital
representatives were astonished at the perceptions articulated
by colleagues and tt,e apparent communication gaps within
their institution. Thus, for example, the chief of psychiatry
expressed surprise and displeasure at learing that members of
the psychology staff were providing sensitivity training for
non-medical department heads in an attempt to increase their
knowledge of the supervisory needs of ghetto resident employees.
The psychiatrist stated that his annoyance stemmed from not
being consulted. Facilitating such frank discussions, and
helping to process the feelings they generated, was an import-
ant part of our consultative team's job.

At this and subsequent meetings, fragments of the community's
perspective were also revealed. The hospital felt its responsi-
bilities ended at its gates and that it should play no part in
the political power struggle going on between the local poverty
program and city hall over neighborhood funding priorities for
health centers. The hospital's ghetto neighbors viewed the
hospital as neither removed, nor properly so, from such an issue.
The residents felt that the hospital's responsibility should ex,.
tend far beyond the delivery of health care to those who come
to its doors.

Militant Black spokesmen had already confronted the-hospital
with a set of specific, non-negotiable demands ranging from
financial support for community-controlled neighborhood health
centers through inclusion of local Black residents on the hospital's
board of trustees to being the neighborhood's advocate to the
non-ghetto community.

Having long taken pride in the high quality of its medical
services, the hospital was at a loss when so challenged. It was
both understandable and predictable that the hospital would try
to use PMI's efforts and resources to aid handling its immediate
problems without having to alter what one hospital spokesman
characterized as "a hundred years of doing our thing".



Our response was to urge the hospital to explore the
problem more deeply. When the hospital looked for immediate
solutions to apparent problems, we frequently responded by
asking more questions. Our intent was to mobilize their acute
situational anxiety and to transform it into a motivational force
which would lead them to pursue more lasting educational and
service objectives. The need for more information was establish-
ed. !?:dually apparent was the need for mechanisms to share it.

The initial device selected was a hospital-wide information
and perception-sharing seminar. To broaded the base of our
consultation we included both indians and chiefs, those who
could potentially take action, as well as those who could
provide insights. Specifically, the seminar was attended by
representatives of the hospital's board of trustees, administ-
ration, allied health areas, non-medical departments, as well
as medical department chiefs, medical staff officers, and
those physicians directly involved with operation of the
neighborhood health centers.

The seminar's topic was health problems of the depressed
community and the hospital's role in solving the problems. A
variety of views were expressed including the administration's
historical and current perspective, experiences of physicians
working in neighborhood health centers, wad a summary, of the
hospital's employment and training programs for ghetto residents.
One speaker's sensitive statement of how the hospital looked
through Black eyes spurred vivid and heated discussion of
latent racism in the hospital.

Now, what of outcomes? First, the fact that such a seminar
took place is significant. Second, communication was established
between individuals who normally have little or no contact with
each other despite common concerns. Third, following the seminar
the president of the medical staff'sent a letter to every
member of the staff which included the following statement:
"...the Trustees of the hospital have taken a forward step by
recognizing that the geographical boundaries of the property
are not the boundaries of the hospital's responsibility for health
care. The Executive and Credentials committees have discussed
the need for the staff as a whole to make a commitment to help
meet the anticipated physician needs, particularly of the....
neighborhood health centers. Each chief has been encouraged to
discuss with the members of his service these needs and our
possible participation..." The meetings were held, and six months
later the neighborhood health centers reported that staffing
their clinics was no longer a problem.
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The hospital is now providing a small amount of equipment
to the health centers and is also allowing the centers to pur-
chase supplies through the hospital at its discount rates.
Furthermore, procedures are being instituted to speed-up
transfer of records between the hospital and neighborhood health
centers.

More recently, the hospital initiated additional education
programs which focused on issues and problems surrounding
ambulatory care facilities and services. And finally, the
hospital announced establishment of an Ambulatory Care and
Community Medicine Department. The chairman of the new depart-
ment indicated that one of the most significant steps taken by
the hospital was to give a small group of physicians and adminis-
trators power to effectively respond to community needs and prob-
lems.

The observed diffusion to the rest of the staff of the
ideas generated by the seminar supports the rationale of our
consultation strategy: that limited resources of a consultative
agency can be used as a catalyst to promote education and
irvolvement of increasing numbers of hospital personnel.

The progress made by this hospital is certainly not to be
solely, or even primarily, attributed to our inputs. However,

we do think our presence provided stimulus, guidance and support
for the hospital's basic willingness to re-evaluate existing
structures, functions and relationships when faced with new
problems.

In contrast, our efforts with the "mill town" hospital were
fruitless. Initially, the administration and some members of
the medical staff executive committee demonstrated interest. .
This interest never spread to the rest of the staff, who were
reported to have expressed the feeling that "we need fewer
studies and more work". In reality, we suspect our efforts were
confounded because we did not take sufficient cognizance of a
complicated and delicate internal political situation at the
hospital and because we failed to convince our local advocates
of the merits of our consultation approach.

At our third hospital, entry was again the greatest problem.
Here we departed from our original model. We skipped over
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preliminary consultation with a cross-section of staff leader-
ship. Instead, at the invitation of the chief of medicine, we
made our initial presentation to a full staff meeting. This
tactic backfired. Rather than heightening staff interest, we
only aroused antagonism and defensiveness. We were perceived
as a threat to the existing education program and the normal
decision-making channels. After more than six months of
informal negotiations with the chairman of the education
committee, and later the medical staff executive committee and
the administration, we were able to begin anew. The hospital
formed a task force to consider its relationship to the medical
problems of poverty area residents and is utilizing a saries
of guest speakers as a source of ideas. After a slow beginning,
the prognosis is favorable.

We feel our approach embraces four central concepts of the
American Medical Association's program to improve health
services for the poor adopted by the AMA House of Delegates at
the 23rd Clinical Convention held in Denver, November 1969:

1) It is a basic right of every citizen to have available
to him adequate health care . . . and the medical profession,
using all means at its disposal, should endeavor to make
good medical care available to each person.

2) The medical profession must take the leadership and
actively support constructive community efforts to
eliminate those conditions that adversely affect health.

3) The health problems of the poor are basically

community health problems, and since a national health
program will not solve all of them, programs must be
adapted to local needs.

4) Health care to the poor should not be disassociated
from, but rather should be a vital part of, the overall
health care system.

Successful implementation of action programs,.such as
that of the American Medical Association, will require involvement
of major segments of the profession. Our experience indicates
that the AMA still has a major task ahead of it to promote accept-
ance of the concepts of its action program by state and district
societies, and to effect their implementation by medical staffs
of community hospitals. Techniques to stimulate physician and
medical staff involvement will be needed. We feel the approach
described is such a technique.



In summary, the model of consultation that P41 has used
to stimulate hospital medical staff involvement in health
problems of the poor may be characterized by the following
principles:

1) Educational consultation is provided by an inter-
disciplinary team;

2) Consultation is used both as a catalyst and as an
educational activity itself;

3) Consultation stresses critical self-examination as
an avenue to insights and corrective measures;

4) Consultation seeks participation of individuals
who will authorize, effect, and *ultimately accept change;

5) Ctimultation starts with recognitition of felt problems
and seeks to motivate consideration of long-range planning;

6) The approach seeks to maximize consultee involvement
in program planning:

7) Consultation tries to use educational mechanisms that
will assure diffusion of its effects to the staff at
large; and

8) Consultation seeks to minimize the formation of
dependency relationships.

In spite of difficulties cited, the approach described can
be a feasible technique to bridge knowledge, service and information
gaps between innovative activists developing new health care
delivery systems and the majority of hospital medical staffs
which are, as yet, uninvolved. But we cannot overstress the
effort, persistence, diplomacy and patience needed to translate
philosophical position's and paper proposals into real and
meaningful improvements in the health care delivery system.
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CONTRACT INTRODUCTION

Need for Continuing Medical Education

In the last two decades, the medical profession has become
increasingly alarmed over the inadequacies and inaccessibilities
of continuing education programs for physicians. The increasing
need for continuing medical education is clearly presented in
the November 1967 report of the National Advisory Commission on
Health Manpower 1 which called for periodic relicensing of
physicians. The report recommended relicensing based either upon
certification of acceptable performance in continuing education
programs or upon challenge examinations in the practitioner's
specialty. Furthermore, in Brune v. Belinkoff, 2 the court threw
out the rule which measures a physician's conduct by the standards
of other doctors in his own or similar communities. The new
standard is whether the physician has exercised the same degree of
care and skill as other practitioners in the same specialty,
regardless of where they practice.

Many medical educators estimate that the best medical education
and training can be obsolete in five years unless physicians make
determined efforts to continue their education. Conventional
methods of acquiring knowledge, i,e., reading journals and attending
professional meetings, are no longer adequate due to the greatly
accelerated rate of advances in the theory and practice of medicine,
the practical requirements of physicians' normal activities, and
Changing societal pressures on the profession.

Clearly, the techniques of the past will not serve the diverse
and complex needs of today's patients, today's doctors, and today's
hospitals. Since the responsibilities of practice and lack of
readily accessible programs tailored to the individual physician's
practical education impede further educational development, new
methods of educational dissemination are necessary. Although enormous
expenditures have been and are being directed toward accumulation of
medical knowledge, little means-end development has been directed
toward diffusion of this knowledge.

1. Report of the National Advisory Commission on Health Manpower.
Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, November 1967,
Volme I., pp. 40:42

2. Brune v. Belinkoff, 354 Mass. 102, 235 N.E.2d 793 (1968)

11



The Community Hospital and Continuing Medical Education

Legislative history accompanying Public Law 89-239 (Regional
Medical Program) points out that within the community hospital
setting, education programs can he designed to have real and
immediate relevance to problems faced by practicing physicians in
their daily activities.

Postgraduate Medical Institute, PMI, believes that the community
hospital is properly becoming a primary locus of continuing education.
More than two thirds of hospital patients are treated at community
hospitals. Here too, an education program can be related directly
to patient care. Learning is enhanced when physicians and other
health care professionals are involved in ease presentations,
when they seek competent consultation, when they attend educational
sessions in an atmosphere which is conducive to exchange of ideas
concerning health care of their patients. All of these learning
conditions can exist in a community hospital. Therefore, educational
programs can be developed there that are responsive both to the health
care needs of the hospital's patients, and to the educational needs
of the practitioners.

Postgraduate Medical Institute and Continuing Medical Education

In recent years Postgraduate Medical Institute has focused its
consultative efforts on continuing medical education program
development in community hospitals. The evolution of these views and
activities parallels that of the Institute, and is outlined briefly
in the following section.

PMI began its activities in 1953 by developing a circuit-riding
lecture series for district medical societies and hospitals throughout
Massachusetts. However, the post-war demand by physicians for such
programs was soon satisfied, and interest in existing formal programs
waned. Decline of interest was attributed in part to failure to
relate lectures to-community hospital educational needs, failure to
provide administrative support at the local level and failure to
provide educational formats to supplement the isolated lecture.

In September 1961 a new program was established and implemented
around the use of consultation to stimulate education program
development at community hospitals. This program encouraged community
hospitals and their individual staffs to develop their own coordinated
programs in continuing education as a service to all physicians in
the local community. The basis of the approach was to stress local
involvement in identifying local strengths and weaknesses, and

12
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ultimately in planning and executing programs addressed to local needs.

These concepts were implemented and refined during a six year
period by two PMI staff physicians working as educational consultants.
The potential for rapid expansion of such activities utilizing
additional part-time consultants attracted the attention of the
Division of Physician Manpower, Bureau of Health Professions Education
and Manpower Training, NIH. Consequently, in 1967, PMI was awarded a
contract NIH 70-4150 (PH 108-67-170) to consult with forty New England
community hospitals and to study the impact of the consultation. The
study's preliminary results supported the fundamental efficacy of the
consultation process. That is, consultation services by PMI-trained
consultants significantly affected the implementation of elements of
physician education programs. However, our educational consultants
were all traditionally oriented physicians; and the educational
activities they stimulated were of the classic variety, utilizing well
known techniques of physician education, and dealing with familiar
areas of medical practice, e.g., grand rounds -- "Hypertension", or
seminar -- "Infectious Hepatitis", or lecture -- "Leukemia".

Depressed Areas, Poverty and Health

The health problems of the poor living in depressed communities
are entwined with a vast number of both medical and social factors.
Illness is a multi-dimensional problem cutting across economic,
educational, political and psycho-social lines. Therefore, a commit-
ment to treat the medical needs of individuals existing at the poverty
level cannot be the standard middle class diagnosis, prognosis and
prescription. If one is to attend to the medical needs of the poor one
must recognize that a stay in a hospital of X days or Y visits to a
doctor's office will only temporarily arrest ailments. Recognizing
that medical problems of the poor are multi-dimensional, it should be
a given that the prescription for cure, whether education or care, must
also be multi-dimensional.

Federal statistics indicate that 50% of poor children have never
had adequate immunization, 64% have never seen a dentist, 45% of all
women who have babies in public hospitals receive no pre-natal care . . .

the poor suffer three times more disabling heart disease, seven times
more visual impairment and five times more mental illness, retardation,
and nervous disorders. It must be assumed that health care delivery
systems, as presently constituted, are only reaching select groups of
our population.

However, health care of the poor goes beyond the afore-mentioned
problems. Sickness, deprivation and social instability are all
characteristic of the poor and of depressed communities. Remediation



becomes a monumental task with the inclusion of needs relating to diet,
housing, accident hazards, sanitation, drugs, alcoholism, crime and
the educational system.

Health care problems of the poor are also rooted in the health
care delivery systems themselves. Fragmentation, inaccessibility,
inconvenient schedules, lack of effective communication between

providers and recipients of health care services, all contribute to the
breakdown of adequate health care delivery to the poor. In addition,
discriminatory practices in training the poor as health professionals
compound existing problems.

Providers and recipients of health care facilities and services
in depressed areas are confronted with major communication barriers.
The dissonance between the characteristics of each group makes
utilization of available services difficult. Establishment of a coherent
and continuous community-based health care system is dependent on an
understanding by each group of the others needs and functions.

Lack of understanding about preventative health care systems
creates a situation in which disease often times goes unchecked until
it reaches critical levels. It is only at this time that individuals
seek out medical care at either the neighborhood health-facility or at
the local general hospital. A chief resident at a general hospital in
Boston describes this individual as one who comes in with one disease,
unaware that he is also afflicted with other pathology which often
times severely complicates the treatment of the disease of the primary
concern.

Part of the poverty individual's problem is a general lack of
understanding about the health care system itself. The communication
gap which exists between provider and consumer makes utilization of
facilities and service all the more difficult. With the general
fragmentation of health care it is no wonder that consumers become
confused and frustrated when attempting to use the system.

Too often, primary medical care in poverty areas results in discharge
into the environment which characteristically contributed to the malady.
The physician must recognize that altering the environment might be
essential to eleminating tire disease.

Physicians who work within a neighborhood health care model or in
an OPD which basically treats the poor often times compound the
problems by closing their eyes to the environmental issues involved in
patient care. This lack of sensitivity to the needs of the poor
generates a situation in which medical care is avoided rather than
utilized.

14
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In order to change the situation from what it is to what it should
be, it is necessary to define those areas in which physicians should be
educated. The 1969 National Health Care Forum 'enumerated problems
relating to the system and physician treatment of the poor. They
indicate that the poor cannot obtain medical and dental services, even
at minimum standards of adequacy, either because they cannot pay for
them, or because those which are available to them without payment (or
even with payment) are:

1) Woefully lacking in quality and quantity,

2) Inaccessible because of distance, time, or other practical
difficulties,

3) Designed to mete out categorical, mechanical treatment on a
"production line" basis; not designed to meet the special
needs of the poor,

4) Dispensed withindifference, and more often prejudice and
hostility based on race,

5) Dispensed without knowledge of and concern about all the
other problems with which the poor live: financial, social,
psychological,

6) Staffed by professionals from the outside and not from the
disadvantaged area in which they are located,

7) Discriminatory against the poor and especially the black and
Spanish-speaking poor, in recruitment, training and advance-
ment for professional and paraprofessional positions.

These issues were coupled with other problems:

1) Fragmentation of health care services,

2) Lack of availability and/or accessibility of needed health
services,

1. Health Care Problems of the Inner City. Report of the 1969 NaDiDnal
Health Forum, New York City, National Health Council. March 1969, 115p.



3) Lack of effective communication between health care providers
and the people who need the health care services,

4) Lack of consumer control over the amounts, types, hours, or
location of health services.

These indicate a need for a revaluation of the health care delivery
system, in the light of new forms of education. The traditional
system of care will no longer work with the existing environmental
conditions.

In order for poverty individuals to be able to utilize the health
care systems, new methods of delivery may be needed. Acceptance of
the new systems will require educating both recipients and providers.

In 1968, the Division of Physician Manpower asked PMI to try to
modify its consultation techniques in order to stimulate development
of relevant continuing medical education programs in community
hospitals located in depressed areas. On February 3, 1968, contract #
NIH 70-4149 (PH 108-69-47) was awarded to PMI to carry out these
activities. This document is the final report of the contract.
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CONTRACT IMPLEMENTATION

Phase I Summary

Work proceeded according to the Plan of Progress included
in Appendix A. Phase I objectives covering recruitment and
orientation of personnel, development of the consultation model
and procedures, and selection of hospitals were accomplished on
schedule.

Recruitment of Personnel

All necessary personnel were recruited on schedule. Affilia-
tions of all contract personnel other than Postgraduate Medical
Institute central staff are included below.

CONTRACT PERSONNEL

Postgraduate Medical Institute Staff

Norman S. Stearns, M.D., Project Director
Robert A. Gold, Ed.M., Project Coordinator
George T. Nilson, M.P.H., Field Director
Marjorie Getchell, M.A., Evaluation and Education Advisor

Marcie Boucouvalas, Research Assistant
Jean Diamond, Research Secretary

Community Medicine Consultants

Arnold Golodetz, M.D.,
Associate Professor of Preventive Medicine,
Tufts University School of Medicine

Donald A. Kennedy, Ph.D.,
Assistant Director, Center for Community Health and
Medical Care, Harvard University School of
Public Health

Bernard M. Kramer, Ph.D.,
Associate Professor of Preventive Medicine,

Tufts University School of Medicine
Thomas Durant, M.D.,

Assistant Director, Massachusetts General Hospital



Research and Evaluation Consultant

Ezra V. Saul, Ph.D., (deceased)
Consulting Director of Research, Postgraduate Medical
Institute;
Professor of Psychology, Tufts University

Guest Educators

Herbert Constantine, M.D.,
Chairman, Department of Ambulatory Care and Community
Medicine, Rhode Island Hospital;
Associate Professor of Medical Science, Brown
University Medical School

H. Jack Geiger, M.D.,
Professor and Chairman, Department of Community Health
and Social Medicine, Tufts University School of Medicine

E. Richard Weinerman, M.D., (deceased)

Professor of Medicine and Public Health, Yale University
Schdol of Medicine

Development of Consultation Model and Procedures

In December, 1968, a task force consisting of Donald Kennedy, Ph.D.,
Harvard University School of Public Health; Ezra V. Saul, Ph.D., Tufts
University School of Medicine; Thomas Durant, M.D., Massachusetts
General Hospital; Norman S. Stearns, M.D., Robert A. Gold, Ed.M., and
George T. Nilson, M.P.H., PMI and the Institute's research staff
began to actively consider the unique problems associated with the
continuing education of physicians in hospitals located in depressed
areas. Subsequent to receipt of the contract the task force expanded
the scope of its deliberations to include examination of potential
target hospitals and alternatives to the type of consultation under
study in contract no. NIH 70-4150 (PH 108-67-170). The task force
debated the merits of alternate consultation strategies and foci in
an attempt to develop a consultation service relevant to problems
faced by hospitals located in depressed areas.

A concept basic to PMI's activities and one which was under
study from 1967 - 1970 in contract NIH 70-4150 (P11 108-67-170) is that
in-person consultation to community hospitals can be used to stimulate
interest in the development of continuing education programs utilizing
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physicians and others at the local level to plan and implement
the programs.

Under NIh 70-4150, PMI consultants for educational program
development were all physicians. The programs implemented were
of the classic variety utilizing fairly well known techniques of
physician education and dealing with familiar areas of medical
practice in their subject content, e.g., Grand rounds - "Hyper-
tention", or Seminar - "Infectious Hepatitis", or CPC - "Leukemia",
etc.

The purpose of NIH 70-4149 was to develop and evaluate the
consultation procedure itself as a teaching technique and as a
device to establish and maintain relevant educational programs
for physicians in hospitals located in depressed areas.

Consequently, our staff of physicians, educators and be-
havioral scientists began by pondering the problem of how to best
modify our traditional physician-to-physician consultative
approach. Our immediate objective was to develop a technique
that could prod hospital medical staffs to take a fresh look at
the unique health care problems of the poor in their communities.

Our staff realized the importance of emphasizing the inter-
locking nature of medical, socio-economic, psychologicil and
cultural aspects of the health care problems of lepressed area
residents and their hospitals. 1 Therefore, the logical
direction was to abandon our exclusively physician-oriented
consultative focus. In its stead we substituted the concept of an
interdisciplinary team of consultants. The team consisted of
several physicians, a cultural anthropologist, a psychologist, a
public health educator and supporting research personnel used in
varying combinations. The constituted team collectively possessed
expertise in medical education, community medicine, health care
delivery systems, as well as educational and research methodology.
This approach was designed to facilitate achievement of our initial
objective: to orient continuing medical education activities, includ-
ing planning, to the specific task of aiding physicians in their

1. See Cherkasky, Martin, M.D., Medical Manpower Needs in
Deprived Areas. Journal of Medical Education 44:126-131,
February, 1969; and Wise, H. B., Montefiore Hospital
Neighborhood Medical Care Demonstration, Milbank Memorial
Fund Quart., XLVI: 297-307, Number 3, Part 1, July, 1968
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development of programs which would improve the care of patients
from depressed areas served by the hospital.

Extending the team concept, we envisioned working with a
"corresponding" interdisciplinary team of hospital personnel led
by members of the medical staff, and including representatives
of nursing, allied health and administrative staffs, as well as
trustees, all of whom might,of necessity, be involved in programs
of education which seek to further the goal of providing better
care to patients from depressed areas served by the hospital.

Our intent was to have the two teams examine the depressed
area community and she hospital's relationship to it as a "patient",
with the health care problems of such a "patient" the subject of
discussion. Th;s reflects another significant modification in our
original use of consultation, i.e., in addition to its function
as an educational catalyst, the consultation procedure itself was
to serve as an educational activity. Thus, for example, instead
of utilizing the well known technique of a grand round discussion
directed at a given patient with a specific mdical problem such
as hypertension, we would use consultation as the educational
technique focusing on the depressed area community and the hospital's
relationship to it.

While making significant changes in our traditional approach
to consultation, the new model appeared to still be consistent
with the extrapolated principles of adult education, summarized
below, on which the original model was predicated.

The learner must set or accept the program's goals and be
involved in program planning.

The physician/learner should participate in defining the
objectives and organization of the program so as to assure
its reflecting his interests and needs,

Learning must be problem-centered.
In order to maximize an educational experience's benefit
to the physician/learner, he himself must feel that the

1. Gibb, Jack R., "Learning Theory and Adult Education", Handbook
of Adult Education in the United States, edited by Malcolm S.
Knowles. Washington, D.C.: Adult hducation Association of
the U.S.A., 1967, pp. S4-64.
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experience deals with a problem he has - not one that
the instructor feels he should have. The instructor
may recognize what facts, techniques, etc., would he
most useful to the physician/learner, but until the
learner shares the instructor's insights, maximum
learning cannot take place.

Learning must be experience-centered.
The learning experience must be relevant to the patient .

care problems of the learner. Educational inputs shouli.
not be abstract, isolated or "ivory towerish". Basing
the educational experience on data relating to the
learner's problems will help him accept: the learning.

The learner must feel free to openly participate in the
educational experience.
An accepting, supportive atmosphere is needed among ail
those participating in an educational experience. Such
an atmosphere will enable the physician to opersy discuss
what he has done, what he knows, what he may have done
wrong and what he may not knob. The need for such an
atmosphere is clearly evident if the physician is to be
encouraged to use his private patients for educational
experiences su'h as grand rounds or audits.

The learner must have feedback about his progress.
In n learning situation where participation is largely
based on the physician's self-assessment of his learning
needs, it is extremely important that the educatIon
program provide him with some means of measuring his
progress against his level of aspiration. Program
evaluation should help the physician to see the results
of his efforts.

Selection of Hospitals

The contract contained no specifications regarding the establish-
ment of hospital selection criteria. A wealth of characteristics
exist which might form a basis for selection. Investigation and
research of selection criteria resulted in potential candidates being
limited to general, short-stay, community hospitals. In addition,
a selection procedure evolved which took into consideration six
parameters which the task force felt to be relevant, available
indices of poverty in the area; plus, the task force's considered
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judgment of the suitability of working with particular hospitals.
The six parameters included indices of each potential community's:
1) median income; 2) percent unemployment; 3) adverse condition
of houses; 4) per cent Negro population; 5) per cent non-white
popualtion; and 6) population density.

The limited number of hospitals in the study made unfeasible
any attempt to approximate national or regional distribution of
hospitals by bed size or geographic location as was don in
Contract No. NIH 70-4150 (PH 108-67-170). The investigators chose
rather to select hospitals with a view to maximizing the variety
of situations in which to examine the effectiveness of the con-
sultation procedure. To that end, hospitals selected included:

1. An institution on the fringe of an economically declining,
medium-sized former "mill town" possessing % significant
Spanish speaking population; (An effective consulting rela-
tionship was not achieved with this hospital. Since the
analysis of this hospital's failure to respond may be subjec-
tive, it will be designated as Hospital A (H-A) in this
report);

2. A large, urban institution in the midst of a clack ghetto;
(Rhode Island Hospital, Providence, Rhode Island);

3. A smaller institution in a predominantly low income white
community of high population density; (Somerville Hospital,
Somerville, Massachusetts).

Profiles of the hospitals and their adjecent communities are
includes in Figures 1 and 2 below.

Figure 1

Hospital Characteristics

Staff Size 1

23

Red

Active Courtesy Consulting

Hos al A (H-A) 73* 62 25 252

Rhode Island Hospital 318 37 144, 6S0
Somerville Hospital 50**

plus 13 senior
47* 37 148

1. Categorization of staffs into active, courtesy and consulting is listed
as reported by the individual hospitals.

* *

Dental staff members included in total figures.
Hospital A - 5 active dentists included
Somerville - 27 courtesy dentists included

Associate staff members included is. total figure.
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Figure 2

Socio-cconnn;c (ivirPcteristics I of Target Communities

Hospital A* Somerville * South Provi(kr.:

t Nero .4 .4

% Non-White
(Negro & other) .5 .5 49

% Unemnloyment S.2 4.1 8

Median Income $5679 $6024 55069

% Adverse Houses
deteriorating &
dilapidated

14.8 14 48

Density
(# people per 6467 21,967 18,780
sq. mi.)

Characteristics reported comprise those parameters utilized in selection
of hospitals for study.

Data information source - for H-A and Somerville, 1960 Census Tracts
and 1965 state census as reported in Town and City Monographs of Mass.

Data information source for South Providence area - data as reported fr::-
findings of South Providence Model City Program's study based on a 101
sample of population. The South Providence neighborhood constitutes the
hospital's geographic environs.

Additional support for selection of the three primary target
hospitals came from the fact that each is located in a community
whose problems warranted its inclusion in the "Model Cities"
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Phase II Summary:

Phase II objectives included initial presentations to
the hospitals and follow-up consultations to obtain their
commitment to the project. The objectives were met_on
schedule at Rhode Island Hospital (RIH). Achievement of
the objectives was delayed at Somerville Hospital and
Hospital A eventuating in the contract being entended
through December 1970 without additional funding.

Initial Hospital Presentations

Initial contact with hospitals was made via telephone
calls or in- person communication to a specific individual
(the president of the medical staff or the hospital
administrator) taking advantage of personal acquaintances
or relationships where such existed. Of each hospital, PMI
requested the opportunity to present the "poverty project"
to a representative group of the medical staff. In two
of the hospitals, Rhode Island and Hospital A, the
administration of the hospital was centrally involved from
the initial contact onward.

The initial presentation at the Rhode Island Hospital
was made to a group that included the chiefs of the various
services, the president of the medical staff, the director
of medical education, director of the outpatient department,
the director of nursing service, chief of hospital personnel,
social service representative and several members of the
administrative staff.

Doctor Stearns and the late Doc: , Saul presented the
goal of the program as being to he hospital and its
medical staff better meet the health needs of the poor by
introducing or reinforcing modern concepts of community
medicine through a series of education-consultation visits._
The essential objectives and strategy points covered were:

1. Sell and support hospital (medical staff)
commitment to modern concepts of community
medicine, e.g., treat community as the
patient, i.e., hospital should:

a. become aware e what constitutes the
total patient;
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b. assess medical care needs of the patient;

c. assess hospital, physician, etc. resources;

d. assess what needs are not being met and why;

e. develop new education-care programs to meet
unmet needs and/or bolster medical staff in
critical areas.

2. Assist hospital (through consultation-education
sessions) in conceiving, conducting and/or supervising
assessment of its patient (community).

3. Assist hospital (through consultation-education
sessions) to develop new education-care programs
based on their own assessment of needs.

Our goal was to introduce an approach and to help the
hospital understand how to use it - we did not intend to do
it for them.

This basic presentation with slight variations was made
by Dr. Stearns at a regular medical staff meeting of.the
Somerville Hospital on April 15, 1969, attended by approximately
thirty physicians. The hospital permitted only a formal
presentation and did not allow time for discussion and feedback.
(Dr. Stearns was introduced as "today's speaker").

Dr. Stearns, Dr. Golodetz and Mr. Gold made the initial
presentation of the project to the Hospital A on
April 17, 1969. Present at the meeting were the medical
education committee (numbering eight physicians), the president
of the medical staff and the hospital director.

Follow-up Consultation

At each of the target hospitals, one or more intensive
consultations were required, subsequent to the initial
presentation of the project, before lasting commitment was
obtained. These consultations were geared to helping the
hospitals see a need for the type of approach to educational
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program development that we were proposing. In some cases
resistance, seemingly based on defensiveness, had to be
confronted and worked through in a manner characterized
by one of our consultants as "not far removed from group
therapy".

The Rhode Island Hospital, perhaps not incidentally
experiencing the most community pressure, was the most
responsive. A series of consultations involving Dr. Kennedy,
Dr. Golodetz, Dr. Saul, Dr. Stearns and other members of the
PMI staff and a core group of the Rhode Island Hospital
resulted in a solid commitment to the project as reflected
in the appointment of a medical coordinator and administrative
staff back up. A special "situation room" was set aside at the
Rhode Island Hospital, at the suggestion of Dr. Kennedy, for
the purpose of gathering, collating and visually presenting
data relevant to the poverty community served by the hospital.
By the end of phase II a meaningful relationship had been
established between the PMI "poverty team" and the Rhode
Island Hospital that was to be a significant factor in
assisting the hospital and its physicians to cope more
creatively and positively with the health care needs of the
poor people in its service community.

Following initial presentation of the project at Somerville
Hospital, eleven months of Phase II negotiation, consultation
and prodding transpired before the hospital formally committed
its participation. During that time PMI initiated follow-up
contacts with the hospital a total of ten times, resulting in
submission of a formal seven page proposal to the hospital,
two in-person consultations, and a number of telephone consult-
ations.

A series of these telephone consultations during the
remainder of the spring and summer of 1969 finally stimulated

. the hospital, in late September, to request a formal written
outline of the approaches and programs that PMI was prepared
to pursue. The hospital physician who was then acting as our
liaison, and who supported our efforts, felt that a concrete
written proposal, offering several options, would have the
best chance of being approved by the medical staff executive
committee.

The requested outline, designed to provide a focus for
the committee's reconsideration of the project, was developed



and forwarded to the hospital on October 14, 1969. A
copy of the outline is included in Appendix B.

On December 19, Dr. Stearns and Mr. Gold were invited
to a meeting of the executive committee. The hospital's
administrator was also in attendance. The committee
apparently had met previously and discussed the proposal.
They now asked for additional clarification of the kinds
of activity the hospital would be asked to .engage in if
it participated.

Dr. Stearns outlined the goals of the contract stress-
ing its flexibility in terms of the types of activity that
could take place within its framework. Dr. Stearns also
reinforced the meeting chairman's invitation to those
physicians present to share their individual experiences
and insights regarding the scope of some of the problems in
their community. This was done to (1) illustrate PMI's
objective of helping the hospital see the value of systematic
examination of the medically related problems of the people
in depressed areas and (2) provide an actual educational
experience for those present.

Thus, for example, the chairman of the executive committee
reported the existence in Somerville of a committee including
two physicians, and representatives of charitable and other
interested groups. Several physicians present claimed that
this was "the" committee responsible for dealing with problems
of the poor. Dr. Stearns" questioning uncovered the fact that
the committee had no formal connections to, or delegation of
responsibility from the medical staff of the hospital. Those
present seemed to agree with Dr. Stearr that this information
pointed to the need for open discussion among the medical staff
of the status of current activities vis-a-vis medical problems
of people in depressed areas.

At a later point in the meeting, the community's only
practicing pediatrician noted that since the introduction of
medicare he was seeing more of the "very poor" than he did
previously. When the administrator noted that there were
30,000 potential pediatric patients in the community it was
obvious to those present that there still was room for concern
at least in this area.

Time limitations forced the premature termination of the
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process. The chairman of the executive committee indicated
that following further in-hospital deliberations he would
convey the hospital's decision regarding'participation in
the project. The consultants left the meeting exhausted,
but encouraged by the feeling that they had been able to
bring their point to life.

About two weeks later the chairman of Somerville's
education committee requested a meeting with representatives
of PMI. (It should be noted that our initial approaches
to the hospital were made through another physician, the
chief of medicine, hoping that a personal relationship and
his known support would aid our cause). The committee's
chairman indicated that he had been appointed chairman of
an ad hoc committee to evaluate our proposal. He said that
he attributed the negative response to our first presentation
to a reluctance on the part of the staff to proceed with an
educational endeavor that might potentially compete with the
hospital's existing continuing Oucation program. He thought
that progress could now be made if our project was funneled.
through the existing continuing education channels that he
headed.

As such, the purpose of his visit was to re-establish
the basis of an acceptable working relationship.

After a lengthy discussion of background information,
the remainder of the meeting was devoted to consideration of
an acceptable model for a program at Somerville Hospital. A
program goal of developing staff understanding of the medical
needs of people in depressed areas was agreed upon. Selected
as a first step was the establishment of a staff committee to
provide opportunities for communication as the hospital
community, led by its medical staff, examined its role, vis-a-
vis, the medical needs of the poor. The proposed committee
would be composed of the chief of staff, the community public
health officer (member of the hospital staff), chairman of the
education committee, the administrator or his representative,
a social worker, a nursing representative, and representatives
from the departments of medicine, pediatrics, surgery, general
practice, and ob-gyn.

Additional consideration was given to the potential uses
of speakers or consultants as either resources to the committee
or as speakers in a more formal education program.
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At the conclusion of the meeting the DME seemed favorably
disposed toward PMI and the project. He indicated that
he would present the outlined program, as well as his full
understanding of PMI and the project, to the ad hoc committee;
it, in turn, would make recommendations to the executive committee
or the whole staff regarding participation in the project.

Thus, two months before the hospital formally agreed to
participate, concluding Phase II activities at this hospital,
we were well along with Phase III's objectives of planning
and implementing education programs.

The process of obtaining commitment initially appeared to
have held true to form at Hospital A. Following

our initial presentation at the hospital only one additional
in-person, clarifying follow-up consultation and several
telephone calls were needed to produce a paper commitment from
the medical staff executive committee and the hospital's
director, indicating that the president of the staff would
serve as our liaison.

More detailed discussions of the processes involved in
obtaining the hospitals' commitments to the project, as well
as analyses of the problems encountered, may be found in the
evaluative case studies included in the Phase IV section of
this report.
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Phase III Summary_

As indicated earlier, difficulties encountered during
Phase II delayed its implementation and resulted in the need
to extend the contract beyond the original expiration date with-
out additional funds.

Activities of Phase III (Consultation to develop and Imple-
ment forma] educational programs) were telescoped over the ex-
tended contract period. Phase III objectives were fully - calized
at the Rhode Island and Somerville Hospitals, but were not achieved
at Hospital A.

Teaching Consultations, Education Program Planning Consultations,
and Formal Education Programs

Having obtained Rhode Island Hospital's commitment through
our initial presentation and a follow-up consultation, a series
of consultations ensued, ostensibly held to "plan" a series of
"education programs'." As anticipated during our revision of the
consultation procedure in Phase I of the contract, these "planning"
consultations were in themselves significant educational activi-
ties. Thus, in the process of "planning" educational programs,
the consultation team was kept busy "teaching" the hospital a
practical approach to program planning which centered on identi-
fying and utilizing sources of information that would allow the
hospital to:

1. become aware of what constitutes the total "patient";
2. assess health care needs of the patient;
3. identify relevant hospital, physician, etc., resources;
4. assess what needs and problems are not being met and

why;

S. develop new education-care programs addressed to the
unmet needs and problems;

6. evaluate the impact of the programs.

As will be seen later, this approach was both practical and fruit-
ful, yielding completely unforeseen sources of information.

The first formal program outgrowth of the planning consilta-
tions was a decision to hold an extended, hospital-wide seminar
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to provid.! an opportunity for the mutual sharing of know-
ledge, perceptions and opinions regarding (1) "health" pro-
blems of the depressed community and (2) the most appropri-
ate role for the hospital to play in the solution of those
problems.

PMI provided guidance regarding target populations, edu-
cational methodologies, composition of,the group, date, dur-
ation and location of the session, and its evaluation. (See
Phase IV, pagenior a report of the evaluation of the sem-
inar conducted by the hospital at the suggestion of PMI. The

format selected for the seminar called for participation by
representatives of the hospital's board of trustees, admin-
istration, allied health and non-medical departments as well
as medical staff. The hospital and PMI viewed the inclusion
of these participants as a significant and innovative approach
to the development of relevant continuing physician education.
(A series of follow-up educational sessions within individual
medical services were also planned.)

In addition to providing consultation leading to the devel-
opment and acceptance of the idea of the seminar, NI also direc-
tly prepared some educational materials and suggested others for
use in connection with the seminar. In particular, PMI prepared

a twelve page edited collection of news clippings pertaining to
issues of general health care delivery systems and their partic-
ular manifestations in South Providence tsee Appendix C).

The hospital also accepted PMI's suggestion to provide a
reprint of an article entitled "The Neighborhood Health Center -
Reform Ideas of Yesterday and Today"; a booklet distributed by
the National Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease Association
entitled Poverty and Health, the Problem/Roots of Change; a map
of Providence showing the location of Rhode Island Hospital
and Neighborhood Health Centers; and a brief description of
the whys and wherefores of PMI's presence at Rhode Island Hos
pital.

The execuitve Director of the hospital invited participants
to the seminar entitled, "Seminar on Community Health." The
meeting was convened at a motel near by the hospital on July 23, 1969,

from 4 to 9 p.m. Participants included: 2 hospital trustees, 7
administrators, 17 physicians, 2 psychologists, 3 nurses, 8
members of non-medical departments, 3 PMI staff members, and 3 PMI

consultants. Most participants occupied leadership positions in

their respective hospital areas. The PMI consultants included:

*New England Journal of Medicine. 280:1385-1391, 1969
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Arnold Golodetz, M.D., Associate Professor of Preventive
Medicine (Tufts University School of Medicine); Donald
Kennedy, Ph.D., cultural anthropologist and assistant
director, Center for Community Health and Medical Care
(Harvard University School of Public Health), and Ezra
Saul, Ph.D., (deceased) Professor of Psychology (Tufts
University). All participants received folders containing
the educational materials described earlier.

Two formal, two-hour working sessions took place
before and after an hour long informal discussion over
dinner. Both types of interaction provided a unique
opportunity for exchange of views among people who
normally have little commerce with each other in the
typical patterns of hospital function.

After an opening charge by the Chairnan of the
Hospital's Board of Trustees, the executive director of
the hospital gave an historical account of the evolution of
the hospital's relationship to the neighboring community.
Special attention was paid to events occurring since
January, 1969 when the hospital was first confronted by a
group of militant community residents bearing a list of
demands that would require a change in the hospital's
definition of its relationship to the community. The

events, as outlined by the hospital's executive director,
included picketing, confrontations, repeated negotiations
and extended deliberations which led to the hospital's
current reconsideration of its proper role and relationship

to the community.

The Directors of Personnel and Public Relations,
Psychology,-Nursing, Ambulatory Services, a Rhode Island
Hospital physician working in a Neighborhood Health Center
and others were subsequently called upon to present their
varying perceptions, analyses and opinions regarding the
hospital-community situation and the hospital's responsibility
for the improvement of health care and health-related socio-
economic problems in South Providence. These presentations
spurred vivid, sometimes heated discussions.

A slide show depicting the living conditions in the
slums abutting the hospital's grounds was nrenared by the
hospital administration and presented during dinner. The two-
hour period after dinner included inputs by PI consultants
and further discussions by the seminar participants.
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A more detailed account of the seminar's content and
process is included in Appendix D. Because of its innovat-
ive character, complete proceedings of the seminar are included
in this report as a sample educational program.

The full impact of the seminar and the ensuing service-
wide sessions is analyzed in the Rhode Island Hospital Case
Study in the Phase IV section of this report. However, one
outcome is worth extra note here. The observed diffusion
phenomenon, i.e., a spreading of the ideas generated by a
limited group (the seminar) to the rest of the staff (via
the hospital initiated and run follow-up sessions) evidences
the feasibility and utility of PMI's fundamental education-
consultation strategy: that limited resources can best be
utilized in a catalytic fashion to stimulate others toward
self-education.

To render consultation regarding the planning of further
educational programs, a team of 3 PM! staff members met with
the liaison physician and several administrators at Rhode
Island Hospital on November 14. The Rhode Island Hospital
liaison physician pointed out that in the wake of the July
seminar and ensuing small group meetings among the medical
staff, a large portion of the medical staff of Rhode Island
Hospital had become familiar with the concept of community
health and with the philosophies and views held by various
members of the hospital community.

The liaison physician and administrators present thought
that it would now be useful to provide the added stimuli of
fresh ideas from outside sources. A new set of educational
programs bringing nationally known figures in community health
and social medicine to the hospital were envisioned as the
vehicle for such stimulation. Such individuals would be asked
to relate their concrete experiences and problems encountered
in working with innovative health care delivery systems in
depressed areas. Hope was expressed that such communications
regarding actual programs and their functioning would, in turn,
stimulate the staff to further deliberations regarding what
is feasible and advisable in the Rhode Island Hospital situation.
In particular, the following plan emerged:

1. Invite a nationally known figure in the field of
community oriented health care, ideally for 1.5 or
2 days.
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2. Allow him to familiarize himself with the community
situation and the hospital via personal observation.

3. Have him meet with the Ambulatory Services Committee
as a consultant.

4. Have him meet with a seminar group (similar to the
one on July 23) for dinner and discussion.

S. Have him deliver an address to a joint medical-
surgical meeting Saturday morning. Subject matter
to be his experiences in developing and implementing
his program.

6. Periodic small group meetings should follow during
the weeks after these programs.

A tentative target date of-late January - early February, 1970.
was set for the first program. Those present from Rhode Island
Hospital agreed to confer and develonpreli-inary plans regarding

time, speaker and target audience. PMI representatives agreed
to also think about potential speakers. A list of recommended
guest-speakers was sent to Rhode Island Hospital by PMI in
December, 1969.

In late December the hospital confirmed that the late E.
Richard Weinerman, Professor of Medicine and rublic Health, Yale
Medical School, would be available for activities at RIH on
Friday, January 30, but could not stay for Saturday. Under
these circumstances, the liaison physician did not consider it
feasible tc have Dr. Weinerman directly address the majority
of the medical staff (as planned for the '-edical- surgical grand
round on Saturday), stating that in the past the hospital had
not been able to attract large numbers of the medical staff
for Friday activities. Though PMI urged the hospital to
attempt a presentation with the general staff anyvv, the
hospital declined. All other aspects of the visit, however,
were in keeping with the plan outlined above.

Dr. Weinerman spent all day at RIH as a consultant, address-
ing and consulting with various groups including the service
chiefs, the ambulatory care committee, and the administration.
In the evening, a reception and dinner meeting was held at the
University Club in Providence for an invited group of 40 to SO
people (medical staff and allied health leadership, administration
and trustees).

During the day, Dr. Weinerman became familiar with the RIH -
community situation, inspected hospital and neighborhood

tr.
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facilities, related his own ambulatory care experiences at
Yale - Newhaven, and made recommendations. After dinner, he
outlined questions and issues to which he felt the hospital
should address itself. These included the following:

1. Ambulatory care cannot and does not exist isolated
from the rest of the hospital-community complex of
needs and health care.

2. The ambulatory care"problem" (a new 2S million dollar
edifice under construction, in the case of RIH)
cannot be addressed out of context with the rest of
the health erre delivery system.

3. The health cr system must include a community-
based system (4 primary care any referral as well
as the hospital's specialty e:iented ambulatory
care clinics (67, in the case of RIH). Such a
system would integrate continuity of personalized
care with specialty care of high quality.

4. Advocating the "principle" of a community-based
system of primary care as a foundation for the
ambulatory care system, Dr. Weinerman indicated
that the primary care component could be implementeJ
through private physicians, neighborhood health
centers, group practices, etc. as dictatsd by
local condition

S. Such a system m,4t be reinforced where existing, and
developed where lacking. ,Instittions such as RIH,
while not solely responsible, should support the
effective establishment and maintenance of such an
overall system of health care for the community it
serves.

6. RIH might-develop and maintain a model primary care
delivery unit.

Evaluation of the day by the program's planners was favor-
able. Prior to his sudden and tragic death a month later, plans
were already underway to have Dr. Weinerman return for additional
educational programs. Though a more complete account of subse-
quent activities and outcomes at the hospital is included in
the RIO Case Study in the Phase IV section of this report, we
would offer one observation here. The fact that only one plan-
ning consultation meeting proceeded this second major education
program, as compared with many such meetings required for the
July seminar, evidences the educational value of maximizing the
consultee's involvempt in program planning as well as the
achievement of a non-dependency relationship in the consultation.
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Soon after the objectives of Phase II (commitment)
appeared to have been achiev'd at Hospital A, progress
slowed at first and then s sped entirely.

By June of 1969 several consultations had produced
tentativc agreement to develop a session similar to the
seminar then in planning at RIH. The preliminary plan
called for a luncheon meeting with the Executive Cc littee,
Trustees and physicians from the outpatient departments. The
meeting, projected for the fall, was to focus on "considerat-
ion of the Hospital's role in the community". The hospital's
representatives were not yet prepared to accept PMI's
suggestion that community, social work, 0E0, etc. representat-
ives should also be invited.

Several additional proddings by PMI, in late summer and
early fall, aimed at finalizing plans and schedules for the
seminar were not successful. The delay see7ed to reflect a
degree of insecurity on the part of the hos'izal regarding
their ab'lity to succesfully introduce and i7.element this
new type of education (both content and format). Repeated
efforts by PMI failed to move the hospital and further
attempts to involve it were abandoned.

As indicated at the end of the Phase :: discussion, by
January 1970 a new and effective modus oerandi had been
established with Somerville Hospital. The new liaison
physician supported our efforts, and in `!arch the executive
committee voted to accept his recommendation that the hospital
parta.:ipate in the project.

A series of consultations resulted a decision to
initiate educational sessions geared to the health tare
needs of depressed area residents. These special programs
were integrated into the hospital's existinz continuing
medical education activities.

The first program centered on a p ..,:ntation by Dr. Jack
Geiger, Professor and Chairman, Department of Community Health
and Social Medicine, Tufts University School of Medicine. Dr.



Geiger discussed and contrasted his experiences in developing
and operating primary health care services for people in
depressed areas, including the Columbia Point program in
Boston and the Mt. Bayou project in the Mississippi delta
region. A lengthy discussion then ensued regarding potential
applications in Somerville.

Following a summer recess in the education programs,
another special program was planned and conducted in October
1970. This time the guest speaker was our RIH liaison
physician, Dr. Herbert Constantine, Director of Multiphasic
Screening and Chief of Pulmonary Service, Rhode Island
Hospital; Associate Professor of Medical Science, Brown
Medical School. His topic was "The Relationship of the
Community Hospital to its Neighbors", Dr. Constantine
related the evolution of developments between RIH and its
ghetto neighbors over the last few years. In the discussion
that followed, Somerville Hospital representatives expressed
a desire to collaborate with RIH as they both proceeded
with their programs.

The hospital is planning to continue to develop its
new education program and PMI will continue to provide
every assistance possible. After a slow beginning, the
prognosis is favorable.
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Phase IV Contract Evaluation Activities

Introduction

Reflecting the developmental nature of the contract's con-
sultation activities, evaluation activities followed a number of
tacts. Thus, evaluation activities included: quantitative tab-
ulations and analyses of services rendered; case studies of each
hospital focusing on consultation process and outcomes, as well
as mediating factors within the institutions; discussions of
hospital-conducted evaluative efforts stimulated by the consul-
tation; and a report of a supplemental attempt to measure shifts
in physician attitudes as a result of education.

The current contract is a spin-off of contract NI11 70-4150.
Evaluation activities of NIH 70-4150, which examined the impact
of PMI's standard educational consultation, a relatively estab-
lished and stabilized commodity, maximized assessment of its out-
comes and minimized examination of its process. Thus, the eval-
uation design centered on an experimental model utilizing rela-
tively large sample groups (40 experimental and 40 control) to
ascertain the extent of "change " caused by the consultation, with
little emphasis on assessing its process, i.e., the dynamics of
the interaction between consultation and consultee.

As noted in the Phase I section of this report, PMI's
standard_educational consultation techniques were extensively
revised for the current "depressed area" contract (NIH 70-4149).
Areas of C.anges in the consultation model included: the consul-
tant, .'sultee, the consultation process and the types of pro-
grams stimulated.

Because of the innovative and developmental nature of the con-
sultation procedure in the current contract, a decision was made
early in Phase I, with the approval of the contract officer to shift
the focus of the evaluation effort to permit a more definitive pro-
cess study of the workings of the new consultation procedure. On
the recommendation of Dr. Donald Kennedy, a cultural anthropologist
and Assistant Director of the Center for Community Health and Med-
ical Care of the Harvard University School of Public Health, a
scheme was devised in which PMI's research staff and its consul-
tants would serve as "participant-observers" to note and record the
process occuring at the consultant-consultee interface as well as
consultation outcomes. Consequently, members of the Institute's
research staff were present and involved in every phase of contract
activities, including all consultation sessions. The data and in-
sight gained through this process is reflected in the preceding
"Contract Implementation" section of this report., as well as in

the Case Studies that follow.
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Services Rendered - Quantified Summary

Before preceeding with the Case Studies it may be helpful
to summa:ize the services rendered to the three contract hospi-

tals. As originally envisioned during the design period in Phase
I of the contract, the consultation process would have three
essential functions: 1) to get into the hospital and gain its
acceptance; 2) to help the hospital gather information regarding
needs that existed; and 3) to stimulate development and implemen-
tation of relevant education -rograms. Corresponding to these
functions,wor Or, the hospitals ..ras expected to pass in an

orderly faLion through three phases: entry, consultation, and
program development as diagrammed below.

Phases

Consultation Program Development Process

ENTRY CONSULTATION PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT

Figure 1

However, as noted in Phase II and III sections of this
report, observation of the consultation process under actual field
conditions revealed a more complicated process. Consultation was
not the relatively homogenous information gathering, program planc-
ning phenomenon we had expected. Instead, circumstances required
that consultation take on a variety of roles spanning the whole
spectrum of activities indicated in Figure 1 above. First, dif-
ficulties in achieving initial entry into two of the three con-
tract hospitals led to the extensive use of consultation inputs
in the entry process. Second, the innovative nature of education
relevant to poverty or depressed conditions resulted in a need to
"educate" key hospital members to the need for this type of edu-
cation program and program planning. Consequently, consultation
assumed an active "teaching" role in addition to its functions in
information gathering and program planning. Thus, as observed

under field conditions, the theorctitally three phase Consultation
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Program Development Process actually consisted of four stages
reflecting the functions of activities in each stage. The pro-

cess, as actually observed in operation, is diagrammed below:

Phases

Activ-
ity

Stages

Consultation-Program Development Process

ENTRY CONSULTATION PROGRAM

t
DEVELOPMENT

-Initial Pre- -Follow-up Con- -Teaching Con- - Formal Educa-

sentations sultations to sultations tion Programs
obtain commit-
ment -Information

Gathering and
Program Plan-
ning Consulta-
tions

Figure 2



The following tables summarize the relative distribution of
in-person units 9f service rendered across the four activity stages
in the three contract hospitals, cummulatively and individually.

Acti-
vity
Stage

Ser-
vice

Units

42

Table 3

Distribution of Units of Service-' as a Function of Activity Stages

(Summation of all contract hospitals)

-Initial Pre-
sentations

-Follow-up Con-

sultations to
obtain commit-
ment

-Teaching Con- 1-Formal

sultations

-Information
Gathering ari
Program Plan-
ning Consulta-
tions

Educa-
tion Programs

3 8 9 9

1. Indicated figures do not include services to the Holyoke Model
Cities program and arca hospitals as discussed in the "Contract
Spin - Off Activities" section of this report.

2. One service unit is equated with a consultation-education in-

put averaging two hours (exclusive of travel) by 2-3 consul-
tants. Where inputs varied, multiple or partial units were
credited. Recorded service units include only in-person in-
puts and do not reflect consultations conducted via telephone.
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Table 4

Distribution of Units of Service as a Function of Activity Stage

(Rhode Island Hospital)

Acti- '-Initial Prc-

vity , sentation
Stage 1

Follow-up Con-
sultations to
obtain commit-
ment

-Teaching Con- -rormal Utica-
sultations tion Programs

-Information
Gathering and
Program Plan-
ning Consulta-
tions

Ser-

vice

Units

Acti-

vity
Stage

Ser-

vice

Units

1 1 6 7

Table S

Distribution of Units of Service as a Function of Activity Stage

(Somerville Hospital)

-Initial Pre-
sentations

-Follow-up Con-
sultations to
obtain commit-
ment

-Teaching Con-
sultations

-Information
Gathering and
Program Plan-
ning Consulta-
t ions

-Formal Educa-
tion Programs

1 4 2 2
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Acti-
vity
Stage

Ser-

vice
Units
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Table 6

Distribution of Units of Service as a Function of Activity Stage

(Hospital A)

-Initial Pre-
sentations

-Follow-up Con-
sultations to
obtain commit-
ment

-Teaching Con-
sultations

-Information
Gathering and
Program Plan-
ning Consulta-
tions

-Formal Educa
tion Pro-
grans

1 3 1 0

Inspection of Table 3 reveals that a total of 29 service units
(adding up to approximately 115-175 man-hours of consultation) were
delivered to the three contract hospitals. Of the total consulta-
tion inputs to the three hospitals approximately 10% were expend-
ed on "initial presentations" of the program; 28% went to "follow-
up consultations 1.o obtain (the hospitals') commitment (to the
program)"; 310 were used for "teaching", "information gathering"
and "program planning"; finally, an additional 31% of the inputs
were needed in the conduct of "formal education programs." Table
3 also points to where the four-part observed distribution of
consultation efforts differed from the theoretically expected
three-part process. In order to complete the Entry Phase of
Figure 1 eight service units (approximately 30-50 man-hours of
consultation) had to be expended beyond the theorectically needed
minimum of three "Initial Presentation" service units (or
approximately 12-18 man-hours of consultation).

Comparison of Tables 4,5, and 6 suggests that the extra
effort required to achieve Entry was not common to all hospitals;
that is, it was not simply a case of an across the board under-
estimation of the effort needed to get into the hospitals and

to begin working effectively. Local variables in individual
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hospital situations or consultation-hospital interactions would
seem to have required the extra work. Potential analyses of these
factors (expecially as they relate to the entry problem) are
discussed in the individual case studies that follow.

"Services Rendered - Case Studies"

The following case studies depict the interactive process
as well as the outcomes of the consultation with each contract
hospital. An attempt has been made to differentiate the various
roles the consultation played in educating depressed area hospitals
to the need for a new approach to continuing education, as well
as in planning and implementing the progra:s. And finally, we
have tried to assess those factors in the consultation, the
hospital, and the community which tend to aid or inhibit hospital
responsiveness to the consultation process.
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CASE STUDY I

RHODE ISLAND HOSPITAL
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Ruon I3LAND HOSPITAL - A CASE STUDY

Rhode Island Hospital (RIH), a non-profit voluntary general
hospital, is a modern 600 bed institution located in South
Providence, an inner city area of Providence, Rhode Island.
Employing 3,600 people, Rill is the third largest employer in the
state.

In recognition of the current trend toward advocacy of early
preventive or curative care on an outpatient basis as a means of
reducing expensive hospitalization, RIH began in 1963 to plan for
construction of a new multi-million dollar a7bulatory patient
center (APC). The APC plans, approved by the Trustees in 1968,
proposed to improve the "typical outpatient department situation"
by devising an appointment system and providing more personalized
care through continuity of physicians.

The neighborhood adjacent to the hospital is South Providence,
the poorest of the areas comprising the inner city. Some
characteristics 1 of its socio-economic conditions are:

1. 50% of its population of 20,000 are Slack as compared
with 5.3% in Providence as a whole,

2. 8% unemployment as compared to 4.9 in Providence as a
whole,

3. 48% of houses are deteriorating an.: dilapidated as
compared to 16.3% in Providence as a whole,

4. a density of 18,780 people per square mile.

As can be expected, there is a high concentration of problems
related to the socio-economic environment in this depressed area:

1. The rate of 266.7 illegitimate births per 1,000 live births
in South Providence is compared to 61.9 for the city as a whole.

2. The infant mortality rate is 2.5 times greater than the
overall rate of non-Inner City Providence.

1. Data for South Providence: Findings of south Providence Model
City Program's study of 1968. Data for Providence 1960 census.
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3. The drug addiction rate in the year ending June 20, 1966
was 36.2 known drug addicts per 1,000 males in the 16-29 age
group as compared with 6.8 for the city as a whole.

4. In 1966 the area also had the worst record in the city
for incidence of venereal disease: the rate per 100,000 was
684 as compared with 302 in the Inner City, and 113 in the
rest of Providence.

Furthermore, disease statistics collected by the Rhode Island
Department of Health indicate the poor state of health of Inner
City residents in relation to the rest of Providence and to the
United States. In South Providence, mortality and morbidity rates
are even higher than those of the Inner City together. 1

At the same time, there was no concerted attempt to meet the
special needs of the poor. Private medical services available were
limited to three privately practicing physicians, who did not have
admitting privileges at any hospital.

Therefore, the population of the area was almost completely
dependent on the outpatient facilities of large hospitals in the
area, and on their emergency rooms. The majority of residents
had neither a private doctor, nor access to one, did not use any
preventive services, and did not use medical facilities other
than in crisis situations.

To alleviate this situation, in 1967 Progress for Providence,
the city's poverty program, established Neighborhood Health Centers
(NHC). There are ten NHC's scattered throughout the Inne City
including two in South Providence. These health centers, organized
to approximate an office of a private physician, are staffed by
internists, pediatricians and obstetrician-gynecologists in such
a way that the same physician works in the same NHC on the same day
each week. This continuity facilitates forming a lasting doctor-
patient relationship. Each NHC is also staffed by a Registered
Nurse, and tw or three Neighborhood Health Aides who must be
residents of the area. Little communication and relationship existed
at that time betwecl the hospital and the NHC. The only tangible
connection was through a few hospital physicians who did some
"moonlighting" at the NM's.

1. Selig, Greenberg, "Statistics Show the Ne^d for Clinics in the
Slum." Providence Bulletin, February 27, 068.
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Apparently the community was enthusiastic about the centers.
Therefore, when the N1IC's were threatened with closing in 1968-69
because of lack of funding, the community reacted by confronting
RIH with a demand for help. In January 1969 a militant Black
community group, supporting the NIIC and calling itself the neighbor-
hood's fact-:inding committee, confronted the leadership of RH!
demanding that the hospital should be responsible for more than
just the delivery of health care.

The group leader asked what the hospital had really done for
the community. He stated that the hospital by expanding its
boundaries was destroying homes in the community. He further related
the lack of communication between the hospital and the surrounding
community. He felt that people from the hospital just drive in
and out of South Providence without knowing and caring about what
is going on there.

He also said that the NBC's are the one good thing Progress
for Providence had done for the community. He contrasted the
dignified and individualized care, i.e., appointment system,
continuity in doctor-patient relations of the NW with the impersonal
treatment received in the hospital's OPD.

He further asked the hospital to provide funds to take over
Progress for Providence's subsidy of the centers and staff the two
clinics in South Providence, while allowing the community to retain
control. In addition to granting material support, he called for
the establishment of a protective good-neighbor policy, i.e., the
black community wanted the hospital to use its influence as an
advocate for the community in its dealing with the while establishment.
The hospital replied to the demand to subsidize the two NHC's by
stating that it was in the "health business" and not in the "funding
business".

However, a hospital committee was then established to talk with
community representatives. At a later meeting between these two
groups, the Black spokesman presented a list of "non-negotiable"
demands:

1. One Black should be on the Board of Trustees,

2. The Board of Trustees should meet with the Black community,

3. A list of the hospital's payscale and personnel policies,
should be made available.
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. $2,000 per month per NHC (two) shoulA be provided by the
hospital,

F 4-6 hours per week of physician staffing shou_t provided,

6. More training and recruiting of Black R.N's and L.P.N's,

7. Barbed wire should be taken from the hospital's parking
lot fence because it is an insul' to the community.

Later, a conference on Health Care in the Urban Ghetto,arranged
by Brown University and the Health Department, was held at RIH.
During the conference, the hospital was picketed for about two hours
by members of SDS from Brown University and later, by people from
the neighborhood. Their signs read, for instance, "what has RIH
done for South Providence?" "love thy neighbor, support the NBC's ".

Following these events, the Board of Trustees of RIH, in March,
approved a new policy which supported activities of the Hospital
beyond its boundaries, health care for the poor in the surrounding
community and involvement in the NHC's. Although this initiative
held the potential to close the gaps between the providers and
recipients of health care, the policy was not made public, and no
immediate action was taken to implement it.

Further negotiations and meetings took place between hospital
and community representatives. However, a physician who represented
the hospital in these "negotiations" later characterized them tO U3
as holding-actions, saying that hospital representatives did not have
authority to effectively respond to these problems and to commit the
hospital to appropriate actions.

The hospital finally agreed to supply some tangible property
to the NHC's, a refrigerator and medical supplies, as a token of
their support. The Black spokesman took some hospital administrators,
trustees, physicians and department heads on a tour of South
Providence exposing them to the outward signs of slum life, dilapi-
dated houses, heaps of trash and garbage, etc.

At about this time, the PMI consultation team entered the scene.
It was both understandable and predictable that RIH would try to
utilize PMI's resources to aid in the solution of its immediate
problems. PMI resisted being sucked into the tempting role of
problem solvers. Ne stressed that the immediate problems of the
hospital were a reflection of a larger set of underlying problems.
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In order to help the aospital understan0 and cope with these
underlying problems, PMI saw the necessity of establishing an
educational program which would create learning capable of being
transferred to problems yet to come.

The Institute's consultants were well aware of the need to
initiate the educational process at a point where the learners
were, and to start the learning process with the felt problems
of the learner. In this case, the learners were feeling great
pressure and we had to hcip them see the need to examine the
larger perspective of which their immediate preoccupation was
only a part. We cannot stress too fully, the persistence and
patience which is required to mobilize the situational anxiety
associated with a particular problsm, and transform it into
the motivation to pursue more generalized educational objec-
tives.

Our goal was to stimulate the development of continuing
education programs relevant to the medical problems of the poor
and the hospital's relationship to them; At times our consul-
tants endorsed and supported appropriate existing activities
initiated by the hospital itself. At other times, we more
actively provided leadership and guidance to develop essen-
tial educational programs. In the remainder of the case
stady we will try to indicate the specific level of our inter-
vention in the various activities that ensued.

Following the hospital's initial response to the militants,
a proposal for the establishment of formal relationships be-
tween the NHC's and the community hospital was discussed at
a NHC Conference. Tt has been ascertained that NHC's could
not function indefinitely as autonomous units. Therefore, dis-
cussions were begun with RIH and four smaller hospitals in
the city concerning hospital-community relationships. As an
outcome of these discussions the following emerged:

1. Patients of the NIIC requiring subspecialty consul-
tation were to be seen by appointment at the subspecialty
clinic in the neighboring hospital,

2. When more sepHsticated lab work and x-ray studies
were needed for patients of the NH C, they would be done
at the neighboring hospital,



3. Patients of the NHC requiring hospitalization would be
hospitalized at the neighboring hospital,

4. The emergency room at the neighboring hospital would
provide coverage for patients of the NW from 9 p.m. to 9 a.m.

As a result of this proposal, the Model Cities Program elanned
to coordinate medical care between RID and the two NUC's in South
Providence. The administrators of the various hospitals said they
would consult the trustees and staff of the hospitals on thi_.
matter. Although RIH did not think it could solve all the problems
of funding and staffing NHC's and improving the socio-economic
conditions in the neighborhood, it saw the need to revise and
enlarge its hospital-community relationship.

The director of personnel at Rill seened determined, once she
had the backing from the administration, to hire more people from
the community by changing recruitment policies in such a way as to
give untrained, but potentially skillful people from the black
community,a chance for a job. In this instance, our consultants
had merely to support these activities and facilitate spreading
information. This new policy entailed the establishment of
supplemental training programs in the hospital.

In June and July at the instigation of the director of personnel,
sensitivity training sessions were held by a hospitrt psychologist
for 24 out of 50 non-medical department heads. These sessions were
geared to develop an understanding of how a well meaning institution
like RIH could be viewed as racist by its neighbors. Sensitivity
sessions were also planned for primary supervisors to increase their
responsiveness in dealing with employees from the surrounding
community.

The increased empathy generated by these sessions enabled the
hospital to initiate and affect new community-conscious programs.
Soon after, other initiatives were forthcoming from the hospital staff.
A pediatrician began screening a group of children from South Providence
for summer camp. In addition, four RIH physicians began working
in NHC's on their own initiative. Within the framework of the
Laboratory Education Advancement Program Brown University, several
young men (14-15 years old) from the community have been placed
in laboratories of RIH.

The Nursing Department of the Hospital made a special effort
to recruit Black candidates for Nursing School by making up credent-
ials and deficiencies, and by giving financial support. The
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enrollment of blacks in the Nursing School increased to 1(1 out of
the 91 candiates enrolled. 12111 also established a Nursing
Assistant Program which did not require a high school diploma.
This twelve week course was especially designed to meet the
unique problems of young women from the South Providence
community.

Furthermore, a Good Neighborhood Program was initiated
to meet the urgent needs of the surrounding community. Letters
were sent to all employees of the hospital requesting their
support in the program and in contributing used clothing,
furniture, bicycles and donations.

Our consultation sessions did not provide all he stimuli
needed to initiate these programs. But they did provide a
forum where ideas could be exchanged and information transmitted
between individuals involved in separate responses to a
common problem. In many cases, participants reported that these
sessions provided the first such communication.

Our early consultation meetings resulted in a solid commit-
ment to the project by the hospital. A plan was adopted which
provided for various forms of educations' Programs which would
examine tic :xisting health care delivery system, the problems
of this system as viewed by the community and the hospital, the
potential areas of change, and the proper relationship and
responsibility of the hospital towards the community. Hopefully,
such self-examination and criticism would assure the acceptance
of its validity and the initiation of corrective measures
through either direct action or education. The chances for
acceptance of this plan was maximized because the hospital staff
itself articulated the need for greater responsibility for the
surrounding community and for improved hospital-community
relations. It was also hoped that the hospital, in such educational
endeavors, would not limit itself to short-term temporary education
programming. Apropos attaining the goal of education for self
reliance, PHI stressed the need to constantly re-evaluate existing
structures, functions and relati'nships and to adapt to new problems.

Since the concepts of community medicine in general, and NIIC's
in particular are still new, there was great uncertainty concerning
the feasibility of these decentralized medical facilities and the
inherent shift in the decision making power to the community.
By this time, the consultants were aware that a few individuals
in the hospital possessed a great deal of pertinent experience and
information, that more individuals had a little pertinent knowledge,
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and that still more barely recognized the issues. Therefore,
the consultants recommended convening a hospital-wide education
forum where key individuals could share and explore their
perceptions, and thereby, create a basis for disseminating their
collective insights to the rest of the staff. Since those who
will have to accept, authorize, or carry out change should be
included in the process leading to recommendation of the needed
change, we broadened the base of our consultation to include
those who could potentially take action as well as those who
provide insights.

The format of the forum, entitled Seminar on Community
Health, included the participation of representatives of the
hospital's board of trustees, administration, allied health
and non-medical departments as well as medical staffs. The
hospital and PMI viewed the inclusion of these participants
as a significant and innovative approach to the development of
relevant continuing physician education. The participants were
invited by the executive director of the hospital to attend two
formal, two-hour working sessions, and an informal discussion
over dinner. A slide show was presented during dinner depicting
the living conditions in the slums abutting the hospital. Both
types of interaction provided a unique opportunity for mutual
exchange of views among people who normally have little communi-
cation with each other. Our consultants were presented as
resource people to aid the deliberations of the seminar.

The full proceedings of the seminar are included in Appendix D.
Highlights of the discussion are summarized below.

The executive director of the hospital g ve an historical
account of the evolution of the hospital's relationship to the
residents of the neighboring community including a list of demands
that would require a re-evaluation of the hospital's definition
of its relationship to the community. The events included
picketing, confrontations, repeated negotiations and extended
deliberations which led to the hospital's current reconsideration
of its proper role and relationship to the community.

The directors of personnel and public relations, psychology,
nursing, ambulatory services, and a hospital physician working in
a Neighborhood Health Center were subsequently called upon to
present their varying perceptions, analyses and opinions regarding
the hospital-community situation and the hospital's responsibility
for the improvement of health care and health related socio-
economic problems in the neighboring area. These presentations
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spurred vivid, sometimes heated dicussions which focused on the
following issues:

1. Definition of the needs and wants of the community,

2. How the hospital is viewed through Black eyes,

3. What responsibility the hospital has or should assume,

4. Suggestions towards a solution.

One physician thought that since the community does not know
how to make demands, the problems, such as housing conditions,
become disastrous. Another physician felt that since they don't
know how to get medical services, the hospital should help them
in that respect.

There was a plea to view tl-. e needs of South Providence as the
South Providence community sees them. It was noted that from
this nersnective the new Ambulatory Patient Center would not fulfill
the health needs, and therefore, probably would not be used by the
community. This center would neither establish the needed continuity
in doctor-patient relations, nor meet the desire of the community
to be in control of the services. Since there are only a few
family doctors practicing in the area, the need for the individualized
services they provide can probably only be met in NBC's. These
centers are anxious to provide the needed personalized care and
continuity in the doctor-patient relationship. It was pointed out
several times, that the community does not z'articularly like the
treatment received in the hospital's OPD where the only Black face
they see is one of the floor sweepers and fello patients.

The Director of Ambulatory Services would not accept the notion
that the community rejected the OPD. lie thought that people coming
to the OPD receive the best services possible under the circumstances
of ever increasing costs, rising socio-economic, emotional and
behavioral problems, and inadequate staff.

A physician working in a NIIC pointed out that NIIC's not only
educate and motivate people to use the available medical facilities,
but also promote useful career development programs. Another
important function of the NIIC's which is linked with the concept of
control is developing and instilling pride in the people of the
community. Even at the risk of making a mistake, the decision making
process is left to the recipients.
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As the director of personnel pointed out, ;Ill is called
racist by the community. One of the reasons s that although
the hospital is the third largest employer in Rhode Island, it
only employs 200 people from the community. She said that it
may be a shock to many white employees to hear the hospital
called racist, but prejudice must be recognized before steps
can be taken towards a solution to the problems. At that point
the director of the dental clinic said that "it hurts to hear
that these folks don't feel at home because the doctors are
white". lie felt that the problem had been exaggerated because
he had never heard any complaints and had never seen any RIH
personnel show signs of racism. lie further stated that although
NIIC's are great for socio-economic cure, they don't have the
manpower to care for the health of the nation. Another
physician challenged this assertion by asking how many Black
physicians are chiefs of service. He said that there are none,
and that is what racism means. lie was supported by another
physician who said he had witnessed prejudice, and recounted
discussions among the staff concerning whether they could allow
the first Black resident in Rill to do a pelvic on a white
patient.

Related to the problem of racism, the question of medical
standards was brought up. The physician who had pointed to the
fact that not a single chief of service is Slack, was asked
if he thought that the standards set up for health care in
the hospital are too high. He responded "no". As viewed by
the Blacks, there are not enough Negro physicians, not enough
Negro students in medical or nursing schools, because they are
not qualified, qualified by middle class standards.

The staff asked whether the solution to this is to lower
standards. Some then asked if lower standards would mean poorer
service for the very people who were demanding that the standards
be lowered. The physician stated that the zommunity
believed that even with lower standards of service, they will be
better off than they are now because they are getting zero.

The question was raised of how much responsibility should and
could the hospital assume? Can the hospital limit its concern only
to the medical problems prevailing in South Providence, without
attacking the socio-economic root of the problem? Some people
at the seminar thought that there were other social agencies that
should be called upon for non-medical problems, such as cleaning
up and improving the housing conditions. Another physician
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disagreed, and urged the hospital not to view things too

narrowly. RIH should begin to help the community out of its
present muddle. He felt that if institutions such as RIH do
not step in, then the government will fill the gap. This

alternative would threaten the medical system with direct
government control.

A much debated issue was the possible financial commit-
ment on the part of RIH to fund two NHC's. The chief
administrator thought that the hospital was still a long way
away from assuming responsibility for even one Center. lie

said finances are not the issue since Model City is financing
the two South Providence health centers. It is rather an
organizational problem of coordinating OPD, emergency room and
the NHC's services.

A PMI consultant suggested that if the hospital is unable
to make financial commitments, it should use its resources to
bring in government money to mobilize the community to deal with
their problems in a better fashion.

A hospital physician charged that one could expect RIH, an
institution with 400 staff members, to go beyond two centers, and

to attack the problem in large scale. Others cautioned to tackle
the problem step by step without going presently beyond the two
centers.

While some participants felt that the hospital was dealing
with an emergency situation, and thus it had the task to put out
the fire, others felt the hospital should demonstrate to other
hospitals and agencies an approach away from the concept of putting
out fires, and genuinely become concerned and involved in all
aspects of life in the community. They felt that the problem
was not an emergency situation, but a continuous cycle. Since new

solutions would create new problems, the hospital must expect
constant pressure and not immediate credit.

Some projects aimed at an improvement of the relationship
between the hospital and South Providence community were report 4
as already under way, or planned for the near future, i.e., chanlles
in the hiring policy, sensitivity training sessions for supervisors,
training of more Blacks for nursing, a twelve week nursing assistants
training program, and a Good Neighborhood program. Many suggestions
concerning the hospital-community relationship were discussed.
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There was a suggestion made by a PMI consultant to help the
community organize better to facilitate negotiations with the
hospital. A PMI consultant urged the hospital to set up a group
that could effectively and continuously deal with the community's
problems and build communication networks. The chief of the
hospital staff suggested that such an organizational set-up
should also include community residents.

Another proposal, coming mostly from RIE physicians presently
practicing in NIIC's, was to actually staff the centers. One
physician said he was sure that out of the large staff of RIH
enough interested doctors could be found to 7ractice some hours
per week in NIIC's. lie also urged the hospital administration to
help the NHC's with their administrative problems. The President
of House Staff agreed by saying that many residents would like to
practice in NIIC's, feeling that it would be profitable to their
education.

Both the immediate verbalizations of the seminar's participants
and their later written evaluations pointed to the educational
value of the seminar. The latter came fro-. a survey conducted, at
the suggestion of PMI, by the hospital administration to evaluate
the participants' reactions to the seminar. 7he hospital's report
of its evaluation of the seminar may be fo;:n1 gyp, n4 72 of Phase IV
of this report.

The seminar's impact may be considered i?ressive also as
viewed from the perspective of ensuing eve::::. Thus, after the
seminar, the President of the Staff sent letters to all
physicians in the hospital stating that the hospital had recognized
the need to extend the boundaries of its r..s7onsibility and commit-
ment to help meet the physician needs in r.eiy evolving health care
delivery systems. He then urged the service chief to hold discussions
within theirrespective services of problems and needs such as
those articulated in the seminar. A number of such discussion

meetings took place and six months later the NHC's reported that
staffing their clinics was no longer a problem.

This observed diffusion phenomenon, i.e., a spreading of
ideas generated by a limited group to the rest of the staff,
evidences the feasibility and utility of PM:'s fundamental education-
consultation strategy: limited resources cx1 'e best utilized in a
catalytic fashion to stimulate others towards self-education.

Another outcome of the seminar is that the hospital is now
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directly providing a small amount of equipment to health centers
and is also providing indirect aid by allowing the centers to
purchase supplies through the hospital at its discount rates.
Furthermore, the transfer of records between hospital and
NIIC's is being speeded-up.

A further consultation meeting resulted in a plan to invite
several nationally known authorities in the field of community-
oriented health care to the hospital to relate their concrete
experiences and problems encountered in their work with innovative
health care delivery systems in depressed areas: These plans
were carried through when the late Dr. E. Richard Weinerman was
invited for consultation and educational activities at Rhode Island
Hospital on Friday, January 30.

During a day-long visit, Dr. Wcinerman had opportunity to
become familiar with the RIH community situation, to inspect the
hospital and neighborhood facilities in relation to his own
ambulatory care experiences at Yale-New Haven, and to make
recommendations. In the evening a reception and dinner meeting
was held at the University Club in Providence for an invited group
of 40-50 people, including medical staff, allied health, and
administrative leadership as well as trustees. Dr. Weincrman
made specific recommendations. He urged RIH not to consider the
"ambulatory care problem" in isolation from the hospital-community
complex of needs and health care. He advocated a community-based
system of primary care as a foundatic, or the hospital's specialty
oriented ambulatory care clinics, and tuld RIH to consider assuming
partial responsibility for the establishment and mintenance of an
overall system of health care for its neighboring community.

The fact that only one planning and consultation meeting
between the hospital and PMI team preceeded this second major
education program as compared to many such meetings for the July
seminar, and that most details of Dr. Wincrman's stay were worked
out by the hospital team gives evidence of the success of the non-
dependency principle, and the principle of maximizing the consultee's
involvement.

The educational value of the day Dr. Wcinerman spent with RIH
was acknowledged by the program's planners when they indicated that
additional individuals will be invited for similar educational
programs.

RIH has .begun to help PMI with its work with other hospitals.
Dr. Herbert Constantine, the RIH liaison physician to PMI during the
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contract, spoke to Somerville Hospital on October 30, 1970, regard-
ing the relationship of the community hospital to its neighbors.
He shared some of the problems, responses and outcomes of the
confrontations between the hospital personnel and the ghetto
residents. The Somerville Hospital liaison physician indicated
that he hoped the two hospitals would continue to cooperate n the
future.

Finally, the hospital has just announced the establishmt '-. of

a new Ambulatory Care and Community Medicine Department. The
chairman of the new department, who was involved with the earliest
haphazard negotiations with the community, indicated that the
establishment of effective mechanisms for responding to community-
related needs and problems was one of the most significant develop-
ments during the course of our work with the hospital.

In retrospect, the willingness of this hospital to re-evaluate
the problems concerning its relationship to the surrounding ghetto
area, in the face of community pressure, and to take the necessary
steps to meet these needs was essential to the success of our
consultation strategy. Facilitating such openness may be a
necessary prerequisite for the success of similar efforts at other
institutions.
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CASE STUDY II

HOSPITAL A
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HOSPITAL A - A CASE STUDY

Hospital A (H-A) with two hundred and fifty beds and a staff of
160 physicians, active, courtesy and consulting, is much smaller
than Rhode Island Hospital (BIN). In contrast to the urban ghetto

conditions surrounding is located on a hill on the edge
of an economically declining former "mill town" about an hour
drive from Boston. The depressed community differs in composition
from that of South Providence: it is predominantly white with
a sizable Spanish speaking population, S.30 unemployment, 15%
of the houses are in deteriorating and dilapidated condition, and
population density of 6,467 people per square mile. The target
community is not adjacent to the hospital location, but is in-
cluded in the H-A service area. There are two other hospitals in

the city, both church run. The relationship between the three
hospitals was Characterized by a H-A-PMI liaison physician as
"competitive" and "non-cooperative."

(Vhen PMI initiated contact with Hosnital A, the hospital's

activities with the community consisted mainly of supporting
three types of community clinics - cancer detection, well-baby
and dental. However, as later became apparent, the hospital's
involvement emerged as fragmented, and not entirely altruistic
to the extent that one spokesmen indicated that the hospital's
efforts were, in part, conducted to yield service levels high
enough to maintain grants. Furthermore, participation by staff
wembers had dwindled to only two or three physicians who were
donating their time.

On April 17, 19f) 3 PMI staff members met with the Medical
Education Committee of 1-A the President of the medical staff
of the Hospital, the Admaistrative Director and S other physicians
to introduce and discuss the poverty project.

As with the other hospitals, we offered to provide con-
sultative support to help the medical staff identify the health care
needs of the poor and plan relevant continuing education programs.
Again, the PMI team made it quite clear that their purpose was
not to define the problems, or in any way to dictate what should
be accomplished, but to help sensitize physicians to the needs of
the surrounding community.

The PMI team was greeted warmly at this presentation meeting.
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The President of 11,X medical staff seemed to quickly perceive what
PMI was "selling". He immediately recognized the need to obtain
from the medical staff, trustees and administration a commitment
of concern and involvement with the poor people the area.

It was suggested that the Executive Committee of the medical
staff discuss this matter further at its next meeting, and then
respond to our invitation.

On April 28, word was obtained that the staff had voted to:

"accept the support of the Postgraduate Medical
Institute and its staff in its attempt to assess
the community health needs, particularly with
reference to the disadvantaged populations of
. . .

In June,. word was received that the President of H-X had decided to
become the liaison physician for PMI-H-A medical staff relations.
In sum then, while Uospital A was not seeking help as actively as
Rhode Island Hospital, they seemed receptive.

On June 17, a meeting took place between three PMI staff
members,one PMI consultant and the hospital's liaison physician and
director. The consultation produced agreement that the next step
for the project at H-A was to develop a meeting similar to the
perception-sharing forum, then in planning at Rhode Island Hospital.
The preliminary plan called for a luncheon meeting with the
Executive Committee, Trustees, and physicians from the outpatient
departments. The meeting, projected for the fall, was to focus
on "consideration of the hospital's role in the community". The
hospital's representatives were not yet prepared to accept PMI's
suggestion that community social work, 0E0, etc., representatives
also be invited to participate.

On August 13, two staff members of PMI .paid a visit to H-A on
request of the Director of the Hospital. tie requested consultation
concerning ways to stimulate local resident's participation in
neighborhood health facilities to which the Hospital contributed.
The visit involved a site trip to one of the clinics. The PHI
staff made recommendations, and also used the opportunity to
further discuss the upcoming seminar. The Hospital's Director
now expressed interest in also including community residents (con-
sumers) in the seminar.

Following this contact, several additional proddings by PMI
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aimed at finalizing plans and schedules for the seminar failed
to produce the desired results. Thy, delay seemed to reflect a
degree of insecurity on the part of the Hospital regarding their
ability to successfully introduce and implement this new type
of education (both content and :ormat). PMI thought however,
that with some coaxing and support, the Hospital would eventually
move ahead towards the goal.

More communications took place by mail and telephone between
the Director of U-A and PMI. Itowever, it was not possible to
bring about the meeting with the executive committee, trustees,
and physicians from the outpatient departments that had originally
been planned. The Director of the Hospital now seemed reluctant
to hold the seminar without full assurance of the staff's interest.
The liaison physician now also seemed reluctant. According to him
only about 30% of the staff, namely those who were also involved
in the group practice headed by the liaison physician, seemed
particularly attuned to and interested in the problems of people
in depressed areas. The liaison physician characterized his group
as the "progressive element" of the staff.

In a renewed attempt to bring about a commitment to an
educational activity, Dr. Stearns outlined some potential steps.
He suggested that the hospital:

1. Compile a list of people who have some knowledge of the
problems of medical care for the poor the arca, and who can relate
to others what is going on in the community. This list might
include .D.'s, R.N.'s, social workers, administrators, 0E0, health
departments, community representatives, etc.

2. Compile a list of those who should be familiarized with
the various multiple aspects of the problems and stimulated to
become more involved and make more concerted efforts (e.g., trustees,
those who are listed above, representatives of the medical staff,
executive committee, and others).

3. Arrange for these two groups to meet together for the
purpose of presenting and sharing information, knowledge,etc. (if
desired, in the presence of outside resource people such as
community health care specialists (PMI consultants) or the Rhode
Island Hospital liaison physician). Objectives of the meeting should
be to plan one or several next steps and to consider such questions as:

a. Should there be a planning council of A.D.'s and other
representatives?



b. Should outside experts be brought in?

c. Are there Known specific medical problems in the poor
community that warrant specific medical educational
sessions, e.g., T.B., V.D., malnutrition?

d. Is it reasonable to do nothing new or nothing more?

c. Should attempts be made to involve more people or should
the situatisn be left where it is nov with only a few
persons involved (by self-selection)!

The liaison physician's answer to these suggestions was that
in his view, it is hopeless to try to get the staff at large
involved. He said that only members of the group practice come to
meetings concerning health care services to the poor; only they are
willing to do things such as work in the community clinics; the
rest of the staff is not interested in this complex problem. lie

promised however, to bring Dr. Stearns' proposals up at the next
staff meeting.

Dr. Stearns pointed out that it need not be the immediate (or
even ultimate) aim of the educational program as such to get the
staff to man the clinics, but that PMI would like to first have an
opportunity to improve awareness and to introduce a new approach
to the examination of the medical needs of poor people.

On January 24, the liaison physician of H-.1 sent PMI a letter
reporting the outcome of his hospital's staff meeting indicated
above. The body of his letter is quoted below:

"Several days after our last conversation, I presented the
background of the previous meetings and asked for people who
had attended those meetings to speak on the -ubject, and at
that point, at our annual meeting of the staff which had an
approximately 95% attendance and asked for a )te. I am
extremely sorry to say that my original estimate thought to
be a very low one by you, proved to be a disappointment to
both of us, for out of the entire staff of Nosnital A,
only six doctors indicated that they had any interest
in participation even to the extent of encouraging any, and
of these six, four were already involved in our out-reach
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clinics and I am not certain that one of the others really
heard the question.

The Director nas definitely been interesteu in the needs
of the community and I ,pink some of us have some quite
workable ideas about what the community needs, but we have
a numbei factors that are bothering us and I might list
some of tnem as follow (sic):

1. Total lak of physician interest.
2. Multiplicity of agencies who have no coordinating

method.

3. Evanescence of many of these agencies.
4. The competitive non-cooperative lon-standing

attitudes of three grade A hospitals in one community
with a population of less than 90,000.

S. It would be possible to establish a central coordinating
agency and to expand the existing -ol:t-reach clinics"
to include particularly in relationsHip to the three
hospital out-patients' around the cicA service if
funding were forthcoming for a reasenaMe period of
time.

I am sorry, but not at all surprised t.:2: instead of more
interest that there is less interest, fzsr the opinions in
this area, at least, are hardening arcn:ne. a statement that
we need fewer studies and more work."

Though PMI was prepared to further our_::: the development of
a working relationship with H-A, building on -"e problem factors
as outlined by the liaison physician, and thouch the Somerville
Hospital also expressed interest in developing some type of
coordinated activity with the H -A. area hosi:-.1:s, and offered to
assist with their recruitment, we were not al-le to effect a lasting
relationship.

Strained relations wi'hin the hosnital 1-etween members of the
large group practice and other members of the staff may have
contributed to our failure to obtain a unifie,! commitment to our
project. We suspect that our efforts to con-:ince our local advocates
of the merits of our program were not stron.g enough to overcome or
cope effectively with the underlying political suituation.



CASE STUDY III

SOMERVILLE HOSPITAL
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SOMERVILLg HOSPITAL - A CASE STUDY

Somerville Hospital, the smallest institution in the study
has 148 beds and a total medical staff of 134, of which 50 arc
active members, the others_being courtesy or consulting members.
It is located in close proximity to major medical centers in
Massachusetts. The surrounding community :.as the highest
population density in Massachusetts, 21,967 people per square
mile; 14% deteriorating and dilapidated housing; 4.1% unemploy-
ment; .4% Black residents; and a relatively low average annual
income of $6,024.

Postgraduate Medical Institute (PMI) hoped to initiate
deliberations to stimulate Somerville Hospital and its medical
staff to identify the community's unique health care problems,
its staff's educational needs relating to these problems and
some possible solutions. We first tried to recruit the hospital's
particiOtion in April 1969. PMI departed from its normal
pattern of preliminary consultation with a cross-section of
staff leadership as utilized at Rhode Island icsnital and at
Hospital A. Instead, at the invitation of the Chief of Medicine,
Dr. Stearns made our initial presentation to a full staff
meeting. Dr. Stearns was presented as "to:lay's speaker". The
staff listened but was unresponsive in sharp contrast to the
reactions our initial presentations received at both Rhode Island
Hospital and at U -A. Repeated efforts to follow-up this initial
presentation were fruitless for a long time. We later found out
that our initial approach had only aroused antagonism and
defensivenOss in the staff. We had been 1,---.ived as a threat
to the existing education program and the normal decision-making
channels.

On June 9, 1969 the liaison physician of Somerville Hospital,
the Chief of Medicine, reported to PMI that after consulting with
the executive committee, the hospital staff e.id not think it had
enough time to commit itself to the progra-. Responding to a call
by the PMI project directorthe liaison physician stated that
although the staff was not interested at that time, maybe another
PMI presentation could be scheduled for the fall.

In September, the liaison physician reo.uested a written outline
of the possible programs and approaches to present to the medical
staff committee. On October 14, PMI sent then a summary of the
intentions of the program, and five possible courses of action.
A copy of the proposal is included in Appendix B. PMI hoped that
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the outline would provide a focus for the medical staff executive
committees' reconsideration of the program.

On December 19, the proposed fall presentation was realized.
The hospital administrator and the executive committee met with the
PnI consultants to discuss and clarify the purpose of the program
and specifically the overview sent to the hospital-in October.
Apparently the committee had previously discussed the proposal
because they asked for additional clarificiations of the activities
in which the hospital would be engaged. PnI's executive
director then outlined the goals of the contract stressing its
flexibility in terms of the types of activities. He further
encouraged physicians present to share their inJividual experiences
and insights relative to the problems of their community. The
purpose of stimulating this discussion was to illustrate the
value of systematically examining the medically' related problems
of depressed area residents, and to provide a sample educational
experience. Thus, for example, the chairman of the executive
committee reported the existence of a committee, including two
physicians, which was responsible for the problems of the poor
in Somerville. It was learned that the co7.7i:1-ee had no formal
connection to; or delegation of responsibility from the medical
staff of Somerville Hospital. This information pointed to the
need for open discussion among the medical staff regarding the
current conditions of the poverty area residents and their
relationship to the hospital.

On January 14, the hospital's nedical Hj..:zation Committee
Chairman reported that he had been appointer 1=-=

chairman of an ad hoc committee to evaluate proposal.
He said that heattributed the negative response to the first
presentation at the general staff meeting to a reluctance on the
part of the staff to proceed with an educational endeavor that
might potentially compete with the hospital's existing continuing
education program. lie hoped that progress co..:1d now be made by
funneling the program through the existing continuing education
channels which he headed.

The DME indicated that in order to effectively present the
project to his hospital he needed a reasonably Detailed background
of the nature of PMI, its activities and goals, including the
details'of money, time, and personnel costs to the hospital.
After a lengthy discussion, the DME indicatej that he had acquired
all the background information he had reques:ej, The remainder
of the meeting was devoted to consideration of the DME's suggestion
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for developing an acceptable model for a program at Somerville
Hospital. The agreed-upon goal of the program was to develop
staff participation and realization of the needs of people in
depressed areas. Progress towards this goal would initially
he achieved by the establishment of a staff committee whose
objective was to provide opportunities for communication. The
proposed committee would be composed of the Chief of Staff, the
community Public Health Officer, Chairman of the education
committee, the Administrator, a social worker, a nursing
representative, and representatives of the departments of
medicine, pediatrics, surgery, general practice kind obstetrics-
gynecology. Additional consideration was given to the potential
use of speakers or consultants as either resources to the
committee or speakers in a more formal education program. At
the conclusion of the meeting the DME indicated that he would
present the outlined program, as well as his full conception
of the program to the ad hoc committee who would make recommend-
ations to the executive committee regarding the participation
of the hospital in the program.

In March 1970, PHI as notified that the executive
committee in conjunction with the medical staff voted to accept
the recommendation for participation in the project. Thus,
after many months of formal a..d informal negotiations, we were
able to go ahead and implement our program.

Educational programs, utilizing nationally known guest
speakers experienced in innovative health care delivery systems,
were initiated in June of 1970. Dr. Jack Geiger, Professor
and Chairman of the Department of Community Health and Social
Medicine, Tufts University School of Medicine, addressed the
medical staff on the issues in the delivery of primary medical
care. The issues discussed focused on physicians who played
an integral role in the medical care of the poor in the community.

A second educational program held in October of 1970
revolved around Dr. Herbert Constantine, the Director of Multi-
phasic Screening and Chief of Pulmonary Service at Rhode Island
Hospital; Associate Professor of Medical Science at Brown
University; as well as PMI's liaison physician with RIH. He
shared nis views regarding some of the problems, responses and
outcomes of the confrontations between Rhode Island Hospital
personnel and its ghetto residents. These educational sessions
gave the medical staff of the hospital additional insights Ito
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the problems and responses of other hospitals in depressed areas
as they attempted to meet the needs of the community residents.

As was the case at RIH, the consultation-teaching sessions
at Somerville Hospital were used 1) directly as teaching
activities in that the consultants used them to help the staff
see the need for poverty-related education program, and 2) as
the procedure for planning the actual programs. However, where
RIH created additional education programs using innovative
formats, Somerville Hospital planned and implemented education
programs within the structure of the existing continuing
education program. These programs utilized more traditional
educational formats, such as informal lectures followed by
discussion.

The more deliberate approach followed by Somerville
Hospital is certainly a reflection, if not a consequence, of a
lower level of community pressure than that exerted on RIH.
Yet, as Dr. Geiger said "it is really important that community
hospitals...start to try to take another look, start trying
to evaluate their own role in relationship to the problems
of delivering health care for the poor. This (Somerville
Hospital) is one of the first community hospitals that I know
of that is taking this kind of look."

The hospital is prepared to continue its new education
program beyond the period of the contract and PMI will continue
to assist it. After a slow beginning, the prognosis is
favorable.
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(:onsultee-Conducted Evaluation Activities

A fundamental principle of PMI's approach to education is
that assessment of its impact should be an essential part of the
education process. This principle contains at least three important

implications for the program planner.

1) The educational validity of an activity should not be
assumed, a priori, in either absolute or relative terms;

2) Evaluation of education should be conducted to determine

its value;
3) Assessment of the impact of current educational activities

should be an integral part of the planning process for future
programs.

In keeping with this principle, the consultant team encouraged
the hospi,:als to conceive and conduct independent assessments of
the education programs developed under the cc-a:I-act. Rhode Island

Hospital undertook such an evaluation in conunction with the July
23 hospital-wide "Seminar on Community Health, previously discussed
in several sections of this report. A simple nine item check-off
questionnaire covered such areas as participant's reactions to the
seminar's scheduling, format, materials, c,c-pcsition, and
educational value. An open-ended invitation as also extended for
more extensive comments and suggestions rezar.iIng the seminar and
future programs. The systematic rigor of this evaluation and its
ability to demonstrate the impact of the sen..inar' beyond the "felt"

level are certainly open to question. Howevr, it was designed to
produce data pertinent to: 1) assessing the activity's value; and
2) planning future programs. As such, this hcspital-planned and
conducted evaluation was consistent with th. principle and
implications with regard to education and evaluation outlined
above, the consultation sought to teaCn.

.

The hospital's report of the results o: :no evaluation,
including summarization of responses to the .-.uestionnaire and
other comments, are reproduced on the follo..n; pages:



SEMINAR ON COMMUNITY HEAUHI

CRITIQUE

(Thirty-seven participants excluding P.M.I. -

thirty -one questionnaires returned)

1) Over and above the heating and noise problems,
the facilities and arrangements at the Motel were
adequate.

Yes 29 No 2 Qualified Yes Qualified No

2) Did you find the background material distributed
at the meeting of benefit to you?

Yes 25 No 2 Qualified Yes 3 Qualified No

3) that is your opinion as to the size and composition
of the group who attended the seminar?

O.K. 9 Too Large 16 Too Small Composition: Good 8

Poor 8

4) Was the day of the week and time of the meeting
convenient for you?

Yes 26 No 4 Qualified Yes 1 Qualified No

5) Was the time allotted for the meeting adequate and
well utilized?

Yes 25 No 1 Qualified Yes 3 Qualified No 1

6) Was the participation of representatives from the
Post Graduate Medical Institute beneficial?

Yes 22 No 5 Qualified Yes 2 Qualified No 1

7) Do you feel that the seminar gave you a better
understanding of the problems of the community?

Yes 22 No 7

Of the hospital?

Yes 28 No 2

Qualified Yes Qualified No

Qualified Yes Qualified No
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8. Do you feel that further seminars should be held
on this subject?

Yes 30 No 1 Qualified Yes Qualified No

9. Would you be willing to participate?

Yes 28 No Qualified Yes 1 Qualified No

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS

It was the opinion of many in the group that this original meet-
ing should be followed by many more meetin ;s in order to continue
the momentum) . It was felt that the group should be smaller and
further break up into "action" groups to deal with very specific
problems. There should be participation by netbers of the
South Providence Community.

The PMI people should play more of a leadership role and should
formulate specific items for attempted resolution.

Better in- hospital coordination is needed. There is the feeling
that too many people and committees are with different
parts of the problem. It was suggested t.na: Ise utilize the ser-
vices of the Brown Sociology Department tc obtain information about
population groups.

There was the feeling that we are goin:: too slowly and that we
need a definitive thrashing out of specifiz problems and that the
Visiting Staff must become more ueeply inolvel in the hospital's
problems in this particular area, and that this should be separate
and apart from their personal professional problems.

Suggested topics for future and immediate consideration:

1. Specific role and contribution of ?ode Island Hospital.
2. 110w to communicate with the responsible members of the

Community.
a. To understand what their needs are as they see it.
b. To understand specifically wh.tt they wouli' like of

Rhode Island Hospital.
c. To interpret to them what Rho Island Hospital can

do for them.
3. Interpretation to Rhode Island Hospital staff the unique

needs of the community.
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Three specific questions relating to hospital participation
were raised:

1. To what degree do we lower employment standards for blacks?
2. Can we establish apprentice programs in B & G?
3. Do we integrate health centers into teaching programs

(with what impact on currently moonlighting residents
and on patients in the Centers?)

The following questions were asked by one participant.
How can a loyal employee, who desires to be helpful to his
superiors find a way to point out hazards in a program, which seems
to have already been decided upon, without appearing to be disloyal,
stupid, blind, not compassionate, bigoted, narrow, etc., etc.?

After the artic:Late academicians had mauled Dr. X, only
the bravest of the brave would dare stand before the steamroller.

Do doubtful statements become lass doubtful through massive
repetition and prestigious pressure?

Attitude Change Study

AS stated in the February-April, 1969 Quarterly Progress Report,
PMI proposed to expand the scope of the evaluation of the project
to also include:

Identification and characterization
of shifts in physician attitudes vis a vis
community medicine as well as ph)sician and
hospital responsibility in tion to the
health car problems of deprc ;ed areas.

For this purpose PM' staff envisioned pre and post measurement of
said attitudes, with the pre measurement being obtained before the
advent of any educational activity, and the post measurement being
obtained after completion of all such activities.

Rhode Island Hospital medical staff was selected as the ex-
perimental population on which to attempt the attitude study. With

approval of the contract officer, PMI opted to support development
of the attitude study and the necessary instruments with its own
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funds; i.e., with, funds other than those received as part of this
contract.

The first formal .lucational session at Rohde Island Hospital
was scheduled for July 23. Consequently in .June the staff began
to elaborate approaches to measurement of attitudes in the context
of this project. Short questionnaires or interviews seemed
to be the most feasible approaches with such time-pressured subjects.
After repeated revisions, two instruments emerged. One, an open-
ended 3 question interview, could be administered in person (by
a trained interviewer) or by telephone. The other, a questionnaire
with 12 check-off items, contained statements to which the doctors
would have to put checks in one box of a range of agree to disagree
categories for each statemcnt. (See Appendix E.)

PMI had hoped to administer one of the instruments to a
randomly selected sample of the Rhode Island Hospital physicians.
Ideally, the second instrument would then be given to a second random
sample. Thus a comparison of the efficiency of the instruments and
some indication of their validities could have been obtained.

Rhode Island Hospital administrators pointed out difficulties
associated with trying to obtain a random sample of physicians whose
appearances at the Hospital are irregular and at times infrequent.
The idea of mailing the questionnaire instrument to a random sample
of hospital physicians was also rejected in view of PMI's past
experiences with poor and biased returns of mailed questionnaires.
The Hospital also would not permit use of the open-ended interview.
They felt that such potentially sensitive issues should be dealt
with on an in-house basis first.

Therefore, as a compromise to our needs for premeasures, the
Hospital agreed to permit administration of the 12 item question-
naire at a series of upcoming grand rounds. Data were obtained
from:

17 physicians at pediatrics grand rounds on July 18,
50 physicians at-medical grand rounds on July 19,
12 physicians at surgical grand rounds on July 22,
30 participants at the beginning of July 23 seminar.

A form of coded identification ws provided so that it would
be possible to contact the same individuals for postmeasurement
and trace any attitude change by individuals as well as for the groups.

Following an extensive series of educational programs at RBI
during the summer, fall (1969) and early winter (1970), PMI began
to prepare the post me.surement component of the attitude survey.
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At the same time negotiations were initiated with the hospital
regarding its implementation. The Hospital at first asked for a
delay in the implementation of the survey and, ultimately, rescinded

permission entirely.

In what turned out to be an ironic twist of fate the attitude
survey was doomed, at least in part, by the success of the consulta-
tion in bringing about major changes at RI11. As the hospital and
its medical staff moved closer to accepting a new role with respect
to their responsibility for the surrounding depressed area community,
they (those administrators and physicians acting as the internal
change agents with whom we were working) become increasingly
apprehensive of anything (such as our survey) which might upset the
delicate internal political process that was necessary to gain staff-
wide approval of things such as support for the neighborhood health
centers or a new department of Community Medicine and Ambulatory
Care. lihile inconvenient to us, the concerns of the change agents

in the hospital were quite understandable.

Too much time and far too many variables had intervened by the
time any further consideration could be given to impieMenting
the post-measurement survey. However, the consultation team took
consolation from the fact that its surveying efforts were impeded
not by a lack of attitude change in the cons..titees but by the
very imperatives of a successful change process.
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CONTRACT CONCLUSION

Postgraduate Medical Institute believes it possible to use an
interdisciplinary team of consultants to sensitize hospital medical
staffs to the unique health care probl .as of the poor.

In recent years there have been exciting developments in the
delivery of health care. The literature is rife with reports of
experiences and new ideas regarding health care delivery. These
proposals, encompassing neighborhood health centers, group practices,
pre-paid comprehensive health care systems, HY.:)'s etc., have a common,
distinguishing characteristicCHANGE They all imply major changes
in the conduct of the practice and 'business" of medicine. The pros-
pect of change is often threatening. We fear that the agents of
change, the activists developing new systems, may fail to divert energies
needed to help the medical establishment accept the changes. For
most, re-education will be needed, and for many the experience will
be painful. Change can be brought about by legislation and rational-
ization or by education and insight. Postzraa:ate Medical Imaitute
prefers the carrot of insight to the stick of law, though we
recognize that a judicious application of botn may be needed to
effect changes in the complex health care field. We believe that
education, in combination with professional, social or legislative
pressure, can help to close some of the ,:a-71z -sse:ween physicians

developing new health care system- and those resisting them.

The Postgraduate Medical Institute cr!).: is the education arm

rf the Massachusetts Medical Society. Since its inception eighteen__
years ago, the Institute has been dedicate,: to fostering continuing
education of physicians. Its operations an: predicated on the pre-
mise that education can ultimately effect improved health care.

For many years we have been using cons.:Itation as a stimulus
to education program deyelopment at community hospitals. In a

recent three-year study of the consultation process, we attempted
to help forty hospitals assess their needs and develop relevant
programs. Results of the study demonstrated that intervention by
physicians trained as educational consultants significantly affected
implementation of elements of continuing ed-.:cation programs for
physi inns. However, most educational activities stimulated were
of t classic variety and dealt with familiar areas of medical
prac 'ce, e.g., grand rounds on "Hypertension", or lectures on
"LeukeTia".

*NIB 70-4150 (PH-108-67-170)
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While this study WAS in progress, health care consumers in
depressed areas were in.:reasingly challenging the medical profession's
expertise, responsiveness and right to define proper health care.
Consequent'y, the Public Health Service funded PM1 to modify and
study its consultation techniques whe. ised to stimulate medical staffs
of three hospitals to: 1) recognize the special health needs of
the poor in their communities; and 2) develop responsive physicians'
education and service programs. This report has described the
consultation model that was developed and discussed what was learned
while trying to apply the procedure.

Both the consultation model and conclusions derived from the
application and evaluation of it are summarized here. %e thought
it important to emphasi :e the interlocking nature of medical, socio-
economic, psychological and cultural aspects of health care problems
of depressed area residents and their hospitals. Therefore, the
logical direction was to abandon our exclusively physician-oriented
.onsultative focus. In its stead we substituted an interdisciplinary
team of consultants. The team consisted of two physicians, a cul-
tural anthropologist, a psychologist, a pUblic health educator and
supporting evaluation personnel, used in varying combinations. The
team collectively possessed expertise in medical education, community
medicine, health care delivery systems, as well as educational and
evaluation methodology.

Extending the team concept, we envisioned working with a
"corresponding" interdisciplinary team of !losisital personnel led
by members of the medical staff and includine representatives of

allied health and administrative staffs, as well as trustees.

Our intent was to have the two teams examine the depressed area
community and the hospital's relationship to it as a "patient",
with the health care problems of such a "patient" the subject of
discussion. Thus, in addition to its function as an educational
catalyst, the consultation procedure itself was to serve as an educa-
tional activity.

An early objective of consultation was to create an atmosphere
conducive to frank and open discussion. Vata regarding the
community and its problems was obviously needed, but consultants
felt that hospital personnel might react defensively if confronted
initially by community representatives. While expecting that the
issue of the need for community involvement '..ould become manifest
eventually, we thought it imperative that i;etus to promote such
involvement come from the hospital representatives. Therefore,
during initial discussions consultants refrained from suggesting
direct involvement of community representatives'in the consultation
process.
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To implement and evaluate the consultation process, three

dissimilar target hospitals were selected: 1) a large, ud)an
institution in the midst of a black ghetto; 2) a smaller institu-
tion in a predominantly low income, white community of high popu-
lation density; and 3) an institution on the fringe of an economically
declining, medium-sized former "mill town" possessing a significant
Spanish speaLing population.

Specific details of what happened when consultation was imple-
mented and evaluated have constituted the body of this report. At

this point some broader generalizations and implications of our
findings would seem appropriate. Wc feel our approach embraces
four central concepts of the American Medical Association's program
I improve health services for the poor, adopted by the :'NA House

of Delegates at the 23rd Clinical Convention held in Denver, November
1969:

1) It is a basic right of
available to him adequate
medical profession, u ;ing

posal, should endeavcr to
available to each person.

every citizen to have
health ..and the
all means at its dis-
make good medical care

2) The medical profession must take the leadership
and actively support constructive comMan.4y efforts
to eliminate those conditions that adversely affect
health.

3) The health problems of the poor are basically
community health problems, and since a national
health program will not solve all of them, programs
must be adapted to local needs.

4) Health care to the poor should not be disassociat-
ed from, but rather should be a vital part of, the
overall health cart system.

Successful implementation of action programs, such as that of
the American Medical Association, will require involvement of
major segments of the profession. Our experience indicates that
the AMA still has a major task ahead of it to promote acceptance
of the concepts of its action program by state and district societies,
and to effect their implementation by medical staffs of community
hospitals. Techniques to stimulate physician and medical staff
involvement will be needed. We feel the approach described is such
a technique. However, as reported, one of the hospitals in the

31
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study was more responsive to educational consultation than the other

two. The variations in response may be attributable, in part, to
internal differences; e.g., differences in hospital size, sophisti-
cation or resources. however, one of the most important variables
may reside outside the hospitals. This is the variable of external
pressures for change, be they of community, professional, or
legislative origin. The large urban hospital received a loud, clear
message of the need for change from its confrontation with militant
blacks in the neighborhood. With the hospital's inertia overcome
by the community's "stick", educational consultation was able to
focus the hospital's response in the direction of self-examination
and rational consideration of the problems. The other two hospitals
experienced little :-ressure from their communities and, thus, to
consultation fell the additional task of est.blishing even an aware-
ness that there might be problems to consider. Consultation was

able to accomplish this in one of the two situations cited.

While educational consultation may be less efficient in the
absence of a "stick", our experiences indizate that consultation may
be an effective mechanism to facilitate constructive change at a
time when medicine is being confronted by an increasing number of
societal pressures. A yet more desirable or effective pressure could
come from a renewed, stronger effort by the AM.- to implement its 1969

poverty program.

In summary, the model of consultation that PMI has used to
stimulate hospital medical staff involvement in health problems
of the poor may be characterized by the following principles:

1) Educational consultation is provided by an interdisciplinary
tc.am;

2) Consultation is used both as a catalyst and as an educational
activity itself;

3) Consultation stresses critical self-examination as an avenue
to insights and corrective measures;

4) Consultation seeks participation of individuals who will
authorize, effect, and ultimately accept change;

5) Consultation starts with felt problems and seeks to motivate
long-range planning;

6) The approach seeks to maximize consultee involvement in
program planning;

7) Consultation tries to use educational mechanisms that will
assure diffusion of its effects to the staff at large; and

8) Consultation seeks to minimize the formation of dependency

relationships.

8 2
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in spite of difficulties cited, educational consultation can
be a useful technique to bridge knowledge, service and information
gaps between innovative activists developing new health care delivery
systems and the majority of hospital medical staffs which are, as
yet, uninvolved. But we cannot overstress the effort, persistence,
diplomacy and patience needed to translate rhilosophical positions
and paper proposals into real and meaningful improvements in the
health care delivery system.
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CONTRACT SPIN-OFF ACTIVITIES

In addition to pumuing activities with the three hos-
pitals specified in the contract, PMI also provided consultative
service to a fourth "unit" as described below.

In November of 1969, PMI was contacted by Dr. Robert Abrams,

a lysician from Holyoke, Massachusetts, who was in charge of
working up the health care component of the application for a
Model Cities grant for a depressed area in that community. Ile

indicated that he had heard of PMI's work in poverty arc.s, and
requested an opportunity to review his ideas and receive consul-

tation.

A series of consultations, held in both 3oston and Holyoke,
revealed that the Model Cities health planners were proceeding with-
out any concrete plan to promote the involvement of physicians
from the area's two hospitals, or to facilitate integratien of the
services of the proposed Model Cities area clinic with those of the

hospitals. Consequertly, drawing on our experiences wits. the
Rhode Island Hospital-Neighborhood Health Center problems, we
made several recommendations to the Model Cities planners. Spe-

cifically, we urged that they formally involve the medical staffs
of the two area hospitals in the Model Cities program as s9on as

possible. As noted in the December 1969 Hampden Ilippocrati and in

personal communications, PMI's recommendations were endorsed an
implemented by the Model Cities Health Task Frocc and the two area

hospita

In ,. her response to our initial recommendations, our con-
sulting team :as invited to the Holyoke lospital. A portion of one

of the consultants field reports is quoted below to illustrate the
tact the consultation took in an attempt to stimulate physician-led
hospital involvement.

We were invitecrby Dr. Robert Abrams, a Holyoke
Pediatrician who has been an active leader in
developing health components of Holyoke's Model
Cities Program, to visit the Holyoke Hospital
for the purpose of exploring the possibity of
PMI's offering assistance (similar to that ex-
te.ided to the Rhode Island Hospital through the

1. Robert M. Abrams, M.D., Holyoke'; Model Cities Health Care Pro-

gram. Hampden ilippocrat XXXV:17 19, December 1969,

87)
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Poverty Project) in the development of the health
component of their Model Cities Program. Earlier
it had been suggested by NI that Dr. Abrams form
a committee comprised of physicians from both of
the hospitals in Holyoke and this meeting was
billed as a meeting of that joint committee. How-

ever, at PMI's suggestion in addition to physicians
there were also a nul)er of public health nurses,
the Director of the City Health Department, Chair-
man of the Health Task Force of the Holyoke Model
Cities Program, and several other community rep-
resentatives, Dr. Stearns briefly described PM[
and its previous experience in the Poverty Pro-
gram. He commended the health leadership of
flolyoke for the progressive planning already
accomplished. It soon became evident, however,
during the courf:e of the discussion which Dr.
Stearns led that not everyone present was fully
aware of their respective roles vis-a-vis public
health in Holyoke or the healt1 frvices com-
ponent of Model Cities, Dr. Abrars vas asked
to define the efforts of the Health Task Force
to date and the role of physicians in the hos-
pitals in relation to it. .Several people ob-
served that efforts should be made to coordi-
nate more closely the many facets of health
services being offered to the "poor".

At a later stage in the development of the health clinic,
we were asked to provide assistance with the following organiza-
tional and procedural questions related to the establishment and
management of the clinic.

1. We're setting up a non-profit corporation to
run the clinic. Are there any established
formats for this?

2. What are the salary arrangements made with
the clinic staff and what are the pay scale
guidelines?

3. Since we are a government sponsored program,
can we collect from Medicaid?

4. How do we collect from Medicaid-Medicare
through the corporation?

S. What trnsportation arrangements have been made
to get patients to and from the clinic and from
the clinic to the hoTital or Doctor's office?

Sb
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6. What have been the most satisfactory hours
for the clinics?

7. What arrangements have been made for specialty
clinics to be held at the neighborhood centers?
How are they run, organized, and financed?

8. How have large-scale screenings been organize(!
(for lead poisoning, scrum profile, paricites,
etc.) What is the best way?

9. How are priorities decided upon, i.e., what kinds
of services, how much?

10. What ways have para medical people been used (out-
reach follow-up, etc.)."

In this instance we did not directly provide answers or
recommendations. Instead, we functioned in a liaison role, pro-
viding the Model Cities Program with access to appropriate tech-
nical resources.

In a recent personal communication, Dr, Abrams, now Vice
President of the Model Cities Health Task Force, noted:

The Holyoke Model Cities Health Clinic has now
been in operation for two weeks. '.tie are operating

out of a store front now, but will be moving into
a newly constructed health facility in five months,

There has been very active local ph, ,ician partic-
ipation with eight local doctors working part time
in the store front clinic and with guide lines for
running the clinic having been drawn up by several
subcommittees composed of Ilovloke physicians who
are familiar with the local situation.

The clinic in this inner city area of Holyoke has
the potential of fulfilling a great need. We have
come to realize the wisdom of your suggestion that
local physicians become intimately involved and be-
come partners in this venture of providing better
medical care for the indigent. The meetings that
we had with you and your associates in Boston and
Holyoke had a definite influence on our getting
on to the right track, so to speak. In the near
future, we hope to call on the PMI staff for a
critique in the running of the clinic.

We anticipate continued development or our consultative and
educational relationship with the Holyoke Modr Cities Program and
the city's two hospitals.

S7
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CONTRACT DISSEMINATION

The following is a chronological listing of Postgraduate Medical
Institute publications,-p4ers and formal presentations pertaining
to the contract, its design, procedures, outcomes or concepts.

"Program Motivation and Stimulation - Acti rities of

the Postgraduate Medical Institute", Non-...an S. Stearns,
presented at Conference on Goals and Techniques of Continuing
Education, sponsored by the Association for Hospital
Medical Education, February 4-5, 1970, Chicago, Illinois.

Interdisciplinary Team Consultation - kr Educational
Device to Promote Hospital Staff Involvement in Problems
of the Poor. Stearns, Norman S., and L]old, Robert A.
Clinical Research, 18:481, April, 1970.

Postgraduate Medical Institute: Its C:allonging Role
in the Continuing Education of Physicians and Other
Health Care Personnel, Robert P. McCo±ss, M.D.,
Massachusetts Physician, June, 1970, 34.

"The Postgraduate Medical Institute in ,:ontinuing
Medical Education", Norman S. Stearns. --'rented at
Conference on Continuing Medical [due.:: sponsored
by American Medical Association, 0,-to,,r 13-15, 1970,
Chicago, Illinois.

"Educational Consultation: A Team Al2prcacli to Stimulat-

ing Hospital Medical Staff Involvement :n Health Care
Problems of the Poor.", Norman S. Stearns and Robert A.
Gold, presented at the Medical Services .2onference, spon-
sored by the Council on Medical Service. A:nerican
Medical Association, November 28, 1970, 3oston, Massachusetts.

"A Continuing vhdical Education Agency;. Postgraduate
"I cal Institute", in Continuing Modi.:.-11 Education in

mmunity Hospitals: A M,,nual for Pr.:zra7, Development.

Norman Stearns, Marjorie Gets. :11, an.: Sc.:ert Gold, Massachusetts

Medical Society. Boston: 1971 (Publ:sh::- as a supplement to
the New England Journal of Medicine, %elume 284; Number 20;
May 20, 1971.)

Educational Consultation: A Team Appr:ach to Stimulating
Hospital Medical Staff Involvement in ..ealth Care
Problems of the Poor, Norman S. Steams and Robert A. Gold,
Medical Care, Volume 10; Number 1, jap,ry-February, 1972.
(accepted for publication)
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In addition to PMI publications, papers and formal presentations,
the following published citations or reports of the contract have
also appeared.

Ilolyoke's Model Cities' Health Care Program, Robert M.
Abrams, Hampden Hippocrat, Volume XXV; Number 10,
December, 1969, 17-19.

Control of Change Seen as Objective, American Medical
News, December 7, 1970.
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J gerIy cons i4ere.t or conoli cated than those f ocopie f±om non

-dressed. areas Sie prohlems seem relatei to secto-econom-ic and

Ienvienentat cohitions nrevaiing in such arcas Therefore, 'PMI

beIiees that dimchsions of çmmunLty rmedcne" should be iricludcj

Ian education program tchh sceks to mee the health carneds f
a-depressed coriiuntty In such n anpio'mch the coinmun.itv as vied

as a "batien". tehtion is :pai to the diagnosis and treatmnent of

the eommunit including its soca1 as ie11 as its meckcal p'mtholotv

HI
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iie

- the toUosing are. some of the dnnension of commwut cdLLine

curfentl receiving major lttentLonb the medical profession

a) increased emphasis on the eiatn of health or prevention

oLdiseas rñther than the practice of Lrlsis mcdicine (or

Ithe epiôdic and sporadii treltment of acute illness) In

this &spect community nedicine blOnds with the new concept

I qf cOmprehOnsivèheãithc"irè

b) Study of dbinntünLty health proble'ns, e g , epidemiolOgy of

dieãse Jco, participation ith other private adulic
-

F pfdfesiOnal and citizen's groups in studying helt problen

ahd in prombting apprcpriatO medical po1cv an4 actioFi

e) Increased aareness f the social pthologv underlving a

comunit 's health probleirs(e g , econonac, housing, chool-,
4

eFiO1Oveiit fators

d) Eanination Of al ernative for'ns of health care deiivey

systen ihich might be niore espOnsi.e to the nçed of the

jcothmuty e, neighboThood health cñters, 1iopital

clinics, foup pradtice, etc

e
roitfon. oE thë p±nta1 -foI utillfng. i5iiisi'ciãFi!s

expOrtie Ce g , diagnostic kil1s) in the solution of

L
-

broadet OcioeconOmc medical piobies of the ommunt'

f) Stimulation of greater Ompãthy ly physicians rith the

thedidâl and sOcial piobleFis of people frOñi depressed areas

IPMI sees itself as catalyst herping the hostãl define (a)

it comñuffitv's health care prob1Oth, (b) its stiff's educitioil

needs felted to these probJcs -md (c) sothe TossIble solutl9ns

1L
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'e.1 is Ti704ted' employ its consultant s=taff ofu4s

3PlYsic4.-41154 befi.440174.1 :4Pd' Scientist. htht e(1110i,otS to work

with IIOS/lit-417 in any of :the-_ ways :outlined. e Ahr_

.course, owl, to_ ,iiiutuaq.iy ;__40_9P4

,

:-.11r-senie.systeinatit -hoSnitai def=i=nes _those
_

;Ptelideiris', recognized. _to tie of Taftidurat -S_ignifiennee in. tho
_ _,

-Communit=y:. suggest the eStahaihijient g-coup_ c_cimbos-ed:',3

_ _ _ - .the nevi c4 S:itaf miiiiStfatitin, and ail d

_-=

z-imi.fu#o

series of: anprox two to _'(Guest

fe.=_Oatty J110-14-01:_
the- eo_rteSpohding-ectuentiond'i of the :staff:

liecii;ca -1 .instit=ute
= = =

id._th oh, ..4t_tnnge _414 .finatice_

educational -heeds, as_-defined:,,bv the: :stall.

`free _

%-hatevet deems mos t _dhpi-Op_fiate ntid-; effecti-Aie- for definin

and' arff- 6dhentional:
_

=on=ly ',that: the-'holfiftal,:communi-ente: 16 it the-:thethodS:re=quires

pi-ob and :teintect -.Staff .educational= ,needs.

of Option__

by -0Mt. ,design of optimally___effec'tiiie -formats

the .ecitientiOn otidet this -option the -hose would
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rov4ng definition ot ishit can and should be SorneviJ1e Hospital s

: : ii
concerns MI woul4 help in the nalyss of prob'ems, and in he

Z

I :*== articulati9n of a1teinatives We suggest that such .i gioup nc1uc
f _

I =- = i=& ___f

=_* the thief of staff, chief, of services, admxnistratQrs, a11d health*
* * '

- * -
----- --- - *

*

-L

*:
and trustee representatives !Mj could ast th 1iosiital in *

; __t

T_1: devsingetio oE 1)disseminating the insightsgained through such

I delibetatiãns to the staff at large or 2) spreadingthe 4cussions
;

.

-- r_ -:-tp thvöPie*thè staff ãtãig .

* I --
-- I

_**
=cR-=,- -- -* -:=.. -' --* -

-
*=- * J.

-

.--, __;,-_-_=-

In return or the proposesevices ,the Postgraduate Medical
r

- IYutitite ±quires tje follow gft1

(1) Athmnistiafive support (pace, tacih.ties añ set.retaal *

hfllp asspãd iith- convefling ee.t1 ngs *

1

-

(2) Truste, medical and adiñinistrative staff support for the
-t

-

pjiozi elegted 4iit stfic qifets
- --

, -. () Administrative and mçdica staff sport nd cooperation
*

ithPiI 's rsarch aideval ob1gaops asOciatedI- --- -
I witj the ub1ic lIeaith v1cont:ract jJridcr he errs

: *=--
i ibnftactwith the PUD1Ië health Svice, PMI is

---_-
- --

required to iesearch and evaluate the effectiveness of its
- --- ---=-- -=------- *-_

f----

= : -- - ':
-=

L erce adthuis sihãvê the with

the piojeôt's evaluatiolu corn nañts lii thus ven th, osntqj -j;

-

nay be-requestqç1 oup1> data c9nçcrng its nrccnt n1d

ät schedule eduilactmtiesrnd t ake itF-
(

-

ossihle tQl t rview or b1'icflv sufv '.omc rnewberc its

I iiiedical ad adrniupstrativc sfuff The purio'. of the'ç-=
- ::- ;- _*

= -- =- -=

= _J- - -

(_= -11

- ---*

1
-

'-
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ifralth Care for Alt 1 a Right, Not a Privilege

T bi v'or' rirnmHs. a1d. t.nn.mi1I'*i nii ?twy b'cnrni' resp1Ib..

Thp SMith fIN Ight,ntP,.ut fli-f,unftir with the se;viea ,i*iwn.'k. ttt(ma1, ma!u.. *nd eoiwi'riw4

Mory Cmnnittee In re prnv.1d at Mnritthin Hse. rVIrCCC,flJUflCII9 ents, ihr tllow- advice, snd
poMadto rrmarksmnd. by Md II*rcte we cur.nat.rf)rn.

ifl'V
fiel better -not crJ'

br. GustaD A. Notta. in an4Cet iitut them. -Huweer. (her 43 famiIbs (420;ln- nw4icslly. but ,çr*isfly. n
tddresa rn.tde by hIm' to the we are bmiIMr ith service. dMdual paU,nt*) hay.' bc'n 'They hae-beea treated Ib

Prol4ence Medical Ao pmvhb'.i by our health center, treated at the Smith Hill 'dI*nhy and arrith. They

ciation. and oul4 Health Center ft opened' bbv. beep radmfttcd:Mth

Dr 'lotta i1crfri so-ne of thllowin Inform &ion u.
°° 'Y 17. ° resft1dn and'

the efte. hrht ,
remorkablefliure In 1ew -nt trhaT$tg poverty to the la.

gvetnrnent I lnam' 'of med The r am w $ the fact that the health ecmer man familY. ad they libs it.

'frI p? TarM Th'''ked the IWpd lcs'jae of *tt?un. exttI :aeIIlUH' wes*

opeMng of mu cal P*i II? cen- nby g,'ner.i practitIoners."'
inRrov1denee by r&a e nedIcl .eare not

relate to 01* aiuk doctor and the' .dà.A) -e. mwtlty h

ti ;
* Cit art ap

dicta. lie said "$nth of Utese 'medJctl care St oct-pail 'nt '° C 0Vtt COI

cues Were exam ie ot clt1c'wtich neither rovc*e
ilnuous -pedode- of time. The In this great ,*od of th. g

fallur It, seek 'edcal ad. p n*Ilzed o.,nuot e'pbiicians. nuise,. and and anfort*aate as

ke" ad "Thu nttmide. ft tflNiicii care. The pnor.'ten non.pmRuloasl aides aie all Ics) help.

seems to me.'wáp that federal altor wttiting Lor hOW,
part of a'4eam witkh insures isa1th.. ss. Is a

snoney' was avaflabli 'to be hard benches to toil ! a3paUen VIIC&e. * d*Ifo

lot v it UttI Ofl -*1fliet caloy. estsblsshmeit JM
th plant, ng. was see. PreY IS II 4*%ft tCtUfl

- , -. , , an c rye. ce ç. s me
n ary. espe . y nie pee. s. a CS. uness - - , .,.

existIng facilities that were an aholte emersency. The flU *V5 to. rr YP IIFm o
abl.urrebypszied

an
cuppocdly habftia break rlbts f all to bat* jood

-editorial Dr '\Ir,tta wi thkeh site has another child appointments, and *ho cannoc health care. be IoOr U*
- ,". -

b... 41 ho medically edtieltWd? pbyslclaas wi -be ablsW.*
to tas. -saytng t...t t..e mus in to anot r ac y. ,.. -, -. ,

motives-behind establsInrent A Ia dly.centere& easily ac. !e,$:tPer C ,eeP :."! .

I he ith t and M ceisihI' hbdionI med. a,po.ntments, a care a ar.5 - ,.. C

thoà House-'wet. "aoietltlng Ical cter wa 1lulr,health.. 7hcy3cal)'-when apradbthly that UiyhiT

ieee thafl hOnorable." Smith Hill area, nct door !
csunnt t.they top lPSSJIWflG long.

Ilk fill )ii*bor. to a rnuli.service elMer able

the ,dfeuitlon 'wlikh."thfr" Smith flID'Nel áhdi ,

-doctor' hu pcNodWd 'M Advisory Comnu
'thèmreiclitr '

1ItoHea1thCare
Iijorsd10$Stte -sWIPa? ckàrly, ii' arc a

ie.r ,u:$i gvau&no to av ..ewt:1.fIit ,.

HaJ*h1
b.i*UA. 1- '$%'I t110 iist be-In.

-ndUNiiiuiIn .,-M.EJtlIn.___ " re--
ltb*U _ 4

ses.'wbeaesMseddstWeesk-m.e.taMe
mi bsliidth,,d assis ási

Pi,rigIn si prIvDa*:.,s
eeq be dag i ccsrrMr' *ithe Lma*1

, ioNis,e,*udIssI ,

I'.w,r
desert. We, liberty-sod lb.- MLa raw inilmilsi qf
pu. of happiness u ,s be pc*m o1odsse
blrthrightas well-u the right -people'.- InteUd. eduesdos-
tG seek .m$oyrnest- aail ne- and ,Zsbr. H Ufl ks-

tam-the Iruis of. one's.1*i, -Iaflsti$ewItbLnjb.eosiP!t
labor. Thsu'r ars ct-r*a sid beidom'-
'inafle.abierig10 whicitwe ie peopk hIve-
-alrate aM are guáral*tesd 1,, th.tát ot wrmses
by the U'ot Rights. , ISbSC? )Is.lrni* ots -

as ws3afl ha- rIghtlo 10-a.7thst'We. r' b.
Isskswlfeor. 'nebdaàd anothetman's3aborIss"lest ,

rá. a faitily,-dow. htw dimo'pdW!I
'lb. right tomny apropoled Rlthard-L WindoW '! ,'.

spouse agat his cc bet Cra*cs IQf /
-

/
,t ' 'k

-'
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Family Physiciah
Shortage Serious I
& 1. Doctor Says:'.

.pciahzati! .n medicine has crai and state governments. L)r
rea,d a itiation where more Motta called for doctors to re

miiy- physicaxis are des- £raln from organ ginsurancr,tA' (ir i) (natavn

SAauio
we. (IA.fr'

; ts
Cc&i JDVr&i

Family -Dactors
;.:d Ia night ir.hfReterrng to ode IsIa

nal rpeh is president of theMedjca1 Sâclety Physiclar Dr. Gustavo A. Motta, outgoing president ot.tr'odence M -dical Assictatcfl 1Pi, h.Jd, Orgaiized med Providerice Medical Association, m.ado senie vilid.Dr. Motta said toat the strei ems sb.ould ive thought to t. points about thc shortage of family ph isns in' pOre' Y-fl °P tsoY0tstthcrad1Xto liii final address to the orgamsatioti.. Btt tnfovtu-
ther basic changes, atay cause turning nately he overweignted his remarks with opinwts

añincreas rn mental disorders. Jmedimne." that- from the sta±dpoint of the ptibiicgoc would:"The pndulurn must wtng sald 11th plans shoul better have been leftun!aid.in ihe opoosil" direction if £- be 3ettb coups that Ii.lizt Certiinly, most Américani would agreó-that thaucty s to be st4bihZed,' he1mwthLs fleld. shota e of fainil doctori Ii of rot'T .rnbef Cf grAd- Dr. Mott& ccit.ndid that doc- " - P ' -

atiag tiyscans trained for tori hive thrly Many if not most would grant the .possibi1styth&t
aihr r'iicn- irjst be in (or the rise in the COat o' rnecii specialization has gone toofar, dangerously diplet.
creised. even f it means the cal cab. iñg. the ranks of genri practitioners. lr. Mottdithüiutzon in the iiumber of "1 sure thit drugs and accu±atêly .ctates 'the t,roblem, büt wher. ha 'ropóse..futtre spciali-ts 'iospi'al costs are the main

remedies, he reve'-ts to the horsand bbggy days.At th ae nm. .ie asserted son for the increase, he said.
,ihal &$ 'ñic- new presidt ot' Commenting on the advent of third parties intt1, lee uy?r'rç meciral ociauon the doctor patient relationship, 'neansig state nd

J MacD4nsld of F federal government, hé calls upon- physicians to re-iirh as -iii" rm'n forces anoJPr,v'dence. a chief surgeon fràin from organizing insurapce plans. Oran1±ki'
mediine, he said, "should give thought to ti-c zeass'

he azocutions 121st annuaigyneco1ogy at Tufts Uraversi bility of withdrawsng from the zrsurance bustn.es$
Ir the F-bode IsiaiidtMeclMal School. and returning to its own calhngiethcuie..

ectëal tcc'ety library, cliedI Other offleirs of the as4 He asks- that federal aid be used- to sflcoaar*gè
co I*tdEraI .id to encourage doc- ciation ire: doctors to take up family medicine, bitt-lie'- IgnoTistcr, 1th' ip ft;r.1y medIrne. Dr. Nathan Qiust, vice pras th IbIie of ou ra tic a á z11ha aiki fltecf'ldent Dr Bettram z Buxto C C

thn cfftè* b'eigtiJ' ;ecretary Dr William viating the doctcr shortge He i.rges doctors tsriisØn r'mi*t t'fl4'IcDonnell treasurer Dr A1 resist leaving family p'actice to go to "fixed un.tall*.
L. Potter. library truEee tions" such as public health programs end -the:snnt4

of eslA'd 'Docto-s DIOMU TOtSYth.I forces, but he oveilooks th it*l awed for 4octorqePe.SiZ-atid rrs.man. Thomas 7
In 'th of tho fi.ldp4 i-aM,a md Henry C. MeDuffa -'itthia J0 iienbers of the CrecutIv. coat-I Perhaps moat regrettable of afl, Dr. Motti levi

t'c. acdc. pu't.e I eled sharp and undeserved criticism at thC p1th
centers operating In the-city under the sipuety
program and Matathon House, the sew rehabifltMfo
center for drug iddicts in. Coventy. Blise1y he

'I'iiti attitude, It seen's dismisses them*s euthple. of "fallureto Uek'med.
irn -was that federal money foal advice" and charges Thit the motive behiid thek
-was a.'aiIable to be 1,Cnt. and stablishment was something les, than -bOnoblè-.

to Institute progauw solely because federsi fusshealth as
seui da'r, e'pec since pre- were available A fairer critique wou1d have weagle1.a1y
exis;inik faci.iues that were the needs unmet by medical prztItieaaes.4bst*
available werE- Dypansed." distinguished record at treating 'dnig a4dji

In r ii ect n vi"i Jie adt eat the vital status of health seavices for pss.jagof ni..cç ,tu-iipn in the doctor- - pverty - "lanp-
- Dr. Motta might well tiks a cut fr* áot

- put presidnt of the Providenc,Medic.l A±±
tiOn,th. late Dr. j. Merrill GibIon, who lye ys
ago 'counseled iii coflàguCs:,"It nsu.t.-biáidC
eminealy clear thAt we are not amystjr.d

aonetary $elf intereste, that whil wS riiii
_,mCdica1 decisions to Ourielvës, vs -* psped N

-S take our place in tJie life of oiar co4ijftóco
operitS in th. social and ü.nk-n
beseteacbád aUói-j. -
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,c:;r i't7:;T A Needed Medkai Idea

. . . j r _. __
fu_I g 1 El The National Medit a! Assoc!atIo, a professional
R R society composed mamly of Negro- physictans, has

I undertaken a health project in Washington, D C that
( could become a prototype for cities across the nation.

With aui.tanc from tte federal government. th.
- - District government and Ho'w*rd University, NMA

I plans to build and operat. a center in northwest
offering coinprehensiv. health care

O or e p- President Johnson focused national attention ozi
the plan by announcing at at a Whit. House press

IC " V ?Ims . conference. Ther. s nothing I know oE,' he paid,
I ¶ shrngton - A cotu. F1' fcuton w1l ise the th5t WC need more irgently in the cities of tins
prehensve Icderal priate pro grant to hire a full time project country than health care and housing for the eIderl

to rirtzae health ar4d&rector experxenced in corn- -un1es& ies-for the young " Ho said the program
U OUSlflg facu&t&es 'or the uroan rttir hc6lth in project desigr m an example of how "concerned citizens in a
jPor tth emr'haza on thP1U financing and in woriung crOlUEttar3r association can work with government" to
etdery - %3S aflOWiCd atwith fd'ra1 aid rogarnS POIVO urgeitt probleiris.
the White House ycterdat I The d r or will cuper ise a Tb cener will be built on a 335aer. site. It will

The program gfl gfl crnpreertec 0 mnu fl it Includ, a building fOir group medical practice, ai1ie District o Colurthia under chirtniard later in other nursing hon*, social care institutions, a medicalpOflhi) Ot aIOna1
cities in which t'ie assoeiatxo office building housing for th. elderly, and a aecv-

Icial
cit

a ticet5 'neat c'apters ice center for "aen1or'!

tfrom the fedi ral go%ern rent FUiJ p1?nS will be de'.eloped Studies have shown that slum residents ire notthdstrc d:a generally iflclmed to seek badly nsedd
1b.. tiniki taken in cities acrosb renter o'erig corpiensive attention unless an emergency occurs. Children's

n icr lPea1th care facilities Dr Swan .bealth often as ziegltcted. As President Johnson
The. jro..rain links the Na Isaid the Disthct of Côiu'nhta1 pointed outlast year in a spetial message to Con-tion,i Medical cociation 5ctermtbe Iunc'ionirtg gr on children and youth, "In education, -inr,t,ate grntp hose rnem-

The p-ro'ed cemple nfl health, an all hwnan development, the esrlyiycars are
'and

'
eupy a site near Howard Li%.r the critical years. Ignorance, ill health, personality

health Fdut auon ard V,eI1re sity It is epected to of*rate disorderthese are disabilities often contracted in1,it4 Housing and Urian ' °'° ' childhood afflictions which linger to crippl, the;it*-iñdrenure.s the -, -- -

1 hi )mi nt to %%hflt could Howard 'tTedical cchiol man , nez generation.
he'onic a ct'e drive to bring eluding reodnien s Hocuta! The NMA progv3in in Washington will provided c. nt h.aIlh .tnd housing The evertual cost to i r'iised needed health services at a central location designedJpoor of the '

etoindatxonandotherpriate1 specifically to serve-the poor By fostel-ang group
I behee this project can surces ii expeetet to be ahout practice, it will help meet a growing shortage of

offer badly need& health and $3 000 000 White i general practitioners as th. profession continues to
housing care for the elderlj sad head. I

accelerat, the training of specialists. This alone,poor in Wa$unøon Pre ideflt I flheluded in the eertr w*U said Dr Lionel P Swan, NMA president, could pro'Johnson said after a Whtteibe * medical budding "!1 vide the answer for the health needs of the poor,House meeting }esterd.iy. with - - - - - -'offj -olved in thS ncpaCuCS andtlderlyia the natioci's'city centers.
,'rum. nursing home The NMA merits praise for pioneering in this

I Mr Jomsoe paid tribute to field. Its work, it as hoped, will lead to similas
the Nthoivd Medical MSOCatiOfl a nezghbo hood *rvtce ces er' efforts an cities throughout America. Medicare and!far taking the lead In sponsoring tn"ser'ior" ttizens.ThecenterI medicid, belith -services -under- thi- wélfaro .$dthe irirarn 113* sri exsrnph prnie C*T* fr antipoverty programs have don. much to redes t

na In oluniisry siw..i.
idi iii and non4niiigsnt

unmet m.d1a1 needs of th. poor, but muck meet
can work with goverr. n vihn Ii & .g10 t'''VItO be-dons,tnr to otv urgent tresed hat

hthe poor T&i '.1' e r ci r c -e I.e va
- dent, as an orgaflzatifl th elderly in city centers. I Iph: US rneccai schools he said HaaJ'"i C'Zre Qf Ii V

2',
.?ate tpractiaoners and thcreasui

( th
umoer 1 y

cc of" ,- i

'' '
'1e'a1 tiractitiotiers can ea- (

' ' - r .-.
a living in the thettos and that

:
)ta.nce rut ILl the ()/) rCl' C f'i

1. *h e_ c r
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Health Clinics: Outposts

In the W!& on Poverty
-y SEUG GREENBERG

Hundreds of residents of the country represent tin- All too often, hospital clinics
ye àieas in Providence portant- new departures from itte oye ed1thavs a 0 £4° ' the- establishEd- pattern$

ot,-diirnh1atnof-uj+,where penpie tall Ui-far more thedcál sirvices. The rn- rnedjclne.' Often -thi fróat-often and- see a doctor novations they are iñtróduclhr nient :t nrn

less freqUently than the aver-
age are receiving medical

are drawing nàreasing -at- ---
tention frm health pro-

TZI T' "''
Sometinie brusque patients
rarely see theservices in a rad1call3 new fessionals and may have a same doctor

setting considerable impact or nurse twice-rn a row, and
- .

I

I

-I

Free medical care for the
d d

health services for the poor t'eflches UflOOflhlrlOfl.

iW!
t::I

4 e< / 7-
1orProvience, Inc.. the citys of the antipOvet' ippmacIt problms, Nor axe the ho'Es
antipoverty agency; to health care are in thich the clinics generally

The fii'st of these centers. Medical a rv's are lieing operate the most convenj
In Fox Point, opened its doors brought to th. places where for working people T I --

about i3 -months ago.' The th patients live IMteed The neighborhood health
latest, in Federal Hill. was waiting far them to take ad. Centers are deliberately Mrtw
established last Sepember. Vantage of facilities that often ing to overcome these barijiru
1' we of the centers are located are Inadequate and which for to health cars
in school buildings, two are a variety of reuoris, they fre. A Cosc1ous effort has been
in former stores, one 'is in quently neglect to use. made to provide an Informal

-a South Providence coin-
mnunt y .ern, r end another in

New kinds of health sub-pro.
feulcoals, drawn

ax congenial athioepher In'
which people are freated with

a iousini. pro.'ct. poor themselves, -' bsi
the respect that pallenr.s x-

The wn;rs, which are
generally .pt'n from 2 to 9

trained -

'effective role as a bridgr
Pt'Ct in a doctor's private' of-
bce. The health aides on duty

p.m. ?Uondays through Fil- tSieen doctors and patients come from the same neigh-
days, ari staffed by 18 phy.ci-
clans. most of whom providi

Emphasis is being laid not
: oniy on quality of services

bn'hood U the patien and
frequently are familiar with

services between eight ar,d .2 and preventive measures their backgrounds,

hours a week. Each center on the development of a mean. Carfuj Quarters
--has a fuU-tL'ne registered nurse ingful doctor.pauent rela- Ahhongh the qUartei's $t5

on duty and two or three tionthip with a family orlen- small, tber Sr. uniformly
spe.iaily r a i n e d non- tatio and of continuity of cheerful. Thor. are cc

professional herdth aides. enr k elements fortable sofas anti chairs, sides In each centfr pidurui
The dimensions of the pa-

so far are retative;y
unavil Ic to the pco7

With -care pptrnerit magazines on th. table p.o. a vanety of vital roles. They
gram
modest;- -it still has a long scheduling. C ..rted followup tiires i the walls and Orne- C51'VUI their nelgitherteAls to
way togbtoward closing the ,and a friendiy and digiIfied time. even mgi on the floor, draw attention to the *vail-
g:ip between -the health needs I*thPhe1e, the new program Except for walk-ins who are ablilty of services,' kp di-
of the pa it-and the traditional iowin signs of reversing treated as soon u a dtor tailed patient recoils, Assist

the Ie'ply ingrained negative can manage to see them, ap. the' yslc1sns, *M4* p.needs. To date. tc have

leen.giveE4 I', S1tk,Ut 2.600 P- their own health
towa!d

e pa
tiestta to h ta1$cakS 05fl5

it the homes tif psttlntstioeons, only- slightly more than
3,per-cent r,t the inner city a

lUh hospital outpatient
clinics have long been major

tO be less waiting than

commonly the cue these days are confined and eu aet-si

popivatxon 0 more ,n*r
a

source of heaitn care lot the many doCtorS' offices baby s1ttt'a to esiatø. ni.ii

But tie -major significance low-income groups, many ot Ill new patients get a thai'- keep' th&- midisal' a.
of these medical outposts of the poor have shunned them cugli -medical check-up that polntnients. -.

the -antipov*rtY W4t ies not otters have used thi'rn laMs St least an hour. They P,eoords at- the Smith Bill

so much In what they havv only sriradically, often failing are sent to hospitals for elite- Neighborhood Health Centers
-

to kcep joUowup 'p. tiocad1zraxrisand other prO- wilch has been in operation

been able to ácmplish in
the initial (

pOititmenre.
'?oor

cedures foi which no equip.
mont Is available at the neigh.

since last May lii :a3xn1e
ithre at 417 Smith St. showstage Jiir .

istence as zr what they ñiay
act sict'

Except in emergencies when bórhóod centers. \There nec that 92 per cent of the pents
portend for the future, it is inperative to seek help cssaiy. referrals are made to kep their appOiilunenti Alan

In many respects 'he

'-ro
',

the po,r have tended to re
their health

jcialis the nurse or one

" health ai4es makes th!'

-L.. Skvirsky, acting tLfrector

of the Providence a22ti?O'ertY
tipoverw hea4h
here and elsewhere thro bout

giect thereby
contriting to the icious ch'-

and later checks aedics1 program, $k3 this

'f________ dc in which, as Saxent Shriv- iflalC sure that they are
kept and tJ jntruct1ons ale

ample evidence that IOI

provide a personal, dIfieder, the director o the Office
of Eeorctnic Opportunity lnlã. setting and good niedIcal'cs

said, "the poor get sicket and Tue nurse ant the health People Will YeSPO4LI

the sick get poorer,"
The ;easor.s for this state

.ir 'x haci -

to tmu,



Antipoverty Agency
Names Health Chief

C. Fit ASER 5141711
Dr. Joseph F. Xerrins of

Attleboro was named director
of the $400.000 health pro-
gram at Prbgress for Provi-
dente this-morning at an an-
nual salary of S25,000.

Cleo E. Ladhapolle; the
agency director, made the an-
nouncement of Dr. Kerrins'
appointment during a news
conference in the agency's of-
-lice at 100 N. Main St.

Dr. Kerrina recently com-
pleted 18 months' work in

--Peru,_ Where he oper-
ated birth control clinics.

n ,ptoViderieethe said; per=
-sorialized. Medial care f(?1,

those woo haveiintibeen able
to afford= -broad- oh---

jectiVe. believeS
rthere_ is_ a good foundation
here for building the kind of
program he wants. -In -sorne
other cities he Visited. the
bureaucratic tangle made his
approach n_ early impossible,
he-said.

The first order-of buSiness,
he said. will be relocating
each. of- t he nine neighbothond
Clinics in storefront.S. Many
Of them are now in schools.
On thoroughfares, the reason -
ing goo's, more people will
letu-n.of and use these el:flies.
The new locations would also
r'ove the need to overcome
the anxiety of some adults
over going into a school

"People want to go Into a

private doctor's office," Dr.
Kerrins said. Patients are
seen in these clinics by RP-
poiiiunCiit, which they can
make by 'telephone or by
dropping_ into the cliniC":

Dr. Kerrini said -he believes
some very important medical
services, including pre-natal
care, are -not now available
in -the -clinics. In the -next
three months -he said,-he will
tom- .developing more specific'
koaii for ThiS prograni

He -Said he is impressed
with the enthusiasm Of _the
people:- who-_staff the- centers
and the neighborlititict corn-
iiiitteos-;-Whieh-,oversee :their
Operationa. ,he .tio=

"monumental job!'
-hag- been a_ ecoiriplished during
the first 18-=itionthS:of--the-
Prograin-WAlan L. SliVirSkYi
acting_difectoe of -health:

-41r.Lachapelle also said he
and Dr. Kerins will bertriiv-
Cling to -Washington to dig-
cuss-with-Offiee,ofiEconntriie.
Opportunity officials the pos-
tibility of obtaining a__grant
for comPrehetisiVe medical
services. One of, Dr. Kerrins'
-responsibilities_ _will be to
develop such a program for
the inner city neighborhoods,'
he said.

Pik work. presuniably.
would at-tempt to close what

the 1969 agency proPOsidialls
a "critical gap hetWeen the
health needs -of the poor and'
the treatment being-proyided
by traditional, existint _serv-
ices and facilities."

One change mentioned by
Dr Kereens involves ekprini.
100,11; In the clinic at the
Hartford Park Project, 73 pa-
tients were seen last week.
With that many persons, he
added, the clinic is tinted-he-
yorid-Jts abilityAo provide in-
dividual care.

During the Iasi fiscal year,
which ended. Aug. 31, the
agency provided services far
3,000 persons. A total Of 2,500'
fantilies were afforded medi-
cal care, more than 1,000
Persons were seen more than
once.

The agency hopes its pro-
gram will cut through the
"depressing atmosphere of
hospital clinics and the neces-
sity for long, complicated, de-
tailed forms and the constant
shuttling between variant
services scattered over a wide
geographic are4."-

C I/

A kind - of = clinic mentality
that produces-,
toward, medietilf care Eeiwlta
-frceitAbie-"labYrinth of incon-
yeitience,,embinimesniei -end
rinnitilartgulah,'!=tbaProPolial
suggests, madding;

"Apiliby-en ilwpart Girths'
PoOrtovntid=theit-oivit heitith
becomai--st sitiVe,factiv-la
diseatio and should be at-
tee/Wise such."'

It- le* ta du; 060

.
clinics; -80 to 415- Sr-east-4
the:pposAtievtheir atitoti&_14

of:this4suire
thelisr_cattaigasii

thi -state cookkmadit -te
lififiltb,Aaporctiiitto.. the pro:
*4_ 801--,4*****Af:

eotilssirolii
1hir--004-- sane* --T1Sit

Vesistaltteill
-ho:apprsved-_thii4110111*---07*
-its -ntediesIsPiliiiik trait

to : -thol
:-;;;
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While it appears to be suc-
cess:Ill as far us it goes, the
antipoverty health prograut
has had its troubles and is
still struggling with quite a
feW difficulties,

A major problem one
-that is common to all an-
tipoverty projects -andmaY-_
-get worse this period of
-budget pruning for domestic
prog,:ams is that of-limited
hinds: Another and equally
seritias obstacle is an aPperent
Coolness on the part o: the
orgaidied Medical profesSien,

at leas_t a lack of rapport
:With- it

The Progre_ss for-Providence:
iiredi: al prograrh W giveir
a:: tif7$ 1,1:,4 for :the-

periO-d- froth. Atig.-1,
-1966, :through-lase Of

Caine from
feciers.1_arm'pOVei_
the was -__PreN.;ided
-by :the -city- in the nor ai -61_
`Services, prin.-14'4YMa *ere-IC-
-space in city schools.

The program_ Ls: operating
Under an addltional six-mont
-budget of :4,148,016 -in federal-
--Rinds, plus arloeal contribtirion-
-of-$13,780. Jusrhr`ovi it Will
--be financedhetween the tithe_
--the le.test- alloeation runs out

of-the new fiscal
-Year on -July 1 is - still =very
much up in the air._

Average-Coss
=Exact cost- figures- for

_iservidee rendered under -.the-
Pr:4r* art hard- to corgi
by- because it took con-
=siderable time to tool up
before the start_ of actual
operations.. The f irst
open nni January, 1467, and
neighiorhood .:enter did not
the rest were phased in over
_a perod of months. Alan 1,
Skvirssy, acts; director v.
the p;ograrri, says the heat
estimate he can provide is
sir avIrage cost of $100 per
patient for the first year of
operat;pos.

While:Antr7 arei diffe.,St*
t's,:tAiotr; ira.c :id'
14o13.1 :?I

11'e! .y.: ;;
Agteefl 91fcbbal .4,444:444/4 gke

:4.Pogram
if*

13.1it_iif,340,:awili.,:c:1:3g0,,ir.tii.1 they had -nO more roam..- he
tied .tritzaTh'..1,-.A. reported:

O:tititi-k.:_agilinialarzoia/41.74 When John E. Fan_ell, the
31kbytzLit 4 executive- secretary of the

saYs- aPsuet.' RliOdo Island Medical Society.
cessful efforts were rimier towas asked for t heapproval of the ob said he could not- "recall thejectves- of the p. 'ram froth -exact. circumstances" Of thethe-state-ntedital-society-and
its : :alp in recruiting incident-

;,may id Subrititted -to theCiar.s. Progress-for_Providence
also _has sought the coopera- Medical hie to'-b5,1
thin Of ihe_Providence Medi Cal piiiied on bylbe publiaationi I
ASSoCiabort committee," he-lakt "If they

Isegodation" are _Stii-Under Were told:there was -nO rbeim'
way to hive the asiOciation the ad must Itave -come in.]
appoint 'a- forinaLliaiion: Coin-
mites -or-to name-a repres_en- ,

-tative on the- -antipevertY
prOgrOkoi mediCal

7Sbine-_PhYsrieleuis
are .-Progress for
PrOvidettea. for tiiidertakiitig:
Medieid 1-progriani-
rnediCal-suPervision.-

G_ ustaVO- A. :Motto,
reder.tly Voiced this criticism
publialy -in- --addresi- as =the
retiring preSiderit of the
Providence Medical_ ASs- ocii=r;
tiOn. :Dr. -Vie-in:ale:3W the an-
tinoyerty_ Medieal -,Piograirt-aa_
-in:e:Tainple-of "failure to Seek

He :said the
attitude "appeared to he- that-
tederat_money.was available_
to- be- Spent and a program
haci- to be- instituted. Cain
manly - health -Plaitedng- was
seem:defy, -especially since
Pre-existing :facilities that
were available were bygtesi-ea.

Letters inviting particiPatioti
to the program were mailed,
to 67 physicians in January,
667, :by Wiliam A .
:.fcNbrnarit, then the director
o; ?regress for Providence.

"W.: want nad need your
.coopelufion." Mr. McNamara
wrote. "As it doctor you are
well aware of the needs and
lacks. Help ua to help the
have-nots, the left-outs, the
pariahs of our so-called af-
iicent socieej."

No Ad Room
According to Mr. SkvirskY,

there were six responses. The
18 pat-time physicians
recrui or, ;o a. w inciude
s,x h Asp/ :eS::.trit., "Tau
doctor.; are pa:o 42t; an nour.

Skvirsky Laid that a i
wait ad :o physieior.s sub. I

r:fitted by Progress for
1-'rov.d.nee some -*--e ago to
.n rice. -. inc-: Medical

0...n.t.;_, tr.,. pubLe-a-
u fir vr socie-
ty, wau rejVC44:44."-sliep said

E.:DI CAL

FR.-0 r ass; citJ
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Hecd1k. Cr hJAøWfl

Exte oi
t:

"t have t) adi
I sared worar.g nere about
a year ag. .t nad ida
of .hê exnt and gravity of
unnio medical needs among
th poor."

This comwnt by a voman
phv1.:.in on u' recer.tly at
the Hart1ord P.rk Neigh-

bord Health Center wa
echd by two Other doctors
ihci-are -among those 'erving

-pat ime tO the nine rthca1
cônteis- operated htre by

âgrets io Providence, Inca
-the city's anupoverty pro-

rarn.
t've rur ir.to a irt:at -va-

tyOt eited conditions."
1 -sajU; the man phystc.ir,

*bo dèciintd o bermiz the
:j Of her na;r.. "I '.vuiId

vi-.ture to say that a con-
t-sjdhrahle T,roiortion o these

attCnts, espedally in the old-
er age groups. 'navea't seen
à t.octor Icr anywhere from

-fiv&t0 -15 years."
Another physician, who de.

scrZbed hj(f as 'a eon
Icêêd pédiànicki.n" and has
b.n sevirig th. Ftrc1 Start
c" . a rn tW
of ; rIr)(boo ez Ui

'.;it.tj U1.Ii, l,. htii

"jib Cke. :t nu;IlA . eli-

tie (t 'SL. 1I.

of- faitTiIy p. kn . :et

i Wot'L and nt.iitv ''izi1i

len t-ratt jr b!ins.'

.'VIOit (, tri( '

sai this paticn, wh:j
a!s, :fti.c to allow hn Ue
of ins n.inu. "dVu .

injh w -o.,by and
b en .-ail-.(1 ii. :

fl' Jt.i wi'v; :j.i that
:i CPO'. ot

y')U1gis,, I h.i r.tart
1uV, iiX.1 ,.1IOS i).,ih .u'iu:re,
,io)itbj

'I In.K )
14..)ti5 u1''u .1 i.c

.or :') . :.r-
tox. Ti'se i1iiuI:Ln C.i'i .;eh.y
CXpce ;r:wLa nal tiLi ;.j

!ekr wUi their Iearnn

't,. r.

A . -

by i.t(i ftE1Nvdlt;

atitS. Tit, .1otJie,;t'.'ei

57 'cnd tts. .d trajrtr.g at

Lir. ariy age.'
rt-eernanc.ia ard

v'A a.. h:
th.'e-hcit:r st;:as 1w') htt
a wc'k in Smirk: ltjij -

N. ;zdrhod ileaith Center,
had hi<h rtse for the zn- j )tiivet-ty iadical program.
Bt.t they .lsó noted some
WCtiiC1ti,eS fl it. -

'f he twO physicians lauded
in parLkulcr the di'cMiOt
of, dtt' nuia and cially-

thrnset U /1 pap ti
"-The nrss are truly a

deiicauroup." Dr. 'NOwhãfl
comntcd; "Thry bavc

. cetI or c-n, -'. And
thu. ..tIth aicies . the xrtuk- -

ofaümanIdnd.'is;'
then iirs. t-Ur1e Erhc,- why they doi't -go-to hospital jediafrlcitñ Iisted 1ufèt*.

thuS regsteied ir..rse at -the outpatient clihic6," he cOn- cômpéistiOn to
kL11fO1Lcil i01 ..r io also tlnuec "They may lack tranc- good doetor,' the
s in cnar efatiiii3 portatto or èave no one to hour aervice the need b

of health aide, for t'e ledve the children with Improve supportivi se*vfc

m -.
. They re iancomfortable and providedS by -othei- faoet*fijove ty ecn rrorram su.aied They usually have to the-atipoverty s-ograth *IId I' ..s .tkpn wuiy she .i11. hos- waft long hours -andse dlt- thO;aék-mècj;dC..

r.iu \¼ork to take this job. ;crint dótoin nurses each D Newh*U adá-b.
d tiflit. hey come atanball the sttiie polnbr-
tti i rei c, su

'Z!'aiUhIy Doo1r' No UaImcdeq

tn mv c nior. tots s ju)
"The -quarters of the Dr. Nc.hjB; wno recertly-

irn' ,,.it:tjc'd neugiiborbdód hcaith centers COrnpI('ted- his- :resldeticy'
c, i.y to are iirndequate. l3ut these -traininz itt -Rh'de Is1$nd

i, cu nit i , e1est to Ilospititi, remerke4 that he
Iii lu.i., i cj;h :,.t.')('u',h' n:.illnW 1- know Cit for pt'o. cIoei flet eiijoy hispital oit
'o- Wthlt tht 't.ic.ii je.-ur.g tor. teNs--plant.- t $tlent cUnlo.paot.a&

ct III o tip to Ii u.n hm of family t1Ou.tr that unLtktyh1é" haid
f,i C -, c )(p rfld 01 tlwm 1ave nvt i Ii id 'You're assigned for 1 short

it c, di t uJ it c. titu.j T1 c c Is a stablllt o t'e period of time ana very' ottea I
di.;tt tu't-z, aft a ;;a-en' *tolf und they are poope the ;don't see the taw?-patient,
.1 fl ii i ui'igt j..

1istflt4 know trust £t e again You uon't laow who
ti. ir ' ,o, i,i i ,,ve

to FiIttflg Evtryocy ii. LoOsing When. 1s nat ilk.

n way ot j.now:ii.- cnie's y appoint*nont a doctors office.
p'-.tg t ,a1Wai tie- they 'Th(t h*ialth aIdeS But at the -'ighbcat&
lei.ve. la'retwt and neighbors The'ç health center, he siid.-'-'ptôplt

st.'-at the aarne htiigua,e it'd era Mcllcduled. I gve-:theut
a very uatsvC f.ei. . Interpret lhirgs to - a- tEe iuiine amount of -tie 1

1r i)OUt iii t dl' V. st 1 tIc r nd go to net ooruec give iw private pa lezits..
-
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of peops "mo aides know the ji4itiiflhi or
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Regional Urt4:41 -X" a-d.2;c./60,,

Treatment Discussed Peor hoe4c/ni,
_PfClichnsi y d:scuSsions on the among those attending was that -:-- ea..74.0ty of e s 1 a 'r4 I ; h n g "'a s-arinkling of treatment l-Gc

,!'regionai residential centers for centers'' Was preferable to a
-treating drug addiett were held regional hospital.

,eypSterdav at A workshop -of the lie said extensive study Is

,FNOCtheinct Drug Anita, Council needed to answer such questions

..tat the Faltmore Hotel as h. t. many such centers there

-Natter A, MeQueen py, shout(' be; where they should
+chairman of the state narcotics be ago how many addicts they

and a workshop shoulci_atepninioclate.
Isipaeticipant. said the ennsensug Tot; moderator

El'oest,

.1Group Goes to- City Flan-

It

I

for- the
Shepherd,

Dild- ate Houses
b eat: of

the -problems 'Which-- beset another- griiup-- at-city to
cities such as=Providenee'tvere cdraplaitrabout,the_SMoke,)

ont--sharply -yesterday-la, ,At, the -6M-elusion-- of -yester-

1.15;thinute meeting between:4 of-the haw
g;a4u.i_tuad. -a- ream. dmen_ Ifuhises.,_:,on. Cobalt _and

goicctio_re an grow;'

/ek6 o 2 Ec/cc---c

udent
1.'IC.ASER, SNIITI-I

A _panel discur.-e-In on edu-

cation, held duir.g yestor-
I ii:m

.1 . WnS

1.0e i: acnosi entirely by
et/J.:Auer:Lion t) the current
unrest a:. I lope high School.

'nu, there:ism.. mat:Lie:mew
of bia: at% are-.e4s must idC
dealt w th in 0:410r to pin-
point the eatc-4--; thc unrest,
tocults. 01 the ballet 81411.
1 inless, th V.,W4 Of 11W

14i) :C .1(11.11!g heard and
the causes can -

n',: 1:1;,ught into focus,
, they.:1414lcd,

101.1 a 1 the U:0..41 Coalition .
incrab, : .4re ;u:.0(1 writ

' t;, 1.o:se
0:14. .

pt :M:4,71 :4:1;ctio.

of prontems uraan
tion,

Ancicason 'Kuril, a blacii
student at Brou r and a mem-
ber of .he tesionned:
The dIfilctiaies at Hope High
School comprise a microcosm
of the aaibut's r.ost

.. .

ra;:a . -

'tom at. lit v.. .

They tc,-n't .4-as4.ate pa, h-i ' ; ; - of .

ProL-Raynimiir W.
ItOughton,_special assistant to
the pre.:ilient of Rhode- IS-
land College and another
;lira:tow of tho panol, ad-
diesson _himself in iliaprid=
term of tualrstanding what
hag haPiienect at Holm.

la. Houghton -said -tie en-
-tire -contept of nlack aware-
ness is little undeistood. He
said, "I hope the governor will
see fit call a conference on
Mack awareness, close the
schools a the state for-a day
and fini out what the hell
we're: t king about."

:':early identical sentiments
were ex messed earlier in the
day cur ng an Interview with
Dr. Arr,Ite I,. iiiiffittns. pro.-
fes .or c nit;:,:c at Ithooe lc-
1.110 Co iage. Dr. lit :Thins has
teed 4.44 .1St ire... 1 he S1t

their re-
ntusi !,(1:4...:..4.; their ease
for toe 4ehool d.lartment.

Prof2.sor Buffalos said, "It

ted- by these students -ms,t,0;..
classified as Irrittiotial., is
adults-we must like time otit
to find' Ito. behind

-them. I -do bolitiva_theselitdif
are screaming In the dark f_Gr'
guidance and, -1-mitt- of ill, a
person- of integrity- to -believe-
in.

"We must iaki;'-tt rite, etit'tii
understand -alai not just itaten.
We cannot try to give them
our thinking, before we-under.
stand their tlaking." he, Moira,

Dr. ,Buffkins made theSe_re-
Marks in his sun-idled office-
at RIC, -Behind him -on the
wall were six small photo-

i ('a' hs and a poster, the hp-
showing a black boy ratio.:

watriwica over the contior,
"Tout don't have- to he .1ewists-
to love i.eVy'g (real JeWith

eveadh- The uhotcgraphs
'Lined the late PreJident

licnnedy:--"the'-'"Aate-
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, the
hoe :rev. Martin Luther Ring
Jr. atm Ole late IVIalcohn..PC.

Po continued, "I- cannot eon.
done violence in any torn
wnethee committed by white,
black, blue or green. But .the
in:;ortont *jog% is

``Wi* do our yotMg-,peop,i-?_ikek'
tt m -can_ Only be :besild-4
violence Is 4940_04$04
pies: Veireelt"'

°It is very-tatpottant-AW
we deeiz..afith .shit; bt eaulk

'What happened. at-Hope OA*
really -ari-:.attadc
Stitutinn. It is in;4141#16*
'Providence, -the
/*di' ;!Oh°

ry. .

Illteltilt
clitnnt e across -the;

Ocv4.1Oplitq,
waF--".. when S'ott-:don't'?
winetine, elim inta e 'him witko
out even a tt empt int .tas:
rusts yobr problems.

no, RIM Si .....

'Orbrecen Ot4':41alg;

Is not a gener.ition gap. It is
a >f willingness to under.
stand ...nat. they're saying.

"Parents all over the city
are always saying that the
school system must change,

v ii, they
.. sir - noels,
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Progress units

,Director, Staff

Quit in Dispute
Action Taken After
Meeting With Board
On City Hall Control
The director- and the super-

visory awn of Progress for
Providence Inc. resigned early
'this morning in a -dispute over
I control of the antipoverty.
!agency by city hail.

The mass resignation oc--
curred after a four-hour meet -i
ing, with the- agency's board of
directors at the Colony Motor
Hotel in Cranst6n, -where the
start Prfatehted six dentin-Ids
calling for- more -independence
for the organizatian.

When the-hoard rejected ofie
of the demands, the 35 staff
members, led by Cleo E., La-
eliapelle. exedittive director,
offered reaienations. The
offer was promptly accepted.

v 1he beard.
This is believed to 1-e the',

first time in the country that
an entire antipoveny agency staff
has resigned at once.

The move by the supervisory
staff was precipitated by a
months -long investigation by a,
city council committee. Staff
menibetai also said the issue Of
independence (111111 political con.
trot, u tontroventy that started

,with- the agency's forination in;
1965. was the Major cause oft
the split.

Fronk Taheia, Loam choir-'
"man. said thin. morning that he
Loped II) inert later totley with
Mr. Lachapctle to arrange for

la "cooling off" pereei.

-1-,c 71-4 fiS

ihre 0 u
com

abltants. He offered to recon-I 5. The board shoUld.tike4e4-eild-the dispute with the staff.:
"I mill ask our staff, that

there Should be some Short,peri,
od for-cooling- off -and
-ations,", lie said. Mr. Tabela
summed -up -the sixrdemanda-as

mediate -action on a--National
Iiiititute of- contract
prOyiding for- drug_ rehahilita-
thin.

In _the staff.etatertient;:ituwas
contended that the ,,ekecidiVe

a= request 'for a clear cut rds-' direetor hai been "Subjected tooltition Whether Pr'for run -undue pressure to make ap-
by the eXecintee committee or pointrnetita and that the samerun out of city- hail." problem arose In, the termina-

The agency, which haS an an- den of jobs.
nual -budget of some two

d011ars, receives- virtually
no-funds from the city. The-city
does provide- sereicet, such as
space and equipment; -as its
share of the antipoverty pro-
gram-

In the staff list_of -demands,
they charged-that the city court=
ill investigation "has- resulted
in a climate of mutual distrast,
deep resentment, Jockeying for
positions anti three% to-individ-
ual staff members and partial-
pile. to the event-3, itself."

The gaff urged the hoard
eituIrriunt to "appear_ before the
city council to clearly deelare
the, agency's independence:"

"We are prepared to docu-
ment these, n`ccueatiottiOt tfie-;mdeanda

I, Tabela said he was
ireachedFridaY to arrange the
inteating._:rhe_setskii% with 33
of=the 38_board members pres-
ent, started At- 7:30 -p.m, in.-a
second- floor -conference room
and ended -shortly-before mid-
night.

The board chairman said the
staff. "wanted complete action
and sanction by the board."

"Ant the board wait rether
stnprise.l at the list becatime
they were net propmed at all
to dismiss it." Mr. Tabela ex-
plained. "'The board felt they

A ncliog to de.euss the res. Mr. Tabela, who-was electeek
flenatent e; scheduled (or 9 to the chairmen's jeb last Octo-'
a in. at the Urban Etleeation her, said the "eoltileil hivestiga-
,Cenittr. Attending (la- session tion wits a Carter" beettuma it
tt ill tie Pamela Booth. it region- reached staff members rather
at representative of the Office than operating through the
of Economic Opportuot.y, the bhard of directors.
federal antipoverty agezy The demands of the staff, be-

"The demand that divided the sides Moving the payroll ma-',lad and he star: e.r reined chmrry to North Main Street,
moving itie:letgency ,payroll am- are:
ett.it from ei'y control to the 1. The board chairman in-aittipoverty office at ,Ou N.1. form ins ea>, that theMain St. ageney "is vesp.insiblit to itsMr. Laehaplle said if the own board of directors and tofunds were teensferreu from no other entity?,
city hall, 1'ne mayor would; 2. Enforcement of bylaws-ot-iose control of perettnet. i'eeting attendance at directors''The ;,site- is that P. for P.iimeingS.
13 a commurity action igi.ncY 3. PeAnition of authority ofin the bustoess of runs.,.:;; ;tN.'the executive 'director, espe-awn prograit.s." Mr. Latnapeite eialty the hiring and firing of

"F:e; ; le real issue is who;:weeeers.
.,. , . " 4 Tr.., 1:c.c.: k't.-Atid have the

it), .o.eney meetU,.1: %.14 t ., .. t,D.;,. ,..."1.0'`O nign-g 1.)3 Vie y ,,.,r",.12,a111 ,,:ganay
aminitzee a iris : 'lake al con-

did the best they could.
Staff members who resigned,

besides Mr. Laehapelle, Include:
Al L. Skvlydeky, director 1,

education; the Rev. Benjamin '
5 . Mitchell, deputy director;
Mynin Nalbandian, director of
planning. research and evalua-
tion; -Isadore Ramos, acting di=
rector of groind work; Francis
DePetrilli assistant director. of
casework.

Pine A. Btiekley, casework
director, John it. Long, Con- .

centrated Employment Pro-
gram director; Joseph F. Ker
tlins, health director, Jeanne
Burke Patterson, neighborhood
organization director.

3. Webb Mangum. CEP dep-
uty director; Shemin Zald-
man, director of administration
and peronnel; Jt: Alt Council,
,administrative assistant ; Vito
:tusso, (1,re:ter of eounseline;
Steta I tie I. AiittIV, social pile eim.

',ant; Charles N. Fortes chief,
'neighborhood organization..

,

1

0
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Heal the Wounds
Now that a modified detente has been reached

between the board of directors of the city*" -anti--
poverty agency and a group of dissident supervisory
staff members, an earnest effort must- be made' by
a:: concerned to heal the wounds, Mike- up 'is muck
lost t:me as possible, and carry the progiain faiWard.

The struggle waged over the last two weeks
brought the agency, Progress for Providence, to the
brink of dissolution. It broadened the split_between
two factions on the board and doubtlesi engendered

.deep resentment if not open hostility between some
Members of the staff and board members who failed
-to support them.

Most important, perhaps, the board's decision
Wednesday night to invite protesting staff members
to withdraw their resignations and return to work
shifted the i,alance of power in the agency slightly
away from the political establishment. That the reso-
lution passed by a single vote among 39 directors
voting shows clearly that the bloc dominated by
elected public ofhcials has by no means been-eclipsed.
Clearly, its lo.s is a matter of prestige. not voting
power or ability to influence future actions of the
board,

Tht staff's decision to go back was the right
one. It mikht have held out for a guarantee that
the sole remair,:ng issue be resolved to its satisfac-
tion, tnat is, that the agency's payroll operations be
transferred from City Hall to anti-poverty head-
quarters. It would have been a foolish, if not dtsas-
trous step, since the transfer appears almost certain

without prolonging the Impaist.Intl'441011115"..f
plete disintegration of' the, pregrant .

While -the, crisis- heti been- cooled, thi-firWet.
discontent- continue to flicker in several 401011%-
Extinguishing them eitsy-iind_wittric**1.
a generous amount of wistiiiencitn4
reientriientoVer the-Walkoutz-Mtist nOt7inflitiiiice4belk
impending_ ,re-etriluation of _individual litif-_-;*en::,
bers. If morale -of the_ enti re_ organitation,
tant to the offiteri and dixectori, atilt Omgitt=400 `"

impletnent the recommendations,.of the-Office'

fair standards must be obserred /ftuitidionalpit
Surely the first. -order of business Inttat-.b

Economic Opportunity and: the -fiscal
by the accounting firm of Peat, ItfaroPIO4 -smite
ingston Co. in a study -just cornpleted,

By a thin heir, -Progress- for Provid
survived a serious crilii. Improper political
dling hat received a -justified setback, but the -.4e*:
not mean that staff ultirriatiiins can or ought*Nati.
condoned in the future. As °Babas wisslifitaina sliPt
out, channels of communication within the- agtiary4..
must be used more effectively. Teamwork
and reality is essential to an effort of tbiti4114:f
Without it the whole effort is a farce Wale et.
taxpayers' money,,a struggle for self-agillnd4110!4,
political or otherwise, and a cruel hoax peePettelee,upon the intended beneficiaries.

We hope-that the anguisk'of the last
has taught us thee. Lwow. .

'111;
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APPENDIX D

Sample Education Program

Rhode Island Hospital
Seminar on Community Health

July 23, i969,; 4 -= 9 pm

Edited Proceedings

114



Educational Session

Rhode Island Hospital

Colony Motor Hotel
July 23, 1969,.4 p.m. - 9 p.m._

Proceeding of the Seminar - Not a Verbatum Account

CONFIDENTIAL - NOT TO BE REPRODUCED

Afternoon Session

Opening:

President, Board of Trustees:

The purpose of his seminar is to discuss some of the

problems the Hospital is faced with. They are part of the urban

problems which, I believe, revolve around housing, employment,

health. I do not think this seminar should address itself to all

these problems, but I think we are qualified to talk about health.

First we should talk about the existing unresolved problem, and

then come to some guidelines on what can be done to alleviate it.'

Rhode Island Hospital LiaI.son Physician to PMI(Chairman of seminar):

This is a closed meeting,'"of, by and for RIH" which is

to discuss the Hospital and-its relation to the outside community.

Providing care has been a long tradition of Rhode Island Hospital,

some people outside think of it as a city hospital. Nevertheless,

we have lately gotten our share of the 'Yankee go home' notion, and
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have been picketed. We are concerned to find out where we are in

this community, let us discuss what the goals of the Hospital are.

PMI introduced

Contents of folder mentioned

Questionnaire administered

Executive Director, Rhode Island Hospital:

I will give a historical perspective of what has been

going on the last several months for those who have seen only one

or a few aspects of it. The background to the current problem

are "hundred years of doing our thing."

1) Rhode Island Hospital has always cared for the sick

poor operating on the basis of "availability to those who came to

the door."

2) Rhode Island Hospital stayed in South Providence

when it could have gone elsewhere.

3) Rhode Island Hospital was primarily concerned with

the people in the state. We did not give special consideration

to services in South Providence. I admit, we did not recognize

this too much as part of our development.

This outlook is being challenged today. The problem is

the OPD. Our outpatient services to all who come there are of

high quality. Because we were concerned about the physical

environment, we are planning a new ambulatory building. In an

attempt to improve the "typical outpatient department situation"

(no appointment system, no continuity), in December 68, an
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ambulatory services committee consisting of medical staff members

was formed that was asked to make suggestions on how to deal with

the situation, to improve it.

In January, 1969 the first confrontation with a militant

black community group led by "Buddy Georsc" occurred. The group

walked up to the front desk and demanded an audience with the

Hospital top leadership. It was granrnd, but at a later date.

The Hospital formed a committee that met with Mr. George

as head of the "fact finding committee." Mr. George asked for

funds, particularly-'for two Neighborhood Health Centers (NHC) in

.

the community. He asked: "What have you really done for us?" and

said that the Hospital is destroying their homes, that there is

no dialope between the Hospital and the surrounding community,

and that people from the Hospital just drive in and out of it, but

don't know what is going on there. NHC;s are the one good thing,

he said that Progress for Providence has done. They provide

dignified and personalized care (appointment system, continuity,

etc.) He contrasted this with the way people are cared for in the

OPD (no warm situation, no continuity.)'

As to Mr. Georges demands to fund two NHC's, the Hospital

answered that it was in the health business, not in the fundraising

business. From then on, however, we (the committee) concerned

ourselves with getting knowledge about the NIIC's.

. There was a second meeting of the two parties at which

Mr. George again presented his demands. The hospitals reply was

that it was concerned and would want to help, but again, was not
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in the fund raising business. At the end of the meeting, Mr.

George presented a list of "non-negotiable" demands:

1) One Black should be on Board of Trustees

2) Board of TrusteeF should meet with black community

3) List of hospital payscale and personnel policies should

be made available

4) $2000 per month per NHC(two) should be provided by Hosnital

5) 4-6 !ours per week.of physician staffing should be provided

6) more'training and recruiting of black RN's and LPN's

7) barbed wire should be taken from parking lot fence

Then there was a conference on Health Ca.1 in the Urban

Ghetto arranged by Brown University and the Health Department.

The conference took place at the Rhode Island Hospital and during

about two hours was picketed by elements of SDS from Brown and

later by people from the neighborhood. Their signs said for

instance "What has Rhode Island Hospital done for South Providence?",

"Love thy neighbor, support the NHC's."

March 22, 1969. The Board of Trustees of Rhode Island.

Hospital approved a new policy, it said that it would support

activities of the Hospital beyond its boundaries, i.e., health

care for the poor in the surrounding community and involvement in

the NHC's.

Presently there was a meeting proposed for all involved

parties (Dr. Kerrings,Progress for Providence, Mr. George, Rhode

Island Hospital, Health Department). Dr. Kerrins said, the NHC's

are in need for funds, they must be funded by various agencies
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and the Hospital is one of them (Progress for Providence had stopped

funding them at that time). The Hospital felt, however, it should

not be a funding source and had expected help in this respect

from Dr. Kerrings and the Health Department. I would say that

the meeting was not all that successful. Mr. George did not feel

we were responSive to the needs of the- NHC's.

On April 13, 190 there was a meeting with the NHC's.

Mr. George wanted a token of the hospital's support. The President

of the Board of Trustees agreed to supply some kind of tangible

property (refrigerator for one center7and other supplies.)

Mr. George took Some-hospital administrators and trustees

on a tour through South Providence.

The most recent meeting was cordial, Mr. George is

interested in being wrecking contractor for the hospital, moreover,

he is beginning to see tangible evidence of the Hospital's concern

and activities. This is how fat we have gotten, we would like to

meet with other leaders of the community.

Director of Personnel and Public Relations:

The Hospital started to examine its relationship to the

community in 1964 on request ofthe governor. It was urged to

chant employment policy to hire more blocks. In spite of this,

howeve-, the percentage of backs hired stayed more or less, the

same around 8%. This is because qualifications and skills still

remained the most important criterion in selecting personnel. To

change the situation in the desired direction, this policy must
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be changed in the direction of hiring people with potentials and

then organizing supplementary training programs for them. The

hiring standards must be changed. Along with this, sensitivity'

training for supervisors is crucial. We had such a program very

recently for department heads. In the future, we hope to have

sensitivity training sessions for supervisors who immediately have

to deal with employees from the surrounding community. One

thing is clear, we need more people, there are-340 openingS.

Altruism aside, our very interests demand this new policy.

Rhode Island HoSpital is participating in the Laboratory

.Education Advancement Program of Brown University and several

young men (14-15 years old) from the community are placed in

laboratories of the Rhode Island Hospital.

A questionnaire was sent out recently to 3900 employees

to find out who wants to be kept informed of new activity with

regard to the community and who wants to become involved. Many

wanted to become involved, but as for participation in.actual

opportunities that we listed, few really did get involved.

A program called Keep in Touch (KIT) is meant to provide

contacts between the community and concerned agencies. The Hospital

was represented at meetings, but few community residents attend

the meetings.

I was told that a group of children from South Providence

need screening for summer camp. I asked Dr. Feinberg, and he

had done the screening for several years now.

The Hospital is called racist by the community. It was
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a shock to me, when I first heard it. It is because we don't

really know what it means. Rhode Island Hospital is one of the

largest employers in the state; but the black community_is

underrepresented. They are right, we are a racist institution.

Director of Psychology:

Sensitivity training sessions were held in June and

July. Twenty-four out of fifty department heads took part. There

was afilm series and discussion including 2 confrontation meetings

with militant blacks. We wanted to investigate how a well meaning

institution such as Rhode Island Hospital could be conceived as

racist. Some of the participants are starting to change their

perception, are becoming more accepting, and beginning to see

things in different light. Hopefully more programs will be

initiated.

Question: Should we react to the community or be proactive ourselves?

President, Medical Staff Association:

The hospital is faced with a ging its medical care

delivery system. Mr. George's complaints were right, but not

because we are racist. We short changed all the poor, black and

white. The medical staff will get a letter, we decided to ask

them to get involved as individuals in the delivery of care to

these people. These are to be top level discussions to start'

twisting the staff's arms. The Hospital must bring its diverse

efforts under a coordinating umbrella.
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Chief of Medicine:

For five years we have been talking about the same

problem. We are Caught in a social force. Don't look for credit,

what we will do is going to be taken for granted. First get out

and do more, and expect little but more pressure.

Director of Personnel and Public Relations:

Yes, as we do more we will get clobbered more. This

is the reason why we probably won't like it. But we must.

President, Medical Staff Association

We must learn to take the clobbering. We don't solve

problems, but only create new ones. And you don't have to be an

idealist to do something. It is a matter of self-preservation,

you-can do it from a purely selfish point of view because it

means the survival of our society.

Director of Nursing (R.N.):

Before and after Mr. George's demands our association

contracted Progress for Providence for candidates for Nursing School.

A few were found. Things were not easy, the hospital tried to make

deficiencies in credentials and financial support. The young

women have been a source of education to the hospital. We

learned that they do not keep up with school because of fear and

anger. They have different ideas on money management than poor

whites. Budgeting is a foreign concept. They are different from
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other students and we have learned a great deal from them. The

program is bigger this year (10out of 91 enrolled). We need

help to understand them as people. with unique problems. We are

also starting a nursing assistants program, no high school

graduation is required, only good reading skills and legible

writing. After a'12 weeks course they are nursing assistants.

President, Medical Staff Association:

The new ambulatory care center even if it existed today

would not fulfill the needs as the SouthProvidence Community sees

it, and they would not use it. I thihk what they want is something

close to a family doctor. And incidentally, they want control.

They want to determine the time when they can come, and not come

at the convenience of the physician. It is a different thinking

that is involved here. I hope you realize that.

Chairman, Ambulatory Clinics Committee:

I agree, but I think the hospital will eventually lure

people back. Until then; however, the problems may have to he

solved their way.

Question: Are things so bad? We have a Welfare Department.

Chief of Medicine:

If you would make the rounds some of the trustees have

taken in South Providence you would know. Would the Vice

President of the Board of Trustees give us his impression of

what he saw there?
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Vice President, Board of Trustees:

The problems are terrible.

Question: Are the problems one of failure to get services, help, or

is it a matter of services not being available?

Chief of Medicine:

It is a failure to get thing's. They don't know how to

make demands. Buddy George said to me: "You would not allow

garbage not to be collected, you would know how to have houses

cleaned up!"

Question: 'Why are we talking about.garbage, is this a reponsibility

of Rhode Island Hospital?

President of Medical Staff Association:

They don't know how to get medical services either and

want to get the Hospital to help them and be a good neighbor and

become involved in their problems and solve it the way they want

it to be solved.

Another Speaker:

We are not the salvation army, this is a matter of Welfare

and concerns not only the Blacks.

Chief of Medicine:

One cannot view things too narrowly. I think the Board

of Trustees has taken a broad, enlightened attitude. It was
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wonderful to see its president take our the Kerner Commission

report and say: "Gentlemen, you have got to read this to know

what is going on in our country!" And this is what they want

us to do, become involved. in their problems and help them to get

out of that terrible mud they are in.

Another Speaker:

I-think what was mentioned before is really true, that

they want a family doctor they can have a relation with rather

than walk into this large impersonal white institution where they

see no black faces except for their fellow patients. They feel

alien and on foreign territory. Take the appointment situation.

I know what is going on. Our overworked pediatrician gets an

emergency call in his practice and:gets to the OPD only at 11.

His patients have been waiting since 9. They don't know what has

happened, they don't see this other side.

-Director of Ambulatory Services (R.N.):

Free service is just impossible today. There is a crisis

going on in how hospitals become reimbursed for services. Particularly

for the last five years, most of our services deal with socioeconomic,

emotional, behavioral problems. There just is not enough medical

staff around to take care of .these problems. People coming to

OPD appreciate the treatment by residents, there is continuity.

But such care costs much money today, residents are being paid,

even interns. How are we going to solve the situation?
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Liaison Physician:

Is the OPD in competition with the NHC's?

Diiector of Ambulatory Service's:

No, because MIC's have very limited staff, they can't

cope with the demands. We get many referrals from NHC's. Many

patients do not want to be referred back to NHC's.

Liaison Physician:

Dr. X(NIiC physician), you are working in a NHC. Could

you tell us why people like NHC's?

Neighborhood Health Center Physician:

The NHC doctor serves a purpose, he has a relationship

to the community. The patient-doctor relationship as existing in

NHC's should be continued. NHC's are there to stay. They should

be supported by the Hospital. Rhode Island Hospital could supply

administrative expertise to NHC's. The centers have taken on a

social focus, and, identity has been established with the doctors.

But most are house officers and can't give long-term continuity.

The staff physicians should give leadership. The red tape in

hospital (for clinic referral) should be cut.

President, Medical Staff Association:

A man like Dr. Chazan, don't forget, volunteered because

he thought something has to be done. That is the kind of person

that creates a good doctor-patient relationship. In OPD's, however,
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doctors are assigned to the service, it. is something to be gotten

out of the way. This creates a different doctor-patient relationship.

They like doctors at the NIIC's at present becau.se it is selective.

Once physicians get assigned to NIIC's the relationship may

deteriorate.

NIIC Physician:

I am sure, enough people from the staff would be

found to volunteer, so that nobody would have to be assigned..

We must find incentives for senior doctors to go to NHC's. We

must do something now, we can't wait till the ambulatory care

center or something else is completed. OPD's can't be done away

with, it is not an "either or" problem. Thus, for instance, the

emergency room is overburdened because people can't sit in OPD

and miss a day's work. There should be a facility available

after 5 o'clock. We should also educate and motivate community

people to work in the health care delivery system of the hospital.

Self-esteem must be instilled:

Executive Director, Rhode Island Hospital:

As for help in their administration, it is possible,

but it costs money (for NHC's to use modern techniques). There

is not a mechanism for dialogue between Rhode Island Hospital and

the Centers. Progress for Providence is not working well. The

Di- ectors quit, doctors quit, it is difficult to work with them.

Model Cities is going to fund South Providence NHC's but it does
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not have the same philosophy as Progress for Providence.

Chief of Medicine:

But the thing is if you talk to doctors, they all like

NHC's, possibly someone in the administration might like it, too.

(laughter).

D.D.S., Director, hospital dental clinic:

"It hurts to hear that these folks don't feel at home

because doctors are whites." That is not true. We never had any

complaints. God help them if they did not have us in the 30's,

and God help them now if we did not continue the OPD. The problem

has been exaggerated here. The NHC's are great for socio-economic

cure. But to take care of the health of the nation you have to have

the manpower, the womanpower. I have never seen any Rhode Island

Hospital personnel show any signs of racism, (for 37 years)

I just don't think it's true. There has never anybody been

refused from Rhode Island Hospital with or without money.

Chief of Medicine:

*
How many chief OS service on this ,taff are black, Sir?

D.D.S., Director of hospital dental clinic:

That's not the point.
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Chief of Medicine:

That's precisely what they say it is (rasicm)

D.D.S., Director of hospital dental clinic:

Who?

Chief of Medicine:

Mr. George, the others.

D.D.S., Director of hospital dental clinic:

Not the people I know, middle aged a. Jld people.

Chief of Medicine:

That's the problem, sir!

Question: Dr. X(Chief of Medicine), are you saying that the standards

we have set up for health care in this Hospital are too high?

Chief of Medicine:

No, sir, I am only saying how they view it. There are

not enough Negro physicians, not enough Negro students in medical

school or nursing schools, because they'are not qualified,

qualified by your standards, namely, based upon white middle class

upbringing and not qualified by you who kept us down by selling

us your standards and then telling us wed- -are not good enough to meet

them.
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Question: Is the solution to this then to lower standards?

If we lower our standards, then the service is going to

get poorer and, in the end, those people who now demand lowering

the standards, are going to suffer.

Chief of Medicine:

There are two answers to that: 1) help us come up to

your standards, and the second point is 2) we are not so impressed

by your standards. Even with service of lower standard we will be

better off than we are now, because we are getting zero. What

is it of use to us if standards are high if we get nothing. South

Providence has only 3 physicians.

Another Speaker:

They want 100 black students in Brown University Medical

School, in First year class.

Chief of Medicine:

They say: don't tell us we are not qualified, get

us through (even it it takes us S or 6 years). I know you will

say, black physicians are not more likely to practice in ghettoes

than the whites who don't go to rural areas. But their answer

is: help us upgrade those Black students so they can get through

school.

We can always tall about quality of medical students. I

am not saying that I agree with their demands, I am just saying how

they see it. This is their judgement. You can ignore them,

if you want to, but it will be at your peril!
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President of Medical Staff Association:

We have to recognize that the white community is

responsible for the position the black community finds itself in.

If we accept this we must take the next step, even at the cost of

what you outlined. Make the medical system, the educational system

more responsible to the demands of the Blacks. But I must say,

the first thing is to recognize the problem, then to take the

next steps. I know what prejudice is, I remember the first

Negro intern in Rhode Island Hospital and the discussion going on

among staff of whether one can let him do a pelvic on a white

patient. Is that not prejudice? We have to recognize that.

Dinner Break - slides were shown of the tour with Mr. George through

the South Providence Community.
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Evening Session

PMI Physician Consultant:

(Who was asked to give his reaction to what had been

said in the afternoon session)

1) The hospital should help the community to.bui1d up

an organization that represents the community. It would be easier

to deal with such a representative body. Help the community to

develop to the point wher-. it can negotiate with the hospital man

to man. 2) We have to fins a new approach to health care that

would include the invisible sick. Whose responsibility are they?

The health Departments? A new liaison between Health Department -

Hospital - Private doctors is necessary for dealing with this

problem. 3) As to standards, is the treatment of the acute sick

enough? I don't think this is a good standard. On must see the

total patient. Take the pr Lem of a tired young woman. It's not

a medical problem but why is there no day care center for her

children. Can we advocate such a center? 4) As for funding:

determination, if it exists, takes one a long way. Be prepared

for a long battle and energy and expense. You should build an

organization, a mechanism for embarking on this battle.

Another Neighborhood Health Center Physician:

There are. unique features to NBC's: 1) They can teach

and motivate people how to use medical facilities. 2) They can be

good for career developg.ent programs. These two features are part

I
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of the concept of NHC's. Moreover, psychological and social

problems can be well treated. A social worker from Rhode Island

Hospital could resolve man -roblems in the NHC's. Now, Progregs

for Providence is not doing a .good job in running these centers,

it is hard to judge, therefore, whether the shortcomings of the

centers in South Providence are inherent in the cont_t.pt or not.

Love of neighbor is not enough, training could be done by the

hospital. NHC's in Providence have gone from crisis to crisis,

they had no opportunity to function. If helped along by the

hospital, they would maybe improve. It is also very important

to develop the egoof the people in the community. There was

an inciaent where they choose a chiropodist instead of an internist.

Now, this may be the wrong decision, but it is their decision, and

that is what is important.

Question: How have NHC's developed?

President, Medical Staff Association:

It is an old concept, city hospitals developed them

because transportation was a problem in those days.

Another Speaker:

The name developed out of the Office of Economic Opportunity

Program Act.
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PMI Physician Consultant:

In all seriousness, they evolved when the first physician

set up his office in the neighborhood in which he lived.

PMI Anthropologist Consultant:

And there are no such offices in the inner city. Could

the hospital make a financial commitment?

Executive Director, Rhode Island Hospital:

We are a long way from financial responsibility for

even one. But finances are not the issue, it is an organizational

problem. The 0PD /s cost a 1.2 million. While Model Cities 011

fund the 2 centers, the hospital will have to provide back-up

for red tape cutting, etc. The emergency room visits have not

risen over the last two years, this is partly due to the NHC's.

The folution of the problem could involve group practices and the

private sector in addition to the hospital administratrion.

PMI Executive Director:

If there is an organizational problem, who in the hospital

is supposed to deal with it recognizing that the problem can't be

solved without Rhode Island Hospital? Can there be created a

mechanism dealing with the South Pkovidende problem and another

one dealing with problems of the state?
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President, Medical Staff Association:

We can't set up the mechanism yet. We should move where

we, can. One- thing at a time should be done, trial and erxor

method must be applied. It's an evolving process.

PMI Executive Director

The system of trial and error is not being approved

any more. An organizational framework is needed for a basic

organized, systematic approach towards dealing with the problem

that came up today.

President of Medical Staff Association:

One more element: the organizational set-up must

include community people. If they want doctors, I think we should

get set about getting them doctors. Doctors going into the centers

can teach the people to avail themselves of medical care as was

pointed

Executive Director, Rhode Island Hospital:

The state does not support the kind of community

centered approaches we have been discussing today.

PMI Executive Director:

I do not mean to say anyone can solve the problem,

we began with that premise. What was said today, though, was that

we should have a set-up to continuously deal with the problem.
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The problem is going to be continuously with us. So why not have

a set-up that would continuously deal with it? Including a

communications network so that we can work with ever changing

problems for a long time.

PMI Psychologist Consultant:

As we need a hospital organization, we need a feel or

"sensor" of what is going on in the community. The client-doctor

relationship is changing. The client, now, has a right to talk

to his doctors. To want to collaborate is not enough. Skills

on how to collaborate are necessary.

Liaison Physician:

Would NHC's solve all problems?

Director of Personnel and Public Relations:

This is a difficult question. I believe that we would

be happier in our relationship with the community if we were to

help the NHC's. I agree with the Chief of Medicine concerning the

serious nature of the problem, of the emergence of two societies,

one black, one white in our country, and of the bitter confrontations

that are impending. And I can't see how any institution, non-

profit or profit, can possibly divorce itself from coming to grips

with this problem. This situation is so bad, and getting worse

constantly that it is a matter of survival of our institution and

the profession. There is no limit to what we should do, because

the survival of the society is at stake.
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Chief of Pathology:

How many (blacks) are we talking about. 5% of Providence

population? 1000, 1200?

Director of Personnel and Public Relations:

8% of Providence are black and 50% of South Providence-

Argument ensued concerning th-d-accuracy of the figures.

PMI Executive Director:

It is indicative of the extent of the problem that we

do not know whom we are talking about.

Chief of Medicine:

Figures are not the issue. They constantly change, the

more we do the'more we are expected to do. ,The issue is: is this

organization willing to address itself to the problem, and if it

does, does it do so to the very best it can. Nothing is going to

be resolved by numbers. We must address the problem as a moral

challenge.

PMI Psychologist Consultant:

I think, it's somewhat disastrous that a group as

concerned as this one can't go beyond the problem of 2 clinics, and

can't see that it should systematically diagnose and relate to

the community. This is really the core issue: how do we become

aware and stay aware of a continually changing pattern so that we

can adjust to it.
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President, Medical Staff Association:

Well, I think you are going too fast, because you must

recognize that our hospital is a community hospital. We are

keeping up with the new concept of community medicine, and are

going outside the walls of the Hospital, and our immediate concern

are the 2 centers next to us. And actually, they forced it.down

our throats. They awakened us, and I am. sure we are going to

move into these problems.

Chief of Medicine:

Did they open your eyes only to the two clinics?

PMI Psychologist Consultant

The medical staff should be oriented to the larger level

of the problem. The two clinics are test cases for a more general

competency to solve community health problems. The concept of

community hospital is being redefined from the outside.

Chief of Pathology:

This is too much for us to do, we haven't the resources.

PMI Psychologist Consultant:

INo, this hospital is so wealthy!
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PMI Anthropologist Consultant:

It has a staff of 400 doctors and is the 3rd largest

employer in the state. And you say that you have got resources.

Chief of Pathology:

It is impossible. Our problem is an emergency situation.

It is our task to put out the fire. If we go beyond, we have to

know what are the problems. Then, how can we solve them. Whether

by personal commitment or other is yet another question.

Chief of Pediatrics:

The Rhode Island Hospital has the opportunity to be

a pilot. Wecould demonstrate to other areas of the community

and to other hospitals an approach away from the concept of

putting out fires. They cannot take care of their own

neighborhood, but need help, all community hospitals must help.
. _ ..,

. Chief of Pathology:

Why hospitals at all, we have indeed government on all

sides.

Chief of Pediatrics:

You know, of course, what is happening with the

goVernment, they are not doing much.
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Chief of Pathology:

What about the rest of the community (whites), the

Blacks are threatening, making a lot of noise.

Chief of Medicine:

Do you want a direct government medical care system?

That's what will happen! The government will step in if nothing

happens!

Chief of Pathology:

We don't have enough resources to solve the problem.

PMI Executive Director:

Why does not the hospital then use its know-how and

bring in government and other resources and mobilize people to deal

with the problem in a better fashion? This isnot an unreasonable

suggestion.

Director of Psychology:

That brings us back to what Dr. X, PMI Psychologist

Consultant was talking about, we have the know-how the expertise

and skills. We'have about the lowest concentration of Negroes in

New England. If we can't deal with the problem, who can?

Dr. X, Member Ambulatory Services Committee:

You have to strike a balance between idealistic

hospital do-goodism and practicality on the other hand. This
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seems to me a case where A says: B needs this. Now, C what

are you going to do about it? One has to be very sure before one

sets about to help, what it is in the area that A, B, and C

wants. We have to be sure to have a representative body telling

us what the wants are.

Chief of Medicine:

Can't we build on the assumption that the community

around wants NHC's.

Member, Ambulatory Services Committee:

I am not sure whether Buddy George is representative

of the community.

Chief of Medicine:

How do you find out? How do you account for the fact

that 92% keep their appointments there?

Member, Ambulatory Services Committee:

Still, we don't know what the needs are.

Chief of Medicine:

Flow do you find out, go to the individual houses and ask?

Are we not to accept the demands because we do not trust Buddy

George to represent the communit)? He was disignated as their

representative, he was chairman of the "fact-finding" committee!"
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Member, Ambulatory Services Committee:

So he came around, and what did he say?

Executive Director:

He said he wanted money to support the NHC's and made

several other demands.

Member, Ambulatory Services Committee:

Yes, that's right, we should first find out what South

Providence people want, otherwise we build a house of cards,

or put the cart before the horse. The problems we are talking

about are broad social problems, are family problems (not medical.)

Chief of Medicine:

So we do not address ourselves to medical problems

because it's a much bigger problem, and we must await somebody

to take care of the bigger social problems?

Member, Ambulatory Services Committee:

The Hospital cannot provide care for everybody.

Chief of edicine:

But can we improve the medical care situation?

President, House Officers Association:

Unfortunately, ac present, residents are not wanted

in NHC's because they do not stay long. I work in the OPD, and
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have heard from people how they trust "their" NHC physician, how

they appreciate a doctor they can relate to (continuity). I know

that they rather wait for months for a doctor they have been

patients of to do surgery on them than have someone from the Hospital

do it whom they do not know. This is a paradoxical situation,

because surgeons in the Hospital do not get enough patients.

Rhode Island Hospital should become involved with the NHC's;

with its manpower it could meet the demands. There is a group

of residents who really want to become involved, they even want to

volunteer for Progress for Providence. Alone for selfish reasons

the hospital should support NHC's, it would be very favorable for

the education of senior residents. As I pointed out, we would

find good teaching materials in the NHC's. A good co-relationship

between teaching, education, on the one hand, and health care in

NHC's on the other, could evolve.

President, Medical Staff Association: Commenting on results of the Seminar:

This meeting has been a wonderful thing, we don't get

to know each other every day in the Hospital the way we did here.

So many of us know se much, and are so interested in the problem.

I am moved by this experience.

Executive Director of the Hospital:

The discussion has given us a concept of hospital-

community involvement, and of the magnitude of the problem, we

have an organizational structure working on this, its effectiveness
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Mill be judged later. The problem is tremendous, it needs a lot

of expertise, experts have to deal with it.

PMI Executive Director:

PMI is meant to be a catalyst. An educational process

has gone on today, because to stimulate and promote interest in

the problem is an educational process in itself. But education

in any of its forms must have a goal. A reason for teaching is

transfer of information, attitude change, action change.

As Dr. Golodetz (PMI Physician Consultant) pointed out,

this hospital is not behind the times. The problem is tremendous,

but it's not bigger than the whole problem of continuing

physician education. It is hard to get physicians to accept

the concept. Uncle Sam is concerned and might do something about

it. But hopefully, we can do something about this ourselves.

My hope is that out of this session will come a continuous

commitment to dealing with the problem and that a physician

education program will develop that will spread awarenes- and

commitment to the staff at large.

Liaison Physician:

Yes, we have to explore this further, we muct carry

on thinking about the problem.

Thank you all very much for your attendance.
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different from those in other co:.:A....nities; such items as attitudez;

toward continain3 education, staffins, turrover rates, ete.

7. Enummte identifiable differences in contiwinn education habits of

physicians practicin3 in depressed areas, as om:)osed to those lect.',;ce.

in iiore afflmnt areas served by the same hospital.

B. In connection with the wor% and services to be perfor;:ed above the Contractor

shall subit thc followiyz renorts, in as original and four copies, to th2

Project Officer:

1. Quarterly Proess Perorts

Quarterly Prozz.ess Renorts in detail consistinL of an account of 4xx.'1;

accomplished, and all i=ortant problems encountered.

2. FinP.1 Rer,ort

A Final Report consisting of:

a. discuss the InthoColo-v used in conducUns the project

b. Evaluate the effect of the consultation yreo:::ra:a in cstablish5nz; pro:,,rms

of continnin::, ce.ueation for pllysicians in the depressed area hospitx..ls

anti in oneoura5inz the utilisation of plinciples of educational prou.ra:a

developmcnt in these pro rams.

c. Discr.ss W:ose factors (in the hospital and in the consultative services)

vhich are ibelp1:1A1 to and as hiudrance to the establlsnt of colltinun...;

medical education in l'onpitals servin:s depressed areas.
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Article I. SCOTK1 of (Continued)

d. Discuss cmLrastinL; characteristics of hospitrin loc::tea in depressed
areas as on-ose:t to Vlo:;e in other cc:r.%unitics and enu=rate the iden.,i-
fiable differences in these differing envirmAcn'..s.

3. Paten *6 Disclosure Perorts (Sec Patent Richts Clause of Contract).

4. The questionnaire forms recuired to be developed for use under
the contract shall be sy)'Inatted for the reviel; ana approval of

the Project Officer in sufficient tine to alio:: 3 ronthc for
securin-: Bureau of the Bud3et Clears.nces of the fors prior to
their use. The work must be scheduled in a nanne%- which ::=11
iJerrAt the above stated lead-time for clearance without inter-
ference Irith the proress of tha work. The Projec:; Officer will
be responsible for processing the for for clearance.

MICK; II. Perioa of

Performance of this contract shall begin on Pebru:ry 3: 1969: and sh01 not
extend beend the co:.:21etion date of 1-!ay 15, 1970, relless the rericd is en;;ended
by modification of the contract.
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EFFECTIVE DATE

September 30, 1970
CONTRACTOR (Nam. and Add,..,)

Postoraduate Medical Institute
30 Fenvay
Boston, Massachusetts 02215

ISSUING OFFICE

Bureau of Health Professions Education and
Z1anpo ;rer Training, 1IIH, PHS

Dept. of Health) Education and Welfare
Buildinz; 31, Room 53-50
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

ACCOUNTING ANO APPROPRIATION DATA

Sponsor: Division of Phvaician annouer

N/A

IUROSE: Develop and evaluate the consultazIonmeZ,hod in establishin:: and maintairin7
educational prozrams for physicians in three hospitals loca6e4 in ciepre.,seci
areas.

PROJECT DIRECTOR: Horman S. Stearns, M.D.

AMOUET:

DV:TE: December 31, 1970

COQ TACT TItE: Cost Reimbursement

Except as hereby modified, all terms and conditions of said contract remain unchanged and in full force and
effect. This Supplemental Agreement is entered into pursuant to the authority of ',.122 252 (c) (lo).

n; ".1717 717""13 1---,-r:111-7
NAME OF CONTRACTOR

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED INDIVIDUAL

Norman S. Stearns, M.D.

TYPED NAME

TITLE
Executive Director

November 20, 1970

nAtc

A I r;
SIGNATAJR OF CONTRACTING OFFIC R

JoGenll J Cooney
TYPED NAME

/, -5*(1 77!
DATE

PliS4910-4 (REV. 7/67)
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Contract No. 11111 70-4149 - NO. 1
(formerly PH 105-G9-47 Mod. 1:o. 1)
Pace 2 of 2 paces

The above numbered contract is hereby modified to provide for an extension in
the period of performance, as set forth below:

That portion of Article II., Period of Performance, which reads
"September 30, 1970" is chanced to read "December 30, 1970".

It is understood and acreed that the above modification results in no chance
in the total estimated cost of the contract.


